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Poor showing

The young & the Jeff-less

Turnout percentage dropped
below 50 percent in November

Racers make valiant effort
but fall short at Vandy

Judge will order full
disclosure of UK charges

See page 8
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More than 400 people attended
the funeral services of Murray
Mayor Leslie Holmes Ellis Sr. today at First United Methodist
Church in Murray, where he was a
member.
Ellis died Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after almost a year-long bout with
lung cancer.
All city operations, including administrative offices, municipal
utitities offices, the MurrayCalloway County Transit Authority, the city sanitation department
and city landfill were closed until 1
p.m. today in observance of
Mayor Ellis' funeral, according to
City Clerk Jo Crass.
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham officiated at the service, and Sid
Easley gave the eulogy: Dennis
Roman gave a poem and led the
congregation in prayer. Joan
Bowker presented organ music
along with a solo.

Story on retirement rating brings
San Jose, California, couple here
Andy and Judy Hafner moved to Murray after reading about the
city's top retirement rating by Rand McNally in the San Jose, California, newspaper.
Andy Hafner is a retired home appliance who has opened a repair
shop of his own here. They said the story in the California newspaper
was the first thing that attracted them to Murray.
We had been thinking about finding a place to retire," he said.
"We saw an article in the San Jose Mercury and thought we'd come
check it out."
Judy Hafner said they liked what they saw.
"We visited here for about five days and fell in love with Murray,"
she said. "We bought a house and went home and sold ours."

Elsewhere
83, The 4SSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — Harbingers of inflation are everywhere, say
economists, everywhere but in the figures that the government puts
out every month on changes in prices.
WASHINGTON — President-elect Bush was poised today to name
Chicago mass transit official Samuel Skinner as his transportation
secretary, and soyrces said an additional Cabinet appointment would
Likely add the firsi black to the new Cabinet.
MOSCOW — Senior Soviet officials say the immense cost of raising
new cities from the rubble of the Armenian earthquake will doubtless
slow Mikhail S. Gorbachev's efforts to achieve fundamental social
and economic reforms.
CHICAGO — Seven Democrats and eleven Republicans have joined the free-for-all to run for mayor in Chicago, but the rumored candidacy of former Mayor Jane Byrne failed to materialize before the
filing deadline.
BURLINGTON, 11. — Pat Paquin says she's amazed by the outpouring of support since her husband was seriously injured trying to
aid an accident victim. A neighbor cleared their driveway and a merchant dropped off a Christmas tree.
SINGAPORE — In this former British colony, Christmas is
Styrofoam snowmen and chestnuts roasted by street vendors in
shorts. A department store Santa is flown in from Finland and the
yuletide turkey is often curried.

An honor guard from the Murray Police Deportment stood by the casket of Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis as
pallbearers delivered it to First Methodist Chureh for funeral services today. A retired major in the United
States 4rrnv, Ellis died Saturday night after a long bout with cancer.
s.s.11 photo tr. Hat id Turk

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The nine men
and women who cast Kentucky's votes for
president say the electoral college is historically and practically significant.
The electors, who cast their votes Monday for
George Bush for president and Dan Quayle for
vice president, said the constitutional basis for
the electoral college retains it importance.
Theodore Lavit, an at-large elector, said the
original debate that created the electoral college held true. During the constitutional
debates, many representatives of smaller
states feared that larger states would control
the outcome of elections and the fate of the

country. The U.S. Senate, with two members
from each state, and the electoral college, were
both included as part of the settlement of that
debate.
"It's a states' rights issue," said Lavit.
The tradition is also significant.
Joyce Beatty, an elector from Lexington,
said history alone was enough to make the electoral college important.
"I just think that as it was set up in the Constitution, it's worked so well that there's no
reaon that it shouldn't continue to work," Ms.
Beatty said.
Anita Folsom, an at-large elector, said the

electoral system also serves to preserve the
two-party system.
"I think it serves a purpose of preventing to
many splinter parties," she said.
It is often forgotten that presidents are nor
elected on the first Tuesday after the first Mon
day in November. The real election is the first
Monday after the second Tuesday in Decembr.
That is when electors gather in each state
Capitol to cast their ballots for the presiden•
and vice president of the United States. Thi
number in each state is determined by tht

WASHINGTON — A court has reversed the last of the disciplinary
suspensions against the presidents of federal employee unions for actively supporting Democrat Walter Mondale in the 1984 presidential
campaign.
WASHINGTON — The White House says it is too soon to say
whether President Reagan will join the board of directors of the Los
Angeles Dodgers, as reported by a sports publication
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Elvis Presley fans still holding tickets for two
1977 concerts canceled because of his death can get refunds soon, the
state director of unclaimed property said.
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MSI graduates Carrie Paschall left, and Sherri Skelton with the Wienermobile.

Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
showers likely. Low in the upper 40s. Southwest wind 10 to 15
mph. Chance of min 80 percent.
Wednesday Partly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
morning showers
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy conditions

Active pallbearers were Virgil
Harris, Stanford Andrus, Tommy
Marshall, Eugene Tarry, Don
Overbey, Rob Miller, Jim Garrison and Sid Easley.

By DAN LOUDI
Staff Writer
How would you like to drive
a 23-foot long, eight-foot high,
and 10-foot wide hot dog on
wheels for a job? If you saw
them in Murray on Saturday,
then you realized Murray
State University graduates
Carrie Paschall and Sherri
Skelton relish their job.
Return with us now to those
thrilling days of the 1950s,
when kids would see these
•
'Wienermobilei'b coming
down the street in their
hometown. Now combine that
feeling with 19808 technology
and the fun begins all over
again.
Paschall and Skelton are
— ---(Coard on page 2)

NASA blueprint envisions Mars missions
WASHINGTON AP — NASA is
laying the groundwork to send the
mixt generation of astronauts
beyond the Earth's orbit early in
the 21st century, with missions to
Mars and a space station on a
Martian moon among the
possibilities
In a report released Monday,
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration said the nation must make a "modest invest
ment of resources" during the
1990s to prepare the nation for a
range of opportunities in space

"This ability is critical to United
States leadership in space," said
the report titled, "Beyond Earth's
Boundaries* Human Exploration
of the Solar System in the 21st
Century."
The report examined several
strategies for exploring the inner
reaches of the solar system, including establishing a manned
lunar observatory, setting up a
space station on the Martian moon
Phobos or sending astronauts to
the red planet itself early in the
next century.

The ambitious blueprint addresses President Reagan's directive on space policy issued last
January The directive sets as a
long-range goal "to expand human
presence and activity beyond
Earth orbit into the solar system."
Frank Martin, assistant administrator of NASA's Office of
Exploration, said "there's every
indication" the Bush administration will support that policy.
The underpinnings of any
strategy to send space explorers to
the moon and beyond in the next

two decades will be increased
NASA funding for development of
new technology, life sciences
research, unmanned robotic missions, development of a new fleet
of launch vehicles able to lift
heavier loads, and continued commitment to Space Station
Freedom, which is planned for
Earth orbit in the mid-1990s.
If those conditions are met, the
United States could send
astronauts to Phobos in 2003 or to
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Kentucky State Police will watch
roadways closely over the holidays
The Kentucky State Police will be emphasizing DUI enforcement
well into the Christmas and New Year's holidays.
Last Christmas and New Year's holiday, 18 people died on Kentucky highways. Eight of those died in crashes where someone was
drinking and driving. The 1987 Christmas holiday period accounted
for most of these with seven fatalities. All seven died in an alcoholrelated crash.
An overall picture of the holiday period from Thanksgiving through
New Year's last year, shows there were 15,512 total vehicle accidents
Of those, 878 were alcohol-related and 397 people were injured. There
were also 446 alcohol-related crashes that resulted in property'/i
damage.
The Kentucky State Police will increase enforcement and utilize
federal overtime for maximum coverage during the holidays
Designating a sober driver can prevent needless highways crashes
and/or a DUI arrest.
High-speed pursuit Mustangs, as well as regular patrols, will be‘sped for those who break the speed limit. Officers will also enforce the
child safety seat law which requires children under 40 inches tall to
be properly restrained in a federally-approved child safety seat
The use of safety belts is also encouraged says Justice Secretary W.
Michael Troop. "During the Christmas and New Year's holidays last
year, four of the 18 who died were thrown out of the car. Seventeen of
the 18 were un-restrained. A good New Year's resolution would be to
start wearing a safety belt."
The official holiday time period for Christmas is 6 p.m., Friday,
Dec. 23, through midnight, Monday, Dec. 26. The New Year's official
holiday period runs from 6 p.m., Friday, Dec. 30, through midnight,
Monday, Jan. 2, 1989,

Seaboard says new
feed mill will be
built in Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Seaboard Farms announced Monday it would build a $4.7 million
feed mill in Mayfield.
The mill is the third part of a
chicken processing farm announced earlier by Seaboard. Also to be
built in Mayfield are a hatchery
and the actual processing plant,
which is expected to employ 600 to
800 people.
The feed mill will employ about
47 people.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, who
joined in the announcement, called Seaboard "one of the biggest
boons to happen for the
agriculture department in western
Kentucky in years," adding that
farmers who grow the grain will
be netting about $12 million a year.

aaL.-reay
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Holiday Hours
Mon -Fri. 8 a.m .5:30 p m
Sat 8 a m -5 p.m Sun. 1 p.m -4 p.m

Electors...
((bard from page 1)
number of seats it has
in
the U.S. Representatives plus two
for each senator.
Bush had also won the popular
vote on Nov. 8 with 734,281 votes to
580,368 for Democrats Michael
Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen.
But the electors, chosen by the
Kentucky Republican Party, did
not have to vote for Bush and
Quayle and that was enough to
make the job important.
"Apparently it does still have
historical and current political
significance," said James D.
Bryant of Bowling Green, who
represented the 2nd District.
Bryant and other electors were
bombarded with requests to cast
ballots for someone other than
Bush and Quayle.
Norma Wiedmar, the 3rd
District elector from Louisville,
received one letter 12 pages long.
It did no good.
"When you're my age, you don't
like changes," said Mrs. Wiedmar. who was not inclined to
reveal that age. "I think it's a good
•thing to keep a little history
'involved."
Though Kentucky voted for
Bush and Quayle as a whole, not
all parts of it cast a majority of
Republican ballots.
The 7th District voted
Democratic, but that did not enter
into the decision of how Jack Kibbey voted.
"The outcome of the statewide
election determined my vote,"
Kibbey said.
Secretary of State Bremer
Ehrler summed up his thoughts
when he thanked the electors, who
were paid 1100 plus expenses, for
their time and trouble.
"I want to congratulate all of
you," he said. "You made history
today"

Read the
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Bush appointments put off after comments

MSU grads...
(Cont'd from page 1)
"hotdoggers," representatives
of the Oscar Mayer company,
who are traveling across the
country in one-of-six Wienermobiles. The vehicles,
5,800-pounds of fiberglass on
converted 1988 Chevrolet vans,
are on a "Salute to Kids —
1988 Hometown Tour."
"We've been to Denver,
Philadelphia and New York,
among other places, on our
Hometown tour," Skelton said
"In New York, we were in a
Wienermobile parade with
four other Wienermobiles and
later we fed hot dogs to
homeless children at Tavern
on the Green."
Paschall and Skelton both
realize that their first job out
of college is a little out of the
ordinary, but they are proud
of their Wienermobile and
would not have it any other
way.
"They (Oscar Mayer)
recruited about six months
ago. Sherri and 12 others were
hired," Paschall said. "About
a month ago a position opened.
I knew Sherri from MSU and I
Interviewed and got the job.
The original Wienermobile
,in 1936 was the brainstorm of
Oscar Mayer Advertising
Manager and son of one of the
original owners, Carl G.
Mayer. Mayer met with competition from other who suggested Wienercopters and
Wienerscooters, but won out
with the Wienermobile. The
original vehicle was built by
General Body Company of
Chicago and was 13-foot, a little over half as long as the
modern-day Wienermobile.
In the early 1950s five new
Wienermobiles were built. In
1958, Brooks Stevens, the
Milwaukee, Wis., executive
who also designed the classic
Excalibur, created a glass
bubble nose model — the first
to sit on a toasted fiberglass
bun. Stevens' sons, Dave and
William "Steve" Stevens, used
the 1950's model as the prototype for the 1 : model.
Both Paschall and Skelton
were speech communication
majors at Murray State
University. Few classes
anywhere, however, can help
someone to become a
"hotdogger."
"It's really a lot of fun. People's reactions are great,"
Skelton said. "In Chicago, a
woman saw the Wienermobile,
dropped everything she was
carrying and ran up and kissed it. She was just so happy to
see it because it reminded her
of the happiness of her
childhood."
"Our home base is in
Wisconsin and it is Sherri's
and my first experience in
really cold weather," Paschall
said. "We now know the difference between hot dogs and
chilly dogs."
"We get better reactions
sometimes from adults than
kids," Skelton said, "because
they remember the one they
saw and want their kids to see
this one."

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President-elect Bush canceled
plans for announcing new Cabinet
appointments today after the
leading contender for secretary of
health and human services was
quoted as saying he favored a
woman's right to an abortion.
Comments by medical educator
Louis Sullivan over the weekend in
an Atlanta newspaper resulted in

(Cont'd from page 1)
Honorary pallbearers were Joe
Dick, H. Glenn Doran, James M.
Lassiter, L.D. Miller, Stuart
Poston, Mac Fitts, C.T. Winslow,
James Marvin, Ratliffe Paschall,
Forrest Paschall and Frank
Taylor, along with members of the
Murray Rotary Cub and the Murray City Council.
Burial followed in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Chris, Edwards played "Taps" at the
gravesite.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the First United
Methodist Church, American
Cancer Society, or the Holmes
Ellis Scholarship Fund at Murray
State University.

NASA•••
(Cont'd from page 1)
Mars in 2007 or establish by 2005 a
lunar base from which astronauts
could build a Mars outpost in 2015,
said John Aaron, who headed the
Office of Exploration during production of the report.
Aaron said the agency has not
developed reliable cost estimates
for the missions studied in the
report. "We are not talking about
missions that are cheap," he said,
but "we think these are
affordable."
Martin said such missions probably could be accomplished at
less real cost than the Apollo program, which put U.S. astronauts
on the moon in 1969. At its height,
the Apollo program cost about 4
percent of the federal budget annually, which in today's dollars
would be about $25 billion, he said.
"You can't do the civil space
program on the cheap," he said,
noting the nation now spends
about $11 billion annually on NASA
programs The fiscal 1989 federal
budget is about $1.1 trillion.
"We're not a poor nation. We
can figure out how to do these
things if they're important to us,"
he said, adding that international
cooperation could help support
these missions.
Martin said NASA must leap
many technological hurdles
before it can accomplish the goal
of establishing a permanent
human presence in space, but "I
don't see any show stoppers
there."
NASA's Project Pathfinder,
under whose umbrella much of the
research will be done, gets $40
million this year and the same
amount next year, despite NASA's
request for $100 million. Martin
said annual funding for the program must increase to $100
million soon.
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of Bush and his wife, was reported
to have said that he, like Bush, opposes the use of federal funds for
abortions, the weekend interview
threw an obstacle In his path to the
Cabinet, transition and congressional sources said.
The Atlanta Constitution
reported today that Sullivan had
said Monday night he was having
trouble getting calls to the White
House returned.
"I have simply concluded that,
as a result of my not receiving a
call back, the things have been put
off, and hopefully it's not anything
worse than that."
Sullivan told the newspaper his
stand on abortion is private and he
does not intend to disagree publicly with Bush's anti-abortion views.
He said he believes "there
should be that right (to abortions)
.. At the same time,lam aware of
the fact that the president-elect
feels that that should not be the
case, and I would have to, as
secretary, should I be appointed,
carry out his policies."
A Bush transition official said
that Bush had not formally offered
the post to Sullivan, despite
widespread speculation and
despite Sullivan's own comments.

Turnout percentage dropped
below 50 percent in November
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Fewer than half of voting-age Kentuckians cast ballots in the Nov. 8
general election, with more than a
third of the non-voters citing
reasons related to not being
registered, according to a new
poll.
The Bluegrass State Poll, conducted Nov. 14-19 by The CourierJournal, found that 31 percent of
the 229 Kentuckians who said they
did not go to the polls had problems due to registration. Of the 37
percent, 31 percent said they were
not registered and 6 percent said
they had just moved to their
precinct.
The poll was published in a
copyright story in Sunday's editions of the newspaper.
The November election, in
which voters were asked to choose
between Republican George Bush
and Democrat Michael Dukakis
for president, drew 1,322,517 people to the polls — the secondhighest turnout on record.
But the percentage fell because
of an increase in the estimated
adult population of the state. The
percentage of voting-age Kentuckians who went to the polls apparently hit a post-World War II
low, the newspaper reported, as
just 48.2 percent of the estimated
2,746,000 Kentuckians 18 or older
went to the polls.
In 1984, the presidential election
attracted 50.8 percent of voting.
age Kentuckians — 1,369,345
voters. The turnout is the record
for the state in an election.
Twenty-nine percent of those
polled who said they did not vote
said circumstance — such as a
lack of transportation, illness,
vacations or work commitments
— kept them from the polls.
Another 24 percent said they

disliked the candidates or couldn't
choose from among them, didn't
care to vote, felt it would make no
difference or habitually never
vote.
Nine percent gave other reasons
and 2 percent declined to offer an
explanation.
The poll's finding closely
parallels a recent CBS News-New
York Times poll of non-voters in
which 37 percent said they were
not registered.
The Bluegrass State Poll also
found that the groups most likely
to say they didn't vote were young
adults ages 18 to 24, those who had
not completed high school, those
who have lived in their current
residence for less than a year,
those employed in unskilled occupations, those who usually read
a daily newspaper only once a
week or less and those living in
households with incomes below
$15,000.
The poll has a margin of error of
6.5 percentage points among the
229 adults who said they didn't
vote. That means that, in theory,
In 19 of 20 cases the poll results
would differ by no more than 6.5
points above or below the results
that would have been obtained by
questioning all Kentucky adults
who have telephones and who said
they didn't vote.
The Bluegrass State Poll, conducted randomly by telephone,
asked those who said they didn't
vote in the Nov. 8 presidential
election:
"Since everyone can't vote,
we're interested in the reasons
people have who didn't. Some
were sick, others didn't have
transportation, still others,
couldn't register in time or don't
really care about elections. How
about you?"

WEEKEND
IN GATLINBURG, TENNESSEE
FEBRUARY 3, 4, 5, 1989
$108.00
PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
SINGLE SUPPLEMENT - $61.00 7 THREE TO ROOM - $99.00

FOUR TO ROOM - $89.00
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an unexpected snag in his selection by Bush to head the sprawling
agency, transition sources said.
Bush canceled a scheduled 2
p.m. announcement of Cabinet
choices.
He had been poised to name
Chicago mass transit official
Samuel Skinner as his transportation secretary, and sources had
said an additional appointment
had been likely, to add the first
black to the new Cabinet.
Two blacks have been in line for
Cabinet posts, according to
sources who spoke only on the condition of anonymity: Sullivan and
retired three-star Army Gen.
Julius W. Becton.
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution reported Sunday that
Sullivan, president of Morehouse
School of Medicine in Atlanta, said
in an interview that he supporled a
woman's right to choose to lave
an abortion.
That appeared to be at odds with
a statement released by Bush's
transition office last week after
the two men met in Washington.
The statement said Sullivan had
assured the vice president he
shared Bush's anti-abortion views.
Even though Sullivan, a friend
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Holiday fund-raising shows mixed success

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
planning and development in
Americans generosity is being Boston.
tested this holiday season in
"The response has been the
response to the earthquake in greatest I've ever seen in
18
Soviet Armenia and to the needy years," he said. "They're giving
at home.
to both situations — the homeless
By at least one measure — here, the hungry in Armenia."
United Way's projection for the
Among the nation's biggest
year of 6 percent to 7 percent cities, icollections were reported
growth — donations nationwide up in New York, Chicago, and
appear to have increased.
Atlanta, but down in Los Angeles.
Charities in many communities In the Midwest, Indianapolis, Kansay contributions of money, sas City, Mo., and St. Louis
clothing, toys and food are at least reported healthy donations, while
keeping pace with last year and Minneapolis, Detroit and Iowa's
should pick up this week before cities were having a more difficult
Ctuistmas.
time. And in the West, Phoenix
But in other cities, contributions and Tucson, Ariz., showed drops,
have dropped, hampered by cold while Denver and Salt Lake City
weather, a shortage of bell charities said their contribution
s
ringers, shopping malls that were on target.
banish fund-raisers from enIn Dallas, the Dallas Morning
trances, weak local economies, or
even a drain on givers from cam- News Charities reported its drive
paign contributions earlier this was ahead of last year's pace, but
the Salvation Army said its cash
year.
Efforts to aid the victims of the donations are down, part of the
earthquake in Soviet Armenia ap- continuing impact of the oil bust.
Money is tight in oil-linked
pear to be having an impact on
domestic giving in some cities, but Oklahoma City, too, Maj. Ralph
not in others, say spokesmen for Morrel of the Salvation Army said
the Salvation Army, American last week, when collections were
Red Cross, Volunteers of running about $50,000 below what
America, United Way, food banks they were a year ago at the same
time.
and other charities.
In Massachusetts, with an
"I understand from a lot of merArmenian population estimated at
chants that people aren't spending
more than 60,000, most charity ofas much money," he said. "And
ficials said it is too early to tell
when they spend money, they give
whether that has cut into local
It away. When the merchants have
giving.
a good year, we have a good
But at the American Red Cross,
year."
the tragedy appears to have proIn Minneapolis, contributions to
mpted an across-the-board inboth Catholic Charities and the
crease in giving, said Philip
Salvation Army are flagging.
Schuyler, manager of operations.
"Our suspicion is that there's a

DR. GCrl'T

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes
staph infection? Can it be fatal?
DEAR READER: Many microbes
have the ability to cause disease. One
group, the staphylococci, is parrly common. Staph bacteria are
normal inhabitants of the nose and
skin of healthy indivkcluals. Under certain circumstances, when a person's
immunity is lowered, staph will cause
affection
Typically, this infection is associated with abscesses: pimples and boils
However, staph can cause food poisoning (nausea, vomiting and diarrhea), pneumonia, bone inflammation, blood stream infection and so
forth. Post-operative wound infection
is a particularly dreaded complication of surgery. Staph spread in the
bloodstream can cause abscesses in
any part of the body
Most sta pit.tefections, especially on
the skin, heal with simple treatment,
such as scrubbing with soap or the use
of hot packs (to cause the boils to
"point" and drain).
More deep-seated infections need
antibiotics. This can be a problem because many straws-of staph are resistant to penicillin -and other common
anti-microbials: the bacteria de-activate antibiotics by excreting a substance called penicillinase
Therefore, penicillinase-resistant
drugs have to be used; these include
methicillin, nafcillin, cephalosporins,
gentamycin and others. Internal
staph abscesses may have to be surgically drained.
The major exception to the above
Characteristics is toxic shock syndrome, a type of bloodstream staph
infection that is associated with high
fever, vomiting, diarrhea,skin rashes.
delerium and shock It is often caused
by the improper use of menstrual
tampons, particularly in frequent
changing of tampons.
Certain patients with deficient im-

-17:1

munity — such as newborn babies, intravenous drug users and people with
chronic diseases — have to be especially careful of staph infections and
must receive prompt and appropriate
treatment if infections appear. However, for most people. seriou staphylococcal infections are rarely a' noteworthy problem.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm female, age
49. About a year ago I experienced
terrible pain in my legs, feet, arms
and hands. My hands became swollen
and turned black, and the tips of the
fingers became ulcerated. The doctor
said I had Raynaud's syndrome and
put me on Cardizem. I'm wondering if
it's toxic shock.
DEAR READER: If you had fever,
headache, nausea, diarrhea, kidney
failure and liver malfunction, you
may have had toxic shock syndrome.
This is a type of staphylococcal infection that typically occurs in women
who improperly use high-absorbency
tampons.
On the other hand, your symptoms
could have resulted from an unusual
form of acute inflammation of the arteries. causing arterial spasm and a
dangerous circulatory disturbance
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lot more competition for the charity dollar. A lot of social service
programs are going after money
because of all the cutbacks for
welfare," said Robert Miller of
Catholic Charities.
A manpower shortage has caused donations to drop in other
areas.
Iowa's strong job market, with
unemployment at 3.5 percent, has
cut into volunteers.
"You hate to think that's a bad

sign for us in kettle season .
We're struggling to find help,"
said Lt. Jesse Collins of the Salvation Army in Marshalltown, where
only half the usual 15 bell ringers
could be mustered.
In New York, the Volunteers of
America is pulling in more money
from major donors and mail contributors, but its sidewalk Santa
campaign is not doing as well as
had been expected, said John
Hartman, the group's develop-
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Tandy 102 Portable Computer
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System With CM-5
Color Monitor
(#25-1043) $1098.95

Save A095

With MS-DOS and the DeskMate Graphical User Interface
both built in, nothing could be easier—you can start using
the Tandy 1000 SL in seconds! You can even record audio
on your disks! With DeskMate 10-in-1 software. #25 1401
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Handy PC-7
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Pocket Computer
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4" Drive onTV

May all the joys of
Christmas fill your
heart.

are running 15 percent behind
their 1987 rate.
"The fact of the matter is that
we usually suffer every four years
when there's an election,' said
Russell Prince, the army's director of development in Southern
California. "We got hurt in '84, but
we've seen it this year more than
ever. They've gotten more
sophisticated in their direct mail
fund-raising techniques and it's
hurt us this year more than ever."

Most Stores Open from 9:00 a.m.
Until Late Through Christmas

099
°
L., °

FAIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY

ment director.
"I'm not sure I know why we
have a shortage" of Santas, he
said. "But it is a grueling job. The
Santas are usually out on the
sidewalk from 8:30 in the morning
to 8:30 or 9 o'clock at night, in all
kinds of weather,"
The presidential campaign
drain has been a problem, said
fund-raisers in Southern California, where Salvation Army donations for the eight-county region
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PERSPECTIVE
Ellis made mark
on City of Murray
"Service above Self" is what could be said about Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis who died Saturday evening following a year's bout with
cancer.
Mayor Ellis was serving the city as mayor for his sixth term.
First elected in 1957, Ellis served for four terms, before choosing
not to run because of his position as general manager of Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
After his retirement from the association, he was elected to his fifth
term in 1981 and to his sixth term as major in 1985.
Ellis has seen many accomplishments for the city. Just recently on
Nov. 19, he was pictured in the Murray Ledger& Times with the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce Certified Cities Gold Award, signifying
five or more consecutive years of certification. Steve Zea, executive
vice president of MCCCC,and Mac Fitts, chamber ambassador, had
accepted the award at Lexington for Ellis on Nov. 17 as he was unable
to attend.
This was just one of the many honors the city has received during
the administration of Ellis.
Another great honor was the city and the area being named as No. 1
retirement place in the United States by Rand-McNally in September
1987.
qr.
The new police building across from the Murray City Hall on

Poplar Street has been built the past year giving the Murray Police
Department a place of their own.
Mayor Ellis has seen the city grow during his lifetime in business,
annexation, and factories.
A native of Calloway County, Ellis knew the importance of the
tobacco industry in the area. He had worked as a county agent following his graduation from the University of Kentucky after attending
Murray State College for two years. He had served as Kentucky
assistant commissioner of agriculture in 1948 before taking the position with the of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association
here in 1949.
Among the many honors Ellis has received are Man of the Year by
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and Distinguished
Alumnus Award by the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Active in the work of Calloway County Chapter of American Red
Cross,-he also was an active member of the Murray Rotary Club having served as president. He had continued as a member of the Kentucky Reserve Officers Association after serving in the Army in
World War II in the South Pacific attaining the rank of major. He
retired from the Active Reserves in 1972 as a lieutenant colonel.
Realizing the importance of the popcorn industry in this area, Major Ellis and his brother, Herman Kelly Ellis, formed the Ellis Popcorn Company, which is one of the outstanding industries of Murray
today.
Mr. Ellis was a family man having been married for many years to
the former Gela Furches, a retired elementary teacher for the Murray City Schools.
Murray and Calloway County will miss the services of Mayor Ellis
We extend sympathy to his wife, Gela, their son, Leslie Holmes
Ellis Jr., his three grandchildren, one great-grandchild, his sister,
Leila E. Erwin, and his two brothers, Frank R. Ellis of Arlington
Va., and Herman K. Ellis Murray.

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
Money is a very relative thing.
John Muir (1838.1914) the
American naturalist once declared
that he was richer than the then

wealthy industrialist E.H.
Harriman:
I have all the money I want
and he hasn't.

Mnay Ledger & Times

Other cards indice the old Galley really gets around
Among the many "get well'
cards I have received recently
have been two unusual ones—both
from folks I do not know nor who
know me personally.
One came from Daisy and Walter
W. Fellmann of Somerville, New
Jersey. Mrs. Fellrnann wrote: "We
read about Rand-McNally's report,
regarding Murray. Since we are Cambridge, Maryland. She wrote:
senior citizens, it was of special in- "I receive The Ledger and really
terest to us, and therfore, we enjoy your column. Hope you are
subscribed to the Murray Ledger feeling much better.' It was
and Times.
thoughtful of her to write and I ap"This is just a little explanation preciate her compliment very
of why you are receiving a card much.
from New Jersey and how we
•••
'know you.' Your column is very
Another was signed "Your Murenjoyable and presents a wonder- ray Friend, Rubye Humphries."
ful insight of your community and She lives at 1631 Hamilton. She
the people there.
writes that she sends the column in
"We are so sorry that you had to her letters to Fairchild, Wisconsin,
be hospitalized again and want to North Carolina, and all over. She
add our best wishes and prayers for goes on to day, "It's something
an early recovery."
from home for them to read. I have
I appreciate those kind words a cousin in Fairchild, Wisconsin,
from a complete stranger, and it is that has never been to Murray, but
a good feeling to think that I she enjoys your notes and it's
possibly have made a contribution history." The card was written
to what I feel like is one of the finest when the leaves were falling and
communities in which to live in Mrs. Humphries tells me she is 83
America.
years old and can't get out and rake
•••
them as she once did. Thank you,
The other—two in fact— have Mrs. Humphries, for all the nice
come from Carrie Kuhn Gillis of things you had to say. It made my

day.
•••
Too, several came from Sunday
School classes. One of which was
the Lydian Class of Poplar Springs
Baptist Church and was signed by
Daytha Outland, Shirley Reamer,
Sue Campbell, Janice McCuiston,
Martha Jones, Bessie Williams,
Nancy Futrell, Dorothy Stubblefield, Glenda Byerly, Dorothy
Daniels, Robbie Paschall, and Bobbie Cook. Thank you, ladies.
Also had a nice card and note
from the Covenant Prayer Group of
First United Methodist Church and
the Esther Class at First Baptist.
Thank you, ladies. I love all of you.
•••
Vince Bergman, a long-time
Purina friend, who lives in St. Louis
brightened a day for me recently
when he sent me a list of what he
c.alls "Medical Terminology for the
Layman." I want to share some of
them with you. Here they are:
Artery: The study of fine paintings...Barium: what you do when
CPR fails...Cesarean Section: a
district in Rome...Colic: a sheep
dog...Coma: a punctuation
mark...Congenital:
friendly...Dilate: to live long...G.I.
Series: baseball games between
teams of soldiers.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A total of 399 students have filed
applications for degrees at midyear at Murray State University,
according to Wilson Gantt, dean of
admissions and registrar.
Christy Lynn Scott, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Scott of
Murray, received her master of
science degree in nursing from
University of Tennessee Center
for HEalth Services on Dec. 16.
Tamara Osbron and Ricky Dale
Cunningham were recently married at Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
New officers of MurrayCalloway Shrine Club are Roy
Folsom, Morris Bilbrey and Norman Klapp.
Twenty years ago
Definite plans for a day care
center for the mentally retarded
children of Murray and Calloway
County are progressing, according
to a report made at a meeting of
Calloway County Association for
Retarded Children at Robertson
School.
A feature picture grouping on
the new dark fired tobacco barn on
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the farm of Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Holsapple is published.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald W. Hendrickson and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Raine Troupe, Dec. 5.
,The Zeta Department met Dec.
12 at the home of Mrs. W.C.
Elkins.
Thirty years ago
Bricklayers at Carter School on
South 13th Street have made big
progress during this week on the
new addition of four rooms to the
school.
Dr. Hugh McElrath spoke about
the history of the city of Murray at
a meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House

Also,
Grippe:
a
suitcase...Hangnail:
a
coat
hook...Medical Staff: a doctor's
cane...Minor Operation: Coal digging... Morbid: a high offer...Nitrate: lower than the day
rate...Node:
was
aware
of...Organic: musical...Outpatient:
a person who has fainted.
And a few more-Post-Operative:
a letter carter... Protein: in favor
of youth.. Tumor: an extra
pair...Urine: Opposite of you're
out...Varicose Veins: veins which
are very close together.
•••
You know, it is very seldom that
you can go to the Oxmoor Shopping
Center in Louisville and not run
across someone from Murray.
During the thanksgiving
Holidays, I was at Oxmoor with my
oldest son, Steve, getting in some
walking exercise. I mentioned to
him that we would probably run into someone from Murray. We were
almost ready to leave when Steve
said he would like to look at the
tools at Sears. As we walked into
the tool department, the first person I saw was Dr. David Barrett,
the pathologist at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, making
a purchase. That kinds made my
day and kept my record intact.
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Shriners rightfully proud of work
Dear Editor,
The Christmas Holidays have arrived and during this particular
season we, as shriners, are proud
to look back over the many years
and realize our accomplishments.
The shriners have opened and
now operate (22) hospitals
throughout the United States and
Canada. We have given of our time
and efforts to help save children's
lives and restore their bodies to the
highest level of usefulness ....
300,000 children have been treated
at shrine hospitals .... 246 Million
Dollars has been spent in hospital
construction . .. approximately 1.2
Billion Dollars has been spent in

Dear Santa,
You sure out-did yourself last
Christmas, bringing the people of
Kentucky many gifts that lasted
throughout the year. We got a new
law allowing local governments to
have control of the siting of hazardous waste incinerators in their
communities, and another setting
up a waste reduction center. A
court ruling removed the property
tax exemption from unmined coal.
And, of course, the biggest gift of
all was the overwhelming vote in
favor for the broad form deed constitutional amendment.
You really looked out for the people of Kentucky in 1988. We're very
grateful and don't want to sound too
greedy, but there are a few things
we were hoping you could send our

Dear Editor:
My family moved to Murray a little over a year ago after I retired
from the IBM Corporation. I
believe that moving here was a
very good decision.
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the operation of our (22) hospitals
.... However, none of the above
would have been possible without
the contributions of folks like you.
We DO NOT GET TAX MONEY
OR FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IN
ORDER TO OPERATE THE HOSPITALS .... BUT RATHER THE
MONEY COMES FROM GIFTS,
BEQUESTS, SHRINERS FUND
RAISING EVENTS .... AND AN
ANNUAL HOSPITAL ASSESSMENT WHICH IS PAID BY
EVERY SHRINER.
In the Murray area our fund raising event is the yearly paper sale.
That's when you see a shriner with
a plastic bucket and a newspaper
in the shopping centers asking for

way in 1989. You see, Santa, it
seems that while we were taking
care of some of these other concerns, those who view Kentucky as
a place to make a quick dollar have
been coming up with new schemes
to turn our beautiful state into a
dumping ground.
Frist, we were wondering if you
could send a little foresight to our
officials in Frankfort. It seems they
don't quite understand that accepting out-of-state garbage, including
some hazardous wastes, is not the
kind of "economic development"
that Kentucky needs We don't need
to leave leaking dumps for our
children and granchildren to clean
up.
Second, how about sending a little resolve for our environmental

your support. All the monies collected go directly to the Children's
Hospitals.
During the coming year, if you
have a child and/or know of a child
with a spinal or orthopaedic problem or is a burn victim, call on a
shriner. We stand ready to help,
there is no charge for the treatment. And now,from the Shriner's
of North America, some 850,000
strong may we extend to you the
best of the Holiday Season
From the Shriners
George E. Poole,
HC. 73,
New Concord, Kentucky
Murray Shrine Club

agencies to address the most
logical approach to the hazardous
waste problem — recycling and
waste reduction? They seem to
think that more landfills and incinerators are the solution There
would not be a hazardous waste
disposal problem if we did not produce the material in the first place,
or learned to recycle that which we
did produce.
That's something all of us need to
learn — that we can live without so
many chemical products and
wasteful packaging. How about
sending all Kentuckians a little of
that resolve as well?
Finally, don't forget us in our
ongoing struggles. Despite 82 percent of the voters saying "YES" to
the broad form deed amendment,
we'll probably end up defending
this in court against those who
don't believe in the democratic process. We're still working to provide
protections for landowners whose
property is subject to oil and gas
to list here, I particularly want to drilling. And, since the legislature
thank all of those people and com- failed to take the proper action,
panies that have contributed time, small landowners and farmers who
effort, and money to the MAIN do not plan to profit from the
STREET YOUTH CENTER during ownership of their unmined
the past year. Although the minerals still need protection from
YOUTH CENTER has still only an added tax burden.
limited facilities, this will change
Thanks for caring about Kenas more people of the community tucky, Santa. We'll hold up
our end
get involved
of the deal with a lot of hard work
Again, thanks to everyone!
and organizing in 1989
George T. Webb
Best wishes,
Treasurer, Main Street
Patty Wallace, Chairperson
Youth Center
Kentuckians For The
Rt. 4 Box 334
Commonwealth
Murray, Ky. 42071
P.O. Box 864
Phone 753-0677
Prestonburg, Ky. 41653

Youth Center a great idea

(A Christmas Cord Will Be Sent)

De
fol
•

Santa thanked for helping Kentucky in '88
Call
Circulation
At
753-1916

d'

I want to say how impressed lam
with the environment of the Murray Area, particularly the existence of the many volunteer
organizations that have been
established with, I'm sure,"much
blood, sweat, and tears" The people here don't just wait for government agencies to solve their problems for them
Although they are too numerous
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Quilter's Society plans contest
The American Quitter's Society at Paducah will
award $40,000 in cash
prizes in the Society's fifth annual Intern
ational Quilt Competition.
There are 12 categories in the contest with the
entry deadline being Jan.
31, 1989. The winning entries, plus 400 additi
onal semi-finalist quilts, will
be displayed at the Executive Inn Conven
tion
April 20-23, 1989. Contest entry information is Center, Paducah, from
available by writing the
American Quitter's Society, Box 3290, Paducah,
Ky. 42001, or by phoning
1-898-7903.

iy

The two bands that have been playing on Friday and Saturday nights
at Lynn Grove Roller Rink, which was destroyed by fire on Dec. 9, have
scheduled new locations, according to James Windsor of the roller rink.
The Sharecropper Band which played each Friday night will now be
playing from 7:30 to 11 p.m. on Fridays at Woodmen of World Hall,
South Third and Maple Streets, Murray. Bill James and his Wonder
Band who played on Saturday night will now be playing also on Friday
nights at Water Valley from 7:30 to 11 p.m. Windsor said he hopes to
build back, but will probably wait until spring before making a final
decision.

Singles will hold party tonight

to
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The Singles Organizational Society will meet tonight (Tues
day) at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building for its annual Chris
tmas party.
Each one is asked to bring a finger food or snack to share
and a small
gag gift. The S.O.S. is a nonprofit, nondenominatonal support and
social
group for interaction among singles, whether always single
, divorced or
widowed. The dress is casual. For more information call Pamel
a at
753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.

Matthew Paul Collins born
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Collins, 1107 South 16th St., Murra
y, are the
parents of a son, Matthew Paul, weighing seven pound
s nine ounces,
measuring 2014 inches, born on Monday, Dec. 12, at
11:07 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have one daught
er, Heather
Renae, 4. The mother is the former Pam Lassiter. Grand
paren
Mr. and Mrs. Jonn T. Lassiter, Jameg Collins and Mrs. Marjor ts ar€
ie Duncan, all of Murray.

Tim Story and his wife, Lynn, and daughter,
Ariz., will spend the Christmas holidays with Karla, 2, of Phoenix
his
Sumper and family. A special holiday potluck dinnermother, Mrs. Mary
is planned for Friday, Dec. 23, at 6 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church, located on old Highway 641
between Dexter and Hardin. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
For more information
call 492-8737.

ESA Chapter will meet tonight

Bands will play on Friday night

tn

Story family to be honor guests

Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha will meet tonigh
t (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the home of Margaret Terhune, 804 Olive
St., Murray.
All members are urged to attend, a chapter spokesman
said.

Heather Gayle Schroader born
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Schroader of Benton
are the parents of a
daughter, Heather Gayle, weighing five pound
s 10 ounces, measuring 19
inches, born on Saturday, Nov. 26, at Murray-C
alloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Marsha Donahue.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Schroader of Almo,..Mrs. Bonnie
Hayes
Charles Donahue of Mt. Sterling. A great-grandm of Morehead and
other is Mrs. Edna
Donahue of Farmers.

Christopher Charles BliiTin born
Mr. and Mrs. David Charles Blivin of Durham, N.C., are the parents
of a son, Christopher Charles Laird Blivin, born on Saturday, Oct. 29, at
8:06 a.m. at Duke University Medical Center, Durham. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. William C. Blivin of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Laird of Jerseyville, Ill. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Elmer N.
Frost of Jerseyville, Mrs. Ruth Belfer Kleinbaum of Cleveland, Ohio,
and Mrs. Walter Winkle of Richmond, Mich. A great-great-grandmother
is Mrs. Rose Davis of Cleveland, Ohio.

Newborn admissions
and dismissals listed
Two newborn admissions and
Mrs. Beulah B. Brown, Rt. 1,
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday, Box 237, Kirksey; Mrs. Rachel 0.
Dec. 15, have been released as Wilson, Box 133, Hazel; Fredrick
A. Sullivan, 74 Lakeshore,
follows:
Hamlin;
Newborn admissions
Mrs. Thelma Depriest, 607 Elm
Snow baby girl, parents, Cynthia and Barry, 106 W. Farthing, St., Murray; Obid D. Burkeen, Rt.
1, Box 36C, Almo.
Mayfield;
-Roberts baby boy, parents, Jennifer and Randall. Bethel College,
Present at meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter of the United
Murray-Calloway County
Daughters of
McKenzie, Tenn.
the
Confedercy at home of Mrs. John J. Livesay were, from
Hospital has released the
left, front
row,
Dismissals
Mrs. Glen Hodges, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Ginny
dismissals for Saturday, Dec. 17.
Morgan,
Philtip G. Edwards, Rt. 2, Box
Mrs. Inez Claxton, back row, Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker,
No newborn admissions were
Dr. Harvey
76, Mayfield; Mrs. Latrisha
Elder, Mrs. Ed Davis, Mrs. Charlotte Barker, Dr. Keith
Heim and Mrs.
Sanders and baby girl, 705 Pin St., listed.
N.A. Ezell. Not pictured is Mrs. Livesay.
Dismis
sals
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Carol Jean Doyle, Rt. 6,
Mrs. Pamela K. Collins and
Box
292-A3, Murray; Mrs. Willie
baby boy, 1107 South 16th St., MurLee
Foster
, G-1 Murray Manor,
ray; Mrs. Janet B. Kirk, 2120
Murray; Miss April Villanueva,
Gatesborough Circle, Murray;
Rt. 1, Box 293, Almo;
Mrs. Anna Humphreys, Box 221,
Mrs. Cynthia Snow and baby
Murray; Mrs. Patricia L.
girl,
106 West Farthing, Mayfield;
Copeland, Rt. 1, Box 145, Almo;
Dr. Harvey Elder and Dr. Keith MSU. Any one wishing to preser
Taylor Pierce, 1625 Catalina Dr.,
ve
Miss Tammy Elaine Hawkins, Rt.
Heim of Murray State University any Confederate artifacts
Murra
y;
should
1, Farmington;
were special guests of J.N. contact Dr. Heim who will display
Mrs. Shawna Barnett, 512 ColMrs. Fredda Perkins, Rt. 6, Box
Williams Chapter of the United them in the Confederate Room
lege
Ct.,
Murra
y; Michael Wyatt,
at
19A, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Bess P.
Daughters of the Confederacy at the library.
Box 8, Dexter; William Lee 1601-B
Gingles, Rt. 1, Box 136, Murray;
Its
Novem
ber meeting in the home
Both Dr. Elder and Dr. Heim
Nolen Thompson, 630 S. 2nd St., College Farm Rd., Murray;
of Mrs. John J. Livesay.
are
honorary members of the UDC
Mrs.
Beula
h
Lee
O'Dani
el,
Rt 8,
Union City, Tenn.;
"Remembrance of the War chapter and have worked
Box 398, Benton; Mrs. Connie
closely
Mrs. Patricia B. Johnson, 115
From A Family Member" was the with the chapter.
Adams, HC Box 4, New Concord;
Spruce St., Murray; Coleman B.
Mrs. Ed Davis, president,
Rollie Lawson (expired) 1709 program presented by Dr. Elder.
Mathis, Rt. 5, Mayfield; Joe R.
This
is
from
book
a
writte
pres
n
ided. Mrs. Douglas
by
a
Audub
on, Murray; L. Holmes
Meador, Rt. 4, Box 840, Murray;
Ellis (expired) 1209 Crestwood, relative "full of pathos and humor, Shoemaker, chaplain, gave the
J.D. Wall, Rt. 6, Box 3, Murray; Murra
giving glimpses of the fears and devotion.
y.
Milton McQuithey, Rt. 1, Box 42,
courage that made up each day,
Refreshments were served by
Benton; Kenneth Lee Herndon,
yet endured for their love of coun- Mrs. Livesay and Mrs. Inez ClaxRt. 1, Rex 320, Alm):
try and faith in the cause for which ton, hostesses.
Four newborn admissions and
Ms. Mary Lou Bivens, 101 North
he was fighting," Elder said.
The chapter will meet Wednesdismissals at Murray-Calloway
Sixth St., Apt 7, National Hotel,
Dr. Heim discussed changes in day, Dec. 21, at 1:30 p.m.
County Hospital for Sunday. Dec.
in the
Murray; Mrs. Mable H. Yearry,
the chapter's Confederate home of Mrs. Davis. This will be a
18, have been released as follows:
Rt. 5, Box 557, Murray.
displays in the Special Collections Christmas party with a gift
Newborn admissions
Crooks baby girl, parents, Department at Pogue Library, exchange.
Deborah and Kenneth, Rt. 5, Box
One newborn admission and
158,
Mayfield;
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
McWherter baby girl, parents,
County Hospital for Friday, Dec.
16, have been released as follows: Barbara and Weldon, Rt. 1, Box
234, Paris, Tenn.;
NASHVILLE Tenn. (AP) - A
Newborn admission
Earlier this year, she joined
Neale baby boy, parents. sectio
Hawkins baby boy, mother,
n of street became "Kitty singers k.d.
Valerie and Randy, Rt. 1, Box 203,
Wells Boulevard" Saturday inat., and Brenda lang, Loretta Lynn
Tammy, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Lee on the record
Almo;
honor of the singer known as the "Honky-Tonk
Dismissals
Angels Medley."
Martin
baby
boy,
parent
s,
Jane
"queen of country music."
Ralph Earl Crairt, Rt. 1, Box
and Craig, 1009 Chickasaw, Paris,
280A, Puryear, Tenn.: Miss KenThe portion of Old Hickory
Tenn.
Boulevard runs in front of a music
dra F. O'Domes, 303 Jones St.,
DiS1111111111/1
museum operated since 1983 by
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Lilly Pace,
Nzel'a :0"
Hal Nance Jr., Box 1201, MurMiss Wells and her husband, counF-33 Mur-Cal Apt., Murray,
ray; Mrs. Delia Mae Long, at. 5, try
singer Johnny Wright.
Anthony L. Thomas Rt. 5, Box
Box 637, Murray; Mrs. Tammy
864, Murray; Ms. Deborah Renee
Miss Wells, who was inducted
Hawkins and baby boy, at. 1,
into the Country Music Hall of
Hill, Rt. 2, Box 143, Hazel; Miss
Farmington;
Fame in 1976, is best known for her
Ginger Graham, 506 Richardson,
Mrs. LaDone Hill (expired, at.
hit song "It Wasn't God Who Made
Murray;
2, Wingo
All Arrangements
Honky-Tonk Angels."
Mrs. Martha Anderson and baby
Marked Down For
boy, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Robin
Underhill and baby girl. Rt. 3, Box
Quick Sale
1006, Murray;
Miss Jennifer Carol Garland,
at. 1, Box 177, Almo; Mrs. Imogene M. McClure, 517 Broad St.,
20% off
Murray; Mrs. Susan L. Downs,403
All Tree
South llth St., Murray;
torq.,
Smoli
James L. Cohoon, 1101 ClrDecorations
With Garlic Bread • Salad 89 Extra
carama, Apt. A. Murray; Mrs.
Odell Suggs, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks
Annabelle Stone, 806 Bagwell,
Murray;
Mrs Dora M. Burkeen, Rt. 3
$ 1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
Box 28, Murray; Mrs. Daisy M
1 1
;.
Dunn, 911 Johnny Robetson Rd
11%11111
Wednesday 11 a.m. 10 p.m
MI Td. 4th St.
7113-31511
Murray; Herman L. Ahart, Rt 1.
You
can
I
oot
this
well
at
homo
for
this pi /to
Box 66, Dexter;
•
:t
4
6.94
‘

Dr. Elder, Dr. Heim speak
at meeting at Livesay home

Section of Old Hickory Boulevard
at Nashville named for Kitty Wells

'HOLIDAY
SilbE

Italian
11111
11111
11111
IN puiNk Spaghetti Special
$195
$1 '19
•=-N

Shirley Florist
and Garden
Center

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hayes Grady, 1601
ray, will celebrate their 25th wedding annive Martin's Chapel Rd., Murrsary
married on Dec. 22, 1963, at Bishop Street Churc on Dec. 22. They were
h of Christ, Union City,
Tenn., wi,h the late Frank L. Caldwnil
officiating. Mrs. Grady, the
former Marjorie Jackson, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Athy Warren
Jackson of Union City and the late Mrs.
Louise Boner Jackson of
Nashvilli, Term. Mr. Grady is the son of Mrs.
the late Raymond Taylor Grady of Union City.Mary Emma Grady and
Mrs. Grady, a graduate
of University of Tennessee and Murray
State University, teaches
kindergarten and the Gifted saillsieried Classe
s at East Calloway
Elementary. Mr. Hayes,a graduate of Austin
Peay State University and
International Bible College at Florence, .Ala.,
with graduate work at
Murray State University, teaches ttlisOutty,
physics and mathematics
at Graves County High Scheel.litAllease
dloter of Fremont Church of
Christ, Union City. The couple's three childr
en are Raymond, David and
Vicki Grady, all of Murray.

Holiday tips released for
pregnant women to observe
Washington, D.C. - Good food,
good wine, and good cheer may be
a holiday tradition, but it can spell
catastrophe for a mother and her
unborn child, according to the National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality, who in an effort to
boost the health of pregnant
women and their unborn babies today released "tips toward a more
healthy holiday."
"The holidays are the easiest
time of the year for a mother to
stray from a healthy pregnancy"'
said L'S. Senator Lawton Chiles,
chairman of the commission.
"Women must be aware that having a healthy baby requires a fulltime commitment to care, even
when temptations are high."
The Commission recommends
the following basic "good health"
tips for pregnant women who may
find it easy to stray during the hectic holiday months:
•-Avoid drinking alcohol, even
a drop" - Holidays are famous
for parties, dinners and informal
get-togethers with friends, all of
which usually include alcohol
However, there is no established
safe level of alcohol use during
pregnancy.
•"Refrain from smoking or try
to quit permanently" - Now is a
great time to start planning New
Year's resolutions, and if you're
pregnant, quitting smoking should
be your number one goal. The
facts are clear: smoking during
pregnancy stunts the baby's
growth and retards learning later
in life.
• "Remember your doctor
visits" - With all the hustle and
bustle of the holiday season, it's
easy to forget or postpone regular
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checkups with your health care
provider, don't. Regular prenatal
care is the most important part of
pregnancy and the key to your
baby's healthy future.
•"Eat healthy foods instead of
the usual party fare" - Indulging
in rich, holiday delicacies may
satisfy cravings, but is a potential
health disaster for the mother and
child. Eating right includes plenty
of milk, fish, meat, fresh fruits,
.ilgetables, and whole grain
breads.
(Cont'd on page 6,

We're Glad
You Asked

HOW CAN I MAKE KNOWN
MY FUNERAL
PREFERENCES?
Usually your preferences
can best be made known by
your pre-planning some or all
of the funeral service with a
funeral director.
If you feel reluctant to give
"instructions" to your family,
you might make a list or
preferences and suggestions
covering your wishes. We have
simple forms which will help
guide you as you fill them out.
After completing the forms
which entail no obligation on
your part. then advise your
family about your preferences
and where you will keep the
Pre-Plan Form
We find people have a
greater ease of mind once this
is done, just as after filing a
will or setting up an insurance
program. It takes a load off
tbe family later on and it
makes sure your preferences
will be respected.
There are many choices and
options in pre-planning. You
would be well-advised to
discuss them with your funeral
director. We will be glad to explain your options in detail. To
help you reach an informed
decision. we can also give you
some reading material for
study. Stop by or phone
for your free copy.

Miller
Funeral Home
ill N 4th SI

753-4612
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Coming community events listed
Tuesday,Dec. 20
Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
---Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO will have
a potluck supper at 5:30 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.

Tuesday, Dec. 20
at 6 p.m. at Circus Skating of
Murray.

Tuesday,Dec.20

Wednesda Dec.

y,
21
Thursday, Dec.22
Thursday, Dec. 22
Events at Calloway County
Senior citizens' activities will be
Life House will have prayer
Public Library will include from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
time from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. at
Parents and Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
Crisis Pregnancy Center, 1506
Playhouse in Park will serve
Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Chestnut St. For information call
spiced tea and cookies at a cost of
p.m.
---753-0700.
$1 per car from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
---Members of Hazel Woman's
---Murray State University Racers Club will wrap Christmas gifts in
---Narcotics Anonymous is
will play a basketball game with lobby of Wal-Mart from 12 noon to
"Christmas in the Park"
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. at
displays will be at Murray.
Nicolls State at 7:30 p.m. at Racer 8 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church, Main
Calloway County Park.
Arena.
---and Broach Streets. For informa------Murray Single Connection will
tion call 753-8136, 489-2828 or
Murray Moose Lodge will have
ROTC students will be commis- have a Christmas party-potluck
762-6297.
enrollment at 8 p.m. with officers
sioned Second Lieutenants in event at 6:30 p.m. For information
to meet at 7 p.m.
United States Army reserves at 2 as to the place, call Carol at
p.m. in 'Room 207, Stewart 753-2596, Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim
---AA and Al-Anon will have closed
Memorial Baptist Church will
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
Stadium, Murray State at 492-8733.
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
have a church-wide skating party p.m. at Red Cross chapter house,
University.
---Citizens' Center, Benton. For inHealth Express of Murray---formation call 759-4059, 762-3399,
Clara M. Eagle Gallery in Doyle Calloway County Hospital will be
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Fine Arts Center and Curris at Postal Service at Hickory from
---Center Gallery at Murray State 9 to 11 a.m. and at Hoskin's BarMurray State University
(Cont'd from page 5)
University will close today for the B-Q at Folsomdale from 12:30 to
residence halls will close at 9 a.m.
holidays.
2:30 p.m.
today
for the holidays.
• -Take time out for some rest
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
---------and relaxation" - Plenty of rest is
• Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
Good Shepherd United
Ladies' day bridge with Mary
Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
important to a mother's mental (FAS is a pattern of mental,
Wells as hostess is scheduled at Methodist Church has a Coffee
a.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's
and physical state during physical, and behavioral defects
Break for Christ scheduled at 9:30 Catholic Church.
9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Calloway County High School
pregnancy. Make sure to take that develop in infants born to
a.m.
------Lakers will host a basketball
time out of your busy holiday women who drink heavily during
---Events
at
Memorial
Baptist
Youth Christmas Celebration
game with Paducah Tilghman.
schedule to rest, exercise, and at- pregnancy. The incidence of FAS
Church will include prayer
Murray High School Tigers will
will be at 6 p.m. at Memorial Baptend your prenatal classes.
is approximately 1 to 3 per 1,000
meting, Yoyth Bible Study, GAs be playing at 7:30 p.m. in the Lyon
tist
Church.
Wednesda
y,
"Pregnant women should use live births.
Dec.21
County Basketball Tournament.
and RAs at 7 p.m.
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
good common sense during the
• FAS is among the three
---United Daughters of the Conholidays, which means they need leading known causes of birth
Events at First Baptist Church
to use these tips everyday," Chiles defects with accompanying men- federacy will have its annual
will include Bible Study at 9:45
added. "Keeping our babies tal retardation and the only Christmas party and exchange of
a.m.;
Exercise Class at 10:45
healthy from the start is the best preventable one - it can be com- gifts at 1:30 p.m. athome of Mrs.
a.m.;
fellowshi
p supper at 5:30
holiday gift we can give."
pletely prevented by not drinking Ed Davis.
p.m.; Family Night at Christmas
In its first year, the National alcohol.
at 6:30 p.m.; Beginners' Sign
Playhouse in Park will serve
Commission to Prevent Infant
• A 1980 analysis by the
Languag
e Class at 7:30 p.m.
Mortality uncovered the stagger- Research Triangle Institute spiced tea and cookies at a cost of
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - the Sullivans, Nora and her late
---Nora Sullivan sold her grocery husband, J.E., opened the store in
ing problem of infant deaths in the estimated that babies with Fetal $1 per car from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
Events at First Presbyterian
United States and recommended Alcohol Syndrom will cost at least
---store in the 1960s and retired here, Ratliff City, which she still calls
"Christmas in the Park" Church will include Choir practice but she still has a file cabinet full Ratliff Corner, in 1927. Unforto the President and Congress the $14.9 million in health care costs
at 6:30 p.m. and session meeting
need for universal access to during their first year of life; $670 displays will be at Murray of bills due her from the Depres- tunately, the store and the Depresat 7:30 p.m.
Calloway
County Park.
prenatal care for all pregnant million in total treatment costs as
sion years.
sion started at the same time.
---women and their infants, and that children under the age of 18; $760
---Last
week
she
got
a
$100
check
"We sold groceries on the credit
in
Events at First United
Church Women United will sing
a national priority be given to million in treatment cost as FAS
a Christmas card from a family and charged them. We sure let a
Methodis
t
Church
will include that charged
reducing the number of babies adults; and more than $510 million and have fellowship with residents
their groceries at her lot of groceries out we never got
at Fern Terrace Lodge at 2:30 Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m
who die unnecessarily in this in indirect productivity losses.
store in Ratliff City around 1935. A
money for."
country.
p.m.
note said, "Daddy wanted me to
Smoking
But J.E., she said, was the kind
Events
at
St.
Leo's
Catholic
Senator Chiles is retiring this
---send
• Maternal cigarette smoking
you
this
on
the
debt
of
man "who couldn't stand to see
we
owed
Love and Care luncheon of Mur- Church will include live nativity you."
winter, but plans to remain as during pregnancy reduces the birpeople
go hungry."
scene
from
6
to
9
p.m.
and Youth
ray Memorial Gardens will be at
chairman of the commission and thweight of the baby.
"I opened it, and I didn't know
There was the winter of '29,
Choir
practice
at
6
p.m.
continue as a private citizen the
what to say," Mrs. Sullivan said.
• The elimination of maternal 11:45 a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
when the bad weather lasted
---battle he has been fighting as a smoking could lead to a 10 percent Holiday Inn.
"The file cabinets in the storage almost six weeks and the Sullivans
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
lawmaker."I plan to devote a con- reduction in all infant deaths.
---open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- shed are full of statements that had the only car around that would
Health Express of Murraysiderable amount of time to makhave been left unpaid for more
• The Surgeon General has
run. Her husband got in it and
tivities by senior citizens.
ing infant mortality a top national stated that 33 percent of all low Calloway County Hospital will be
than 50 years. We've still got peo- delivered food to people and catconcern and convincing the birthweight babies in the U.S. are at Dixieland Shoping Center, Murple owes us over $1,000 bills."
tle. Some paid, some didn't, some
government and business to pro- attributable to maternal smoking ray, from 12:30 to 3 p.m. Blood
She still has the records, but she still haven't.
Members
of
Hazel Woman's no longer expects payments
vide medical insurance for all - a completely preventable pressure, pulse, vision and
. "I
The family that sent the
glaucoma screenings and cancer Club will wrap Christmas gifts in didn't expect this one, either," she Christmas paymen
pregnant women and infants," situation.
t were
lobby of Wal-Mart from 12 noon to said.
kit will be offered.
Chiles said.
Nutrition
neighbors and the man who wrote
8
p.m.
---Statistical ammunition for a
• Inadequate nutrition of pregThe bills are past due because
the letter was a boy then.
---Bereavement Support Group
healthy holiday pregnancy in- nant women may account for as
Murray
High
School
Tigers
will
cludes the following .
much as 57-65 percent of babies will meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
be playing at 6 p.m. in Lyon CounMurray -Calloway County
born with low birthweight.
ty Basketball Tournament.
• For every dollar invested in Hospital.
---the federally funded Special SupEVERYTHING IN STOCK::
plemental Food Program for
Open atristmas Eve
Women, Infants, and Children
See Our New Exclusive Selection
(WIC), more than three dollars
of t'AUA (Powa)
are saved in short-term hospital
Jewelry in Stock Now.
costs.
• Participation in WIC for more
than six months is associated with
The Brooks Chapel United
Also donations were made to
increases in birthweight and a
Methodist Church Women have Lambuth College, to District
longer
duration
of gestation. Par641 North
ticipation also tends to encourage had serveral activities during the treasure in memory of Mrs. Mina
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Ramsey and St. Jude Child Abuse
earlier and more adequate past year.
(Next to Joe Smith s Carpet
These include having paid all Center.
prenatal care.
pledges, sponoring ham breakfast,
The women carried clothes to
selling alurnninum cans, feeding Reelfoot Rural Ministry,
gave
Wesley Foundation and making food boxes, Bibles, and money to
craft items for fundraLsing.
people who lost their homes, and
The UMW gave money to needy gave Bibles to the new born
and worthy causes such as babies, sent gifts and cards to
Reelfoot Child, Gideons, shut-ins.
Methodist Hospital Auxiliary,
Jean Fry will replace Myra
Week of Prayer and Self Denial, Cleaver as president for 1989.
Western State Hospital, served
The Christmas party for the
refreshments to Fern Terrace UMW was on Dec. 3 when 1088 sunThree sons of Mr. and Mrs. Carlton (Curly) Brantley of New Concord
Senior Citizens, needy child at shine friens were revealed and
are serving with the Armed Forces. Spc. Darren Brantley, center. is
Wad-Mart and K-Mart, telethon, names wee drawn for 1989 friends.
serving with the United States Army guarding Persian missiles in Gerneedy family at Thanksgiving.
The UMW has 21 members
many. His address is Charlie Batterry 4/9 Field Art., 56th Command
MOM - 11B Infantry, Neckarsulm, Germany. His twin brothers, Cpl.
Darrell Brantley, left, and Pfc. Donald Brantly, right, are serving in the
4
Army Reserves. Darrell is with Delta Co. 100th Division, MOM 19E, Murray. Donald is with 807th Mash, MOS-76J, Medical Supply Specialist.
Paducah. All three boys are graduates of Calloway County High School
1,
111
and took four years of ROTC with Bill Hutson as chief at MIS. Darren
was home for the Thanksgiving holidays.

Holiday...

223 West South St., Mayfield. for
Information call 1-247-5489.
---Singles Organizational Society
will have a Christmas party at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. For information call
Pamela at 753-7638 or Paul at
753-7351.
---Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---Tuesday Night Singles will have
a Christmas potluck at the home of
Roszella Williams. A van will
leave the University Church of
Christ parking lot at 6 p.m.
---Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Margaret Terhune, 804
Olive St.

Woman receives payment
for a charge made in 1935

Brothers serving country

20% off

Brooks Chapel UM Women
list yearly accomplishments

Hot Fashion
Jewelry
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THIS CHRISTMAS *
:4
GIVE THEM
t SOMETHING THEY .4;
WILL USE & ENJOY!
•

+ GIBSON'S 4
COUNTRY +
HAM
•

Jeri West

Order Your Baked Ham For The Holida
ys!

(formerly of Panche's)

Country Hams

has joined
the staff of

make a great gift
Gibson's Aged (1
/
2 or whole)

Country Hams

Lb

jgdy&SA.;

No Charge For Slicing — Center Slices Available
Register

or

REE

ountry Ham
to be given away weekly
NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS

Jeri specializes in
acrylic, overlays
& Jessica manicures.

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon -Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 cm.-12 p.m. Set.
Food Stamps
'Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray
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Nail Technician

Gibson's
4
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753-5902
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At this
merry time of
the year, we
hope all the
best comes to
you! Thanks
for your loyal
patronage!
QZILEC re*
1
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Alpha Search
901 Poplar
Murray, Ky.

7s3-5630
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May the special
meaning of
Christmas abide
with you
throughout the
year.
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For the second year in a row,students at Southwest Elementary are rinsing their teeth in physical education classes. Students are learning that
this is another way to prevent tooth decay.

Kindergarten students in Melisa Stark's class at Southwest
Elementary
concluded the Alpha Time unit for the sound D with deliciou
s donut
treats.

99,

In the true spirit of Christmas the idndergarteners at East
Elementary
put into practice principals learned in a study of "Christ
mas in Other
Lands," taught by student teacher Jennifer DeLong. When
they learned
that in England on Dec. 26, also known as boxing day,
gifts of appreciation are given to public servants, they prepared Christm
as mints and
punch and catered a reception for cooks, janitors and
teacher aides.
Children in Janice Rose's class dressed as waiters and
waitresses and
served the school workers in the cafeteria.

45
's
Lon
ip-

Melisa Stark's kindergarten student from Southwest Elemental-)
en
joyed partraying the first meeting of the Indians and Pilgrims
.
Research studies have shown a reduction in cavities of more than 40 percent among children who use the mouthrinse from 5 to 14 years of age. In
addition to a weekly rinse with fluoride solution, Southwest students are
being taught that brushing,flossing and eating fitness foods are parts of
healthy teeth for a lifetime.

dit
:a
Scott Rose won the Outstanding
Speaker Award at the Kentucky
Youth Assembly in Frankfort
recently. Rose is a member of the
Murray High HI-Y Club sponsored
by Jerry Crider.

nd
iee
29
Its
11

East Calloway kindergarten stident teacher Jennifer
DeLong helps
Brent Noll, Jason Brown and Tommy Sanders check
their shoes to see if
St. Nicholas left a treat in their shoes that were left
outside their
classroom door. This activity grew out of a study of Christm
as customs
in Holland where the children leave their wooden shoes
outside for St.
Nicholas to fill.

at

Members of the Academic Quick Recall team at Callowa
y County Mid
die School recently traveled to Trigg Middle, Mayfield Middle,
Middle, and have hosted several meets. they will be competiPaducah
ng at the
Mayfield Invitational, the Hopkinsville Community College
Invitati
onal
and district competition. The team is coached by Nancy
Schempp,Judy
Darnell and Bill Miller. Front; Cherishe Diehl, Alexia
Schempp,
Chrystie Carson, second row; Matthew Frinell, Michael Dale.
Ruth
Ferguson, back; Michael Haney, Jason Cummings,Josh roberts. Ann
Cage r
Thompson,Jeff Jachowitz, Rob Binford, Andy Rose, Neal Simmon
s,and
Michael Enoch.

Murray Middle School students Tara Jones and Whitney Dix, both sixth
graders, won first and third places respectively in Alpha Phi Alpha's
"What Christmas Means to Me" essay contest. From left, Alpha Phi
Alpha member Henry Sanders Jr., Teacher Peggy Shelton, Jones, Dix,
and Alpha Phi Alpha member Calvin Turnley.

The Junior Beta Club at North Calloway Elearitary participated in
the
"Amy's Toys for Tots" drive by bringing in good used or new toys. Chanda Dawson (right) is shown presenting Mrs.Lois Pharris with a doll
from the numerous toys collected. Dawson is president of the newly
organized Junior Beta Club at North, which was organized to instill the
importance of leadership, academic excellence, and service to school
community in students at an early age

The fifth grade classes at North Calloway Elementary
recently toured
the NASA space exhibit held at the Executive Inn in
Paducah. Shown
above are students in Bever!), tialloway's class watchin
g a demonstration using robots.

Alpha Phi Alpha members Calvin Turnley, left, and Henry Sanders
Jr.
congratulate Calloway Middle sixth grader Corey Cassity for winning
second place in the fraternity's "What Christrnas Means to Me" essay
contest.

Christmas essays tell true meaning
Just in time for the Christmas
season, the following are a group
of essays from middle school
children who participated in an
essay contest sponsored by the
Murray State University Chapter
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. The
essays are tilled "What Christmas
means to me." The prizes were
$15, $10, and $5 for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
places respectively.
Tara Jones, 1st place, Murray
Middle School
To me, Christmas means love.
Buying gifts for loved ones is
great, but that's not the only way
to show love at Christmas. Last
year I didn't have any money and I
really wanted to get my mom
something for Christmas. I decided to make her a poster. It read:
"Merry Christmas. You didn't
have to get me anything; you
already have, the gift of love!" I
felt a little bad because my
brother had gotten her perfume
and earrings. I asked Mom later
that night if she liked the poster I
made for her, she hugged me and
said "I loved it!"
Writing this paper reminded me
of last year and the poster This
year, again. I'm making mom

another gift; however, this one
was more planned. I'm making
her a red dish in industrial arts
and filling it with assorted
Christmas candy. I know she'll
love it!

The fourth grade students at North Elementary recently presented a
play titled "The Toothache Mystery." The play and its accompanying
music stressed proper care of teeth and the body. Teachers of the fourth
grades are Ha Brown, Rands Cunningham, Janis Hicks and .Johnny
Wilson.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger ct Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(7534893).

Corey Cassity, End place,
Calloway Middle School
Christmas is giving and sharing
and showing affection for the ones
you love and thinking of the ones
you've lost. It 18 knowing that someone loves you and cares about
you. It is the day the Lord our
leader was born.
Whitney Dix, 3rd place, Murray
Middle School
Christmas to me is love, happiness, and the birth of Christ
Christmas is the time of year when
my family gets together to
celebrate the birth of Christ by
giving gifts wrapped in beautiful
holiday wrap.
To me the tree means the most
because in my mind it symbolizes
peace allover the world. On this
certain night, the night baby Jesus
was born, it seems like all the
fighting stops to celebrate this
great time of.year. It's a shame
we can't feel Christmas all year.

Students in a third grade class at Carter Center recently complet
ed a
unit on early North American environments. Louis Charette
, Joey
Woods, and Megan Colson study the tepees and pueblos which
they
constructed.

November marked the beginning of another program in assisting
Southwest Elementary students to reach high levels of health and well
being. Once a week more than SO percent of the student hod) rinse their
teeth with a fluoride solution.

Second grade students at Carter Center have been busily makink, their
own musk-al instruments and writing papers on sounds they like tnd
dislike. Front; Courtney Williams, Gretchen Klaus, Mary Frances
McGregor, Matthew Brown, middle; David Todd. John Young, Ginny
Young, Ellen Chamberlain, hack; Jessica Nonworthy, Josh Oakley,
Teri Hobbs.

.;
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Racers 'hang tough,' but Commodores' shooting is tougher

Racer coach Steve Newton urges his troops on during the Racers' 74-57 loss to Vanderbilt Monday night in
Nashville's Memorial Gymnasium. Newton would probably felt a lot better if his top soldier, Jeff Martin,
woWd have been able to be in the battle.
Staff
to by David Rainey

Switzer 'embarrassed' by penalties
NORMAN, Okla. (AP) Oklahoma's Barry Switzer, who
sports three national championship rings, says he won them fair
and square.
"I feel comfortable in saying
and knowing that I have never
asked any of my coaches to go out
and offer any inducement to any
athlete we have ever recruited,"
Switzer said in response to severe
NCAA sanctions levied against the
Sooners on Monday.
"Until this investigation came
about, I was not aware and did not
know that these existed."
The NCAA placed Oklahoma on
three years' probation. The sanctions call for no bowl games atter
the 1989 and 1990 seasons, no live

televised games next season, and
cuts in the number of recruits who
can sign with the Sooners the from
25 to 18 in each of the next two
years.
The NCAA found 20 separate
recruiting violations during the
past eight years, and said "the
university has failed to exercise
appropriate institutional con
over its intercollegiate footbi
program."
The NCAA said it found two instances where an assistant coach
offered inducements to recruits,
"I know and I believe that our
coaches do not violate NCAA rules
in regard to going to offer inducements to players," said
Switzer, adding he was "embar-

rassed" by the penalty.
"We do not have an illegal
recruiting machine. We do not orchestrate illegal recruitment of
athletes," he said.
"I support enforcement, I
believe in enforcement and not
violating the NCAA rules,"
Switzer said. "We will adhere to
the NCAA regulations."
Athletic Director Donnie Duncan said adherence is mandatory,
"If you break the rules, you're
fired," said Duncan.
"The fact we're here today isn't
the NCAA's problem. It's our problem, our fault,- he said. "I'm not
bitter and upset about the NCAA.
They wanted us and they got us."
(Cont'd on page 9)

'Boom Boom' returns to meet 'Macho'
NEW YORK (AP - Ray
"Boom Boom" Mancini looked
across the dais. At the other end
sat Hector Camacho, his short
pony tail wagging madly behind
him, his trademark "Macho" gold
name chain swinging from side to
side
"The kid's a cartoon
character," said Mancini, who
meets Camacho on March 6 in a
12-round match of former
lightweight champions
Suddenly, Camacho turned on
Mancini. "How come you keep

calling me,'Kid?' "he asked.
Then without waiting for an
answer, the Macho Man continued
his stream of consciousness
speech. "He's jealous," Camacho
said. "I'm better looking. I never
lost in my life."
Mancini just shook his head.
"We'll see how macho he is. He
runs like a dog and holds like a
woman. He's no rocket scientist.
He's always tap dancing."
Camacho glared at Mancini.
"I'll tap dance on your face," he
said spitting out the sentence.
Their war of words could get
uglier before they reach the ring
at Reno, Nev., for a pay-per-view,
closed circuit fight that was a hot
commodity five years ago but is
more of a curiousity now.
Mancini, 29-3, has not fought in

almost four years, since losing his
title and the ensuing rematch to
Livingstone Bramble. Camacho,
34-0, has had just five fights in the
last three years. They seemed on a
collision course in 1084 when Mancini was WBA lightweight champion and Camacho was WBC super
featherweight champ and on the
weay to the lightweight crown. But
then Bramble upset the plans and
It has taken almost five years to
put the pieces back together.
"I lost my passion for fighting,"
Mancini said, explaining his
retirement following the second
Bramble bout. "It just wasn't
there any more. But I said from
the beginning this was the one
fight I wanted. This tapped my
emotion and hunger. I feel real
good about it."

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray State Racers,
without all-American Jeff Martin,
hung tough for 26 minutes, but
could not overcome 27.8 percent
shooting in the second half as they
fell to the Vanderbilt Commodores
74-57 Monday night in Nashville.
The loss dropped Murray State's
record to 5-4, while VU upped their
mark to 4-5.
Playing without Martin, who
missed his first game in his fouryear Racer career, made the Murray challenge against the taller
Commodores from the
Southeastern Conference even
more of an uphill battle.
"We knew it would be difficult to
come in here on their home court
and counter their size," Racer
coach Steve Norton said.
The Racers led by 12 at one point
In the first half, as Don Mann tossed in 12 of his team-high 15 points
In the opening stanza. But Vanderblit's size and depth began chipping away at MSU and, thanks to
60.7 percent shooting from the
field in the second half, the Commodores came away with the win.
"Their physical strength and
their size in the paint wore us
down," Newton admitted. "Our
changing defenses were effective
In the first half."
Barry Booker led the 'Dores
with 17, including 12 in the second
half. Barry Goheen tossed in 14, all
in the second half. Vanderbilt's inside strength, Frank Kornet and
Eric Reid, both notched double
figures with Reid kicking in 12 and
Kornet adding 11.
In addition to Mann's 15,
Terence Brooks and Paul King
each had 11, while Popeye Jones
came off the bench to chip in eight.
Mann hit a 10-footer on a drive
into the lane to open the scoring
for the contest, but Reid scored on
a lay-up to tie it up. The teams exchanged baskets until MSU picked

own. King hit a banker down the
middle of the lane to make it 40-35,
but Booker answered for VU
After Brooks scored for MSU, a
Booker 3-pointer made it 42-40.
After a television timeout, a
Goheen free throw sliced the lead
to one, but Brooks shoved in a layup to make it three. Two free
throws by Goheen made it 44-43. A
King lay-up pushed it back to
three. But Reid hit a free throw,
and Booker followed a Kornet
miss with a nice stretching tip-in
to tie the game at 48.
up a three point lead when King hit
A Mann 3-point play gave MSU
the second of two free throws to another three point lead, but
give MSU a 9-6 lead. Mann hit a Wilcox hit a 3-point shot. Wilcox
free throw to make it 10-6 before then hit a free throw, giving VU
Vandy's Morgan Wheat scored on their first lead of the game at
a stick back.
50-49, with 11:11 left, and start an
Jones hit two free throws to eight point spurt for the 'Dores.
make it 12-8, as MSU started an
Kornet scored on a nice pass
11-1 run. Mann hit a 19-footer to from Goheen, and Goheen hit a
make it 14-8, before a Kornet free 3-pointer and a lay-up for a 57-49
throw put the score at 14-9. A Vandy lead. A Brooks 3-pointer
Mann 3-pointer from 25-feet, an cut the lead back to five, at 57-52,
Ogden turnaround inside, and a but VU outscored the Racers 15-5
Jones lay-up gave MSU their 21-9 to end the game.
lead with 7:38 remaining in the (Coned on page 9)
first half.
Vandy's Alberto Ballestra
In the Valley
scored to end the Commodore
drought, followed by a Kornet Butler 68, Eastern 59
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP — Jody
follow of a Derrick Wilcox miss,
Littrell had 18 points on six
cutting the lead to 21-13.
3-pointers as Buller used the long
MSU bounced back up by 10
shot to defeat Eastern Kentucky
when Jones hit a turnaround on
66-59 Monday night.
the right baseline. Reid answered
Butler, 4-3, made 10 of 23 3-point
for Vandy, but King hit a 3-pointer
shots as a team, to just one of four
for the Racers, making it 26-15. A
for Eastern, 1-6.
Todd Miholland bucket and two
Morehead 66, LibertyN63
free throws and a 3-pointer by
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP ))— Brett
Barry Booker whittled the MSU
Roberts scored 15 points to lead
lead to four. A Linzie Foster score
Morehead State to a 66-63 victory
pushed the MSU lead back up to
over Liberty Monday night.
six, but Vandy eventually cut it to
Trailing by eight points, Liberty
two, at 32-30, at halftime.
went on a 14-5 run to take the lead
Two scores by Brooks gave MSU
45-44 with 10:01 left in the game. The
a 36-30 lead to start the second
lead seesawed back and forth before
half. A Goheen bucket and a Reid
Morehead scored six straight points
free throw made it 38-33. Ogden hit
to go up 53-50 and take the lead for
a banker from 17-feet, which Reid
good with 6:41 to play
answered with a 16-footer of his
ST.(57)
Brooks 5-18 0-0 11, Ogden 2-3 0-0 51Poster 3.7 0-0
6, Mann 4-1867 15, King 4-10 1.2 11 Robbins 0-1
0-00, Cothran 0-1 0-00, Gold 0-3 2-2 2, Jones 3-7 2.2
8 Totals 21-4311-13 57
VANDERBILT (74)
Kornet 5-8 14 11. Reid 5424 12, Benpunin 0-1
0-00, Wilcox 1-9 1-24, Goheen, 5-11 3.-4 14, Booker
6-12 34 17. Grant 0.0 0-0 0, Itilholland 24 2-3 6
Wheat 3-3 2-2 8, Mayes 0-0 0-0 0 Ballestra 1.1 0 00
2844 14-25 74
Halftime —Murray St 32, V ande rbilt 30
3-point goals—Murray St. 4-16 (Brooks 1-6, Mann
1-4. King 2-5. Robbins 0-1), Vanderbilt 4-18
Booker 2-6, Wilcox 1-6, Goheen 1-4) Fouled
out—Ogden
Rebounds—Murray St. 33 4Mann 5, King 5. Jones
to, Vanderbilt 42 k Reid
). Assists— Murray St
12 (Mann 4
Vanderbilt 19 (Reid 6
Total
fouls _Murray St 19, Vanderbilt 14
A-14,492

In

Judge will order discloure of
remaining NCAA allegations
LEXINGTON,Ky.(API - A Fayette Circuit judge
i
said he will enter a ruling this week that the U versity of Kentucky must release in full the NC 's remaining allegations against the school's trasketball
program.
On Monday, Judge George Barker said, "The
public has an overwhelming right to know what these
charges are."
"Less than full disclosure can pervert public information into a public guessing game, drawing in people who weren't necessarily involved," he said.
"We're talking about my university and your university - we're all taxpayers - and I would want to
know what has been charged."
Barker's decision overrules motions by attorneys
for UK and player Eric Manuel to keep four of the 18
allegations secret.
Meanwhile, the Lexington Herald-Leader and The
Courier-Journal reported in today's editions that a
female friend of assistant basketball coach Dwane
Casey is named in two of the allegations that have
not been made public.
Casey's attorney, Joe Bill Campbell, declined to
name the woman, but said she is mentioned in
allegations Nos. 5 and 8.
In a summary of the allegations - with all names
deleted - released to the news media Oct. 13, UK
described allegations Nos. 5 and 8 as dealing with improper contact between a "representative of the
university's athletic interests" and a prospect,
believed to be Columbus, Ohio, prep star Lawrence
Funderburke. The representative was not named.
Campbell told the Herald-Leader that Casey and
the woman had been ". . friends for a long time
That's all it is. It's a friendship. The NCAA has no
business bringing those allegations ... Neither
Dwane nor the young lady deserves that."
Barker ruled Dec. 6 that UK must release the complete text of 17 supplemental allegations earlier
released only in summary form after all names were
deleted

"Less than full disclosure can pervert public information into a public guessing game, drawing in
people who weren't necessarily involved-Ate're
talking about my university and your university we're all taxpayers - and I would want to know
what has been charged."
After UK refused to release the complete texts to
The Courier-Journal under the state's Open Records
Law, the newspaper and the university jointly took
the issue to court.
The Lexington Herald-Leader later intervened in
the lawsuit.
Monday's action was based on motions subsequently filed by UK attorney John Darsie and Ed
Dove, a lawyer for Manuel,for reconsideration of the
earlier ruling on the four contested allegations.
Dove objected to the disclosure of Manuel's college
entrance-test scores, which he said were legally protected student records.
He also contested disclosing another charge that
Casey, Manuel and UK guard Sean Sutton provided
false and misleading information to investigators,
but later dropped that objection and only argued to
protect Manuel's test scores.
Manuel is charged with cheating on the June 1987
test that qualified him for a UK scholarship after he
twice failed previous tests.
Manuel has withdrawn from competition this year
until the issue is resolved
Barker noted that Manuel had signed a waiver for
his test scores to be released by UK to the NCAA to
verify his eligibility as a UK player, and that those
scores were a major part of the allegation
The eligibility issue, he suggested, removed the
test scores from the legally protected category of
"academic records."
As he did in his original ruling, Barker noted that
the NCAA released both Manuel's scores and the
identity of the woman who made the alleged im(Coat'd on page 9)

***************************

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
On this day,
and every day,
may peace and
happiness be
yours.
RON'S MUFFLER
400 N. 4th
753-3514

Se airs
Greetings
To Our
Mends
Ky. Lake Oil Co. &
Pockets Convenient Stores

Illini survive
first scare of
season, 87-84
ST. LOUIS ( API - Fifth-ranked
Illinois has survived its first scare
of the season and senior Lowell
Hamilton thinks the Mini will be
all the better for it.
"It was good experience to have
a game like this," Hamilton said
of an 87-84 victory Monday night
over No. 10 Missouri.
Illinois boosted its record to 8-0,
its longest winning streak in two
seasons. Missouri fell to 9-3 in the
only game involving ranked
teams.
But the Mini, except for senior
forward Kenny Battle's 28 points
and Hamilton's 21, might not have
pulled through. Illinois trailed
39-21 late in the first half and lagged behind 39-32 after scoring the
period's last 11 points
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National Football League

'Slow' linebacker makes fast tracks to
clinch Minnesota's win over Chicago
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP)- Walker Lee Ashley is rarely used in passin
g
situations because the Minnesota Vikings doubt whether he "can cover"
and think he's "a little slow."
He is used in running situations because he hits like a hammer. And
the Vikings certainly expected a run Monday night when the Chicago
SAN DIEGO(AP - Chargers coach Al Saunders isn't
Bears needed only a chip-shot field goal to take a late lead.
bitter about
being fired after a rebuilding season, but several player
The Bears, who trailed only 21-20 at the time, tried to fool the Vikings
s say his
dismissal was unfair.
but instead looked foolish, as Mike Tomczak passed right into the arms
"My
regret is that we weren't able to finish what we started
of a surprised Ashley. The backup linebacker then looked plenty fast
. We
in
hope that we laid the groundwork ... for a strong future
racing 94 yards for the clinching touchdown in a 28-27 victory that gave
for the San
Diego Chargers," Saunders said after being informed of
Minnesota the home-field advantage in next Monday's NFC wild-ca
his dismissal
rd
during a meeting Monday with club owner Alex Spanos.
game against the Los Angeles Rams.
"I know that this team, in the future, will be an outstanding
"I saw the receiver I was supposed to cover (fullback Brad Muster
one,"
)
Saunders said. "The young talent is here, and I'm sure
block, so that freed me up to just drift into coverage," said Ashley, who
that with a
few select additions in a few critical areas, this football team
snuffed out the Bears' attempt to rally from a 21-0 deficit. "I saw the ball
will be a
successful one in the future."
and said, 'Just catch it. Just catch it."
Saunders, who was publicly critical earlier this year of the
After making his first career interception, the fifth-year pro went to
players
he- was supplied by team management, posted a 17-22
the left sideline, saw Joey Browner block Tomczak, and was gone for the
record in 2%
years. Though the Chargers won four of their final six
longest pickoff play in team history.
games
season, they finished fourth in the AFC West with a 6-10 record this
Ashley might never have gotten the chance to make the play had he
.
"This is a tough business ... it's just one of those things. I'm
not had a heart-to-heart chat with Coach Jerry Burns before the game.
not bitter at all," said Saunders, the club's seventh head coach,
"They don't think I can cover," Ashley said. "They think I'm a little
who refused
to discuss details of his conversation with Spanos.
slow, that some backs can outrun me. That's the reason they don't play
Players rose to Saunders' defense when told of his firing
me in passing situations.
while
cleaning out their lockers. The Chargers beat Kansas City 23-14
"I think I should be playing a little more, so I talked to Burnsie earlier
in
Sunday's season finale.
today and told him I wanted to play more. He said he'd try to get me in
the game more."
Why would the Bears pass on third-and-2 from the 8, when Kevin
Butler, who had made 10 straight field goals, could have given them a had they lost.
Ditka was kicking up a fit in the first half,
23-21 lead at the two-minute warning?
as the Vikings built their
21-p
oint lead. He acted neither like a coach whose
"I made the call at the goal line," Chicago coach Mike Ditka said.
team didn't need a victory
nor a man who suffered a heart attack midwa
"Muster ran the wrong route. It was a good call, but it was just inexy through the season.
Ditka, who said during the week that he
perience showing for us."
wanted the Bears to win
"He called it. I threw it," Tomczak said. "Unfortunately, I didn't because he didn't want the Vikings to think "we're just another team
that they can line up against and beat," was
throw it in the right spot. I think it was a good call down there. You
so upset after a runningcan into-the-punter penalty on Lemuel
Stinson that he pushed assistant
second-guess yourself until the cows come home."
Tomczak came back with a 1-yard touchdown pass to Dennis Gentry coaches aside to get at Stinson on the sideline.
First, Ditka grabbed the rookie and shook him
with 1:15 remaining, but the Bears' on-side kick was smothered by Minand then he went back
nesota and the Vikings had their second victory - third counting the twice more to yell at Stinson.
The Bears responded to that kind of enthus
preseason - of the season over the Bears.
iasm with 20 straight
points, including Tomczak's 76-yard touchd
The teams could meet again in the playoffs.
own pass to Dennis McKinnon and Neal Anderson's 51-yard scoring run.
"I know one thing for sure," Ditka said. "If we play them again, we'll
Wade Wilson learned that being named to
beat them and you can put that in their locker room for all I care."
the Pro Bowl was no
Despite its success against the Bears, Minnesota, 11-5, finished second guarantee of being Minnesota's full=time quarterback.
He threw touchdown passes of 3 yards to Steve
in the NFC Central for the fourth straight year. Chicago, 12-4, had clinchJordan and 18 yards to
ed its fifth straight division title the previous week when the Vikings lost Alfred Anderson, but when he struggled in the second half, Burns
brought in\(ormer starter Tommy Kramer.
to the lowly Green Bay Packers.
Kramer was brutal in his first significant action
"It's not Pearl Harbor Day," Ditka said. "It's no big deal."
in two months, completing as many passes to Chicago defenders
as Minnesota receivers It was for the Vikings, who would have had to play at Anaheim, Calif.,
one.

Chargers fire Saunders

Switzer 'embarrassed'.
(Cont'd from page 8)
David Swank, the university's
interim president, said the
penalties are more severe when
one considers the financial aspect
of the penalties."
Swank said the athletic department ,stood to lose betweeen
$750,000 and $1 million in each of
the next two years.
The probation, Oklahoma's
fourth but its first in Switzer's 16
years as head coach, comes at the
height of the recruiting period.
Two assistant coaches and a
former recruiting coordinator

named in most of the recruiting
violations will not be fired.
"We're not going to fire anyone
because it does not warrant it,"
Duncan said.
He said former recruiting coordinator Shirley Vaughan had been
removed from her position, and
assistapt coaches Scott Hill and
Mike Jones were disciplined.
Duncan said the coaches'
salaries were frozen and they
were placed on university probation. He also said Jones was taken
off recruiting.
Swank would not name players

Racers hang tough...

and recruits mentioned in the
sanctions.
The report said Switzer wrote
personal checks to pay for rentalcars and to supplement salaries of
secretaries and unpaid graduate
assistants, and once lied to the
NCAA about what he told his
superiors.
Switzer admitted writing the
checks, but said he didn't realize it
was an NCAA violation. He said
the checking account consisted of
money he receives from radio and
television fees.
The NCAA charged that the
recruiting coordinator sold
players' complimentary tickets
for prices ranging from $100 to
$600 and arranged airline tickets
at no cost to a recruit and a student athlete.
Vaughan, though not specifically named in the report, had been

(Cont'd from page 8)
without his close friend was hard.
The loss was clisappointing for
"It's tough because that's
MSU, but considering the cirautomatically 25-30 points," Mann
cumstances, in some ways said. "I had to get it in my
head
Newton was encouraged.
that he wasn't in. I had to think
"We asked each one of them to about the others and helping their
take charge, and pick up the slack, game."
and they responded," Newton
Martin's injury, a severe hip (Cont'd from page 8)
said. "Obviously, we would have
pointer, put him in street clothes improper contact
with
preferred to have Jeff in there. We for the contest. MSU trainer Paul
Funderburke.
count on him to make the play for
Newman said the senior is responIn both cases, he said, he saw no
us."
ding to treatment, and has been "unwarranted invasion of
per"We knew we had to rise to the
upgraded to "questionable" for sonal privacy."
occasion," said Jones, who conWednesday's game against
Dove told Barker that he planntinued his solid play off the bench. Nicholls State.
ed to talk to Manuel before
"Coach told us to go out and pull
Mann said he was pleased with deciding whether to
appeal any
down a couple of extra rebounds, the way his teammates fought
the
and score a couple of more adversity of playing withou
t
buckets to pick up the slack."
Martin.
For Mann, who along with Mar"I thought the rest of us pulled
tin has been the soul of the Racers together," he said. "Our
shot just
since they both showed up at /iLSU quit falling in the second half. We
In Newton first year, playing just stopped hitting."

the football team's recruiting
coordinator for nine years.
The report said that during the
1984-85 academic year an assistant
coach made statements to a
"highly visible" recruit that "led
the prospect to believe that extra
benefits would be provided to him
If he enrolled at the university."
The NCAA also said that in
February 1985 an assistant coach
put $1,000 in an envelope and gave
it to a recruit "in order to induce
the young man to sign a letter of
intent."
Earlier published reports said
the recruit was Hart Lee Dykes of
Bay City, Texas, who went on to
sign a letter of intent with
Oklahoma State. The Cowboys,
meanwhile, are awaiting word
from the NCAA on alleged infractions in their football program.

Judge will order.

Season's

Hazel
Plumbing

Cunningham
Auto Repair
& Motor Sales
619 S. 4th
753-6831

impending ruling.
Darsie said later that UK probably would not appeal any ruling
by Barker.
But he said if Dove appeals, and
seek4rto delay the release of the
Manuel allegation, UK would
await a final ruling before releasing any more charges.

Season's
Greetings
Wishing you
Christmas joy,
Christmas fun Et
Christmas gifts
for everyone

It has been our pleasure to
serve you. Merry Christmas

••

Hazel
402-4134
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Knife Sale

SCOREBOARD
'See me fora]]
yourfamily
insurance Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
needs."
Jon* Rows
Slate Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Hilt-lois

753-9627
201 S. 6th St.

MONDAYS GAMES
GIRLS
Adair Co 53 Washington Cu 36
Assumption 66. Sacred Heart 61
Belfry 57. Dorton 42
Betsy Layne 67, Millard 18
Bishop Brossart 85, Dayton 41
Boyd Co 43. Lawrence Co. 34
Bracken Co. 79. Ripley. Ohio. 30
Breathitt Co 56. Owsley Co 43
Carroll Co 61, Anderson Co 441
Collegiate 53. Lea Sayre 77
Corbin 79. Pineville 25
Cordia 63. Oneida Baptist 35
Coy Holmes 53, Grant County 36
Elkhorn City 63. Phelps 52
Estill Co 33. Richmond Madison 26
Harrison Co 58. Maysville 32
Hazard 84. Lee Co 47
Knox Cent. 59. Whitley Co 53
Lax Catholic 70, Burgin 19
Lone Oak 73, Cobden, 111., 41
Madison Cent 61. Rockcastle C.o, 19
Manchester, Ohio 39, Maysville St
Patrick
37
Mercer Co 441, Boyle Co. 42 OT
Montgomery Co 56. Menlfee Co 532 OT
N. Hardin 43. Bullitt Cent 36
Owen Co 83. Pendleton Co 36
Pad Tilghman 73, Livingston Cent 62
Paris 61, Bath Co 45
Portland. Term . 58, Russellville 27
Scott Co 35, Frankfort 34
Simon Kenton 61. Campbell Co 40
St. Henry 72. Bellevue 33
Villa Madonna 42, Beechwood 40
Walton-Verona 62, Erlanger Lloyd 44
Wayne Co 70. Lincoln Co 48
Western Hills 59, Lex. Tates Creek 33
McDonald's Cheek.
Ashland 79, Paintsville 65
Lou Fairdale 52. Johnson Cent 51
Tournament of Champions.Santa Barbara.
Calif.
Lou Southern 79, Oxnard Channel Is Calif
17
Boyd County Invitational
ROWEln Crl 45 W Carter

Lady Raider Invitational
44 arren East OB, Green Co 52
Grayson Co 50 Bowling Green 43
Bardniown Bethlehem Tourney
Lou St Xavier 71 Nelson Co 56
Ballard levitation&
Lou Ballard 65 Lou Holy Cross 44 IF
Bonne Co 60. N Bullltt 52 i3rdi
Lady Bat Invitational
Ohio Co 19. W Hopkins 43 1st)
Trigg County In vitaticaa/
Trigg Co 66. Bremen 45
Pad St Mary 68, Graham 52
Marshall Holiday Classic
Todd Co Cent 53 Graves Co 46
BOYS
Bardstown 53. Western Hills 49
Berea 61, Jackson Co 44
Bracken Co 67. Tollesboro 54
Corbin 110 Pineville 37
Henderson Co 43, Owensboro Catholic 34
Knox Cent 101. Whitley Co. 41
Lewis Co 58, May
St. Patrick 33
Maysville 60. Fleming Co 50
Montgomery Co. 73. Deming 49
N Bullitt 76. Spencer Co 60
Owen Co 63 Pendleton Co 36
Prestonsburg 71.-Allen Cent 58
King of the Sturgeons (losers' bracket)
Lou Ballard 73, Meade Co 66
Central City 79, Lou Eastern 63
Cleveland. Tenn . 94, Hart Co 79
Lou Fairdale 68. Carol City. Fla 61)
Bowling Green invitational
Monroe Co 6.5. Butler Co 60 1st
Bowling Green 85, Grayson Co 63 11,1
Bullitt Central Invtlattonal
Owen Co 84, Eminence 78 OT
Builltt Cent. 86, Gallatin Co 52
Todd Co. Central Classic
Todd Co Cent 69, Lou Holy Cross 61
Christian Co 79, Warren East 80
McDeaaJd's-Pepsi Shootout
Drakesboro 70. Graham 61
Muhlenberg Cent 76. Hancock Co 68
Marshall County Hoilday Claasic
Mar-shalt Cy
4ii'SF1

0)11ege Basketball
Kentucky
WE
Butler 66. E Kentucky 59
Lewis 76 Ky Wesleyan 73
Morehead St 66 Liberty 63
N Kentucky 80, Bellarmine 77 OT
Tranzylvanla 96. Lindsey Wilson 79
Vanderbilt 71. Murray ST
WOMENS
Bellarmine 56, N. Kentucky 53
EAST
Duquesne 80, Pittsburgh 76
Loyola. Md. 80, Campbell 75
Md -Baltimore County 80. George
Washington 71
Towson St 106. W Va W'eslyn 78
SOUTH
Alabama 102, Southern L'. 87
Austin Peay 04. Henderson St 71
Butler 66. E Kentucky 59
Florida 101. Miami. Fla 81
Georgia 109, N C -Asheville 65
James Madison 86. Radford 65
Marshall In. Charleston. W Va 444
Mercer 81. Augusta 70
Morehead St WY Liberty 63
N C Charlotte 70. Coastal Carolina 61
NW Louisiana 84, SE Louisiana 64
Stetson 87, Samford 68
Tn.-Chattanooga 79. McNeese St 76
U S International IM. Coppin St 89
Vanderbilt 74, Murray St 57

Virginia 86, Jacksonville 81
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 49. Bethune-Cookman 43
Creighton 79. Marquette 73
E. Illinois 85, Xavier, Ohio 70
Illinois 87 Missouri 54
Kansas St 70, Akron 68
Ohio U 90. Youngstown St W
Purdue 71. Wichita St 61
Tennessee Tech 78, Chicago St
SOUTHWEST
Ark -Little Rock 94, Georgia Southern
Lamar 74. Texas ALM 67
Oklahoma St 109. Mo -Kansas City 7,Texas 117. S Utah 78
Texas Christian 64, N Arizona 50
Texas Tech 65. Portland 62
Texas-San Antonio 65 Houston Elapt,,1 5...
FAR WEST
Idaho 66. Willamette 52
New Mexico St 63. Miss Valley St 68
Oregon St 74. Gorisaga 51
St Mary's, Cal 76. E Washington 56
Weber St 75, Utah St 74
TOURS AME NTS
McLendon laasati
First Round
Ill Chicago Si. Morgan St 77
N Illinois 75. Tennessee St 65
Met Lite Classic
First Round
Hawaii 80. Indiana St 61
San Francisco 94. Citadel 60

National Hockey League
WALLS CON FE RE N
Patrick Division
L T PM GF GA
Pittsburgh
19 11
2 40 152 136
NY Rangers
17 13 4
31' 133 126
Philadelphia
17 17
2
38 142 124
Washington
16 14
4
34 116 116
New Jersey
13 15
5
31 114 131
NY Islanders
8 22
2
18 96 137
Adams 134viniss
Montreal
21 10 6
49 143 114
Boston
13 13 9
35 III 104
Hartford
13 17
2
28 113 III
Buffalo
12 17
4
28 114 139
Quebec
12 20
3
77 123 157
t'AMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Divisios
39 L T Pis GE GA
Detroit
17 11
4
38 133 129
St lIo.iis
13 14
5
31 106 106

1 tinaitii
Minnesota
Chicago
Calgary
Los Angeles
Edmonton
Winnipeg
Vancouver

14,
48
10 17 6
26 i(s) 123
ii 21
-I
srnytbe Division
)),
23 5
)
21 12
1
19 12
4.
4
13 12
5
31 129 :30
13 17
5
11 117 114

Monday • (dun,.
Montreal 2, Hartford
.
Edmonton 5. Buffalo 5 tie
New York Rangers 3 Washington I
Toronto 4. St Louis 3
Vancouver 5. Minnesota
Tuesday's Gaines
New York Islatioers at Pittsburgh
St Louts at Detroit
Calgary at Los Angeles

Jane Rogers Insurance
201 South 6th Street

753-9627

Glowing candles and stars
that shine;
Throughout each home,
the scent ofpine;
Christmas music that fills
the air;
Bring warm wishes
to loved ones •
everywhere. -

33% Off
Case knives have been a
favorite Christmas gift for
many years.

Murray Supply
&trying You

208 E. Main

Wishing you and yours
thejoy of Christmas!

Since 1955
753-3361
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Party fun possible
in small living area
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
What are you doing New Year's
Eve? How about giving a party,
even if the space you call your own
doesn't appear large enough to accommodate a crowd.
Don't allow apparent lack of
room to stand in the way of partygiving, say several party planners
who offered some practical solutions to make the most of any
space.
Guideline No. 1 is to make more
room by using space that normally
isn't public, says Marjorie Reed.
The special events planner for the
21 Club and author of "Marjorie
Reed's Party Book" and "Entertaining All Year Round" is following her own advice this year with a
holiday party for 160.
Since she doesn't have a dining
room, "the bedroom will serve for
dining and the second bath will be
set up as a bar." Her one concession to space considerations: "It's
an open house so arrivals will be
staggered, I hope."
Especially in an apartment or a
one-floor living space, converting
the den, foyer and bedroom into a
party space is a sensible and
workable idea, according to Reed.
Chances are one of the rooms is
used anyway as an impromptu
coat closet. But this time instead
of covering the bed with coats,
rent a coatrack and refit the room
for buffet service.
Besides using unorthodox
spaces for parties, party planners
also expand apparent space by
making rooms look more spacious
than they actually are. The ploy:
remove knickknacks and cleodzost tables so they can receive
ashtrays, glasses and plates. Arrange seating so it is against the
walls or in a definite L or U shape.
The most effective way to gain
space for a large crowd, especially if dancing is part of the fun, is to
remove some of the furniture for
the event. As Ronald° Maia, a
New York florist and party arranger, explains, "When space is
small with too many people, you
simply have to empty the house
and roll up the rug."
For a festive New Year's Eve,
he advises creating a fantasy atmosphere to transform the home

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who, whatiwhere questions
about your new city'
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative, it's my tob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

'
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Host•ss log/010N 1(tog 492-8348

Miierray Ledger & Times

HOMES FOR AMERICANS Storage shed built bigger

than original plans require

AMMIPININOWIKS*40ireoc

into one that guests who have been
there before won't immediately
recognize. "You cannot fight with
the room, but you need to create
something exciting, to change
from the usual.
He regularly does this for clients
by draping fabric over the walls to
hide the usual decor. He has used
lightweight materials such as
826.

-

gauze, gold lame or burlap. A fairly simple method of hanging
fabric is to run lightweight rope
around the ceiling through hooks,
nails or rings. A very light fabric
can be suspended from the rope.
An easier method of changing
the atmosphere is to use potted
plants and lots of candles. "I place
them everywhere. However, only
white, ivory or natural beeswax
candles." Maia also perfumes the
air with a light fragrant scent.
According to Don Simonelli, a
designer and a caterer in the New
York area, a larger crowd can be
accommodated at a buffet than at
a sit-down meal Furthermore,
buffets are ideal when there is no
dining room.
Instead of placing all the food
and drink in the same area, he
divides it up, having searate areas
for food service, the bar and
desserts.
One of the best places to set up a
buffet is the kitchen. The stove top
can be used to keep casseroles
warm and there is no need to move
food and utensils a long distance to
serve the guests. Clean-up goes
faster, too.
To make this idea work,
however, the host has to be very
well-organized, choosing a menu
that can be prepared ahead of
time and allowing enough time to
clean the kitchen and to set up for
food service.
If the kitchen is small, it is
almost always necessary to
remove the bar and dessert areas
from the kitchen so traffic in the
r,om is restricted to those helping
themselves to food.
You'll also need someone to handle ICP chores to keep the serving
area attractive. Guests have a
tendency to stack used plates in
the kitchen sink, even when an
alternative is provided for them,
according to a hostess who entertains frequently in this manner.
Though balancing a plate and
cup is a social skill most partygoers have learned, some hosts
prefer to provide a place to sit
down and eat. A creative idea for a
makeshift large table is to rest a
hollow core door without handle or
a piece of plywood on a pair of
sawhorses. In extremis try using
an ironing board as a table base
with a plywood top. Portable
snack tables can also be set up.
To serve dinner in the bedroom,
create a large table by using
sawhorses and a large piece of
plywood. Put down a plastic sheet
and then cover your contraption
with a length of fabric that hides
all. Patterned sheets are ideal for
the purpose,

dmomm.-

.iimw Aumm..4farak„-4041

SPECIAL HOME NOTICE
The 1st Intercollegiate Interior Design contest has come to a close. Both homes. decorated
hv the University of Tennessee at Martin and
Murray State UniversitY. complete with brand
name furniture and decorations, are now being
offered for public sale.
These home. are energ% efficient, and are
equipped with the latest—Whirlpool Tubs.
skvlights. fireplaces. island kitchens. hay window.. heatpumps. washer.. (Incr.. and much
much more!
Don't dela —Vila I it%. health. and a large
dineonnt!!!

Terrotfv

FLOOR PLAN

THIS THREE-BEDROOM RANCH IS finished in horizontal cedar and
stone veneer. Double front doors open into a reception area that offers a view of
the open and airy interiors. Plan HA 1500K has 1510 square feet. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped,self-addressed envelope — to architect
Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown, NY 11507.

make the sponge marks seem like
By ANDY LANG
clouds. Practice first on some
AP Nnwsteskres
Q. — I plan to build a storage scrap wood. All of a sudden you
wall at the rear of our house. We will get the hang of it and be ready
the room.
have two acres of property and I to tackle the walls of
shingles
roof
Our
asphalt
—
Q.
to
enough
wide
be
to
want the wall
the
are
They
replacing.
need
hold our power, ride-on mower
we
house
on
the
shingles
original
yet
and
equipment
yard
and other
and
have
ago
years
24
purchased
act as a kind of divider between
two sections of the land. Would an no shingles under them. I did some
8-foot by 8-foot shed be large roof work a few years ago and am
enough ow do you have any other sure I can handle the job by
myself. Do I need some kind of
suggestions?
license?
A. — Only you can judge how
A. — Go to your local town hall
large it should be. Experience
find out whether you are perand
says you should make it larger
to do the job yourself and
mitted
first.
at
be
should
it
than you think
People who buy the kind already whether you ust follow certain
assembled or those that require specifications. Also, go to your
assembling nearlyalways wish a library or a book store and get one
books on the
year later that the storage area of the several
and
installation of
t
replacemen
a
is
12-footer
by
8An
was larger.
thing is
most
important
The
roofs.
nice size to handle yard equipment
yourself
can
handle
you
sure
be
to
house.
-sized
average
an
for
Whatever the capacity of the one on the top of a house.
Q. — Our roof needs replaceyou make, keeping it in 4-foot sections to accommodate modern ment. We are considering using
clay tiles. We understand they last
materials is a good idea.
may
Q. — I visited a friend's house a lifetime but wonder if they
Aproof.
our
for
heavy
too
be
and was intrigued with the wall effect in the children's room. The parently, the same thing is true of
walls were a light blue but had the concrete tiles.
A. — You need a professional
appearance of clouds all over
on the weight factor by
opinion
them. I have since have lost touch
who makes an on-thesomebody
to
have
now
with the friend but
decorate a child's room. Is there spot examination. Clay tiles are
roofs that
some special way to get the ap- too heavy for most
them.
to
handle
constructed
aren't
wall?
the
on
clouds
of
pearance
lighter.
are
much
tiles
Concrete
A — You can paint the walls
Q. — Soon I will be working for
with a light blue coat, then dip a
sponge into white paint and dab at the first time with hardboard, both
the walls. But it takes a while to the standard and the tempered
kinds. I will be cutting the hardboard with a table saw, the kind in
which the material is pushed into
the blade. Is there anything I
should know about this, since I
special wood restoration process understand hardboard is tougher
restores the old finish on location, on the saw blade than regular
often in as little as an hour or two. wood?
Gellately says home owners
A. — One way to prevent the
should be sure they have a hardboard from affecting the saw
replacement cost insurance blade too much is to use one which
policy, which pays whatever it is carbide-tipped. Also, set the saw
costs to replace damaged or lost blade so it projects above the table
property. If you have only a "cash a bit. No more than 'hree or four
value" policy, it will pay only the teeth should be above the surface
depreciated value of the property, of the table. In that way, the saw
which can be far less today than will cut cleanly without damaging
when you bought and less than it the top of the hardboard surface.
will cost to replace it. Also keep
Q. — When we had our house
receipts of value no matter how painted some paint got behind the
old they are, since a large amount sash molding and it is difficult to
of them can be kept in a small box. open some of the windows. Is there
Make sure your insurance com- a special way to unstick the
pany has a list of property that is windows?
of unusual value, which may inA. — Use a putty knife or similar
clude antiques, jewelry, furs and tool to fit between the window
stamp or coin collections.
frame and the molding. Tap the
Because there are things that knife handle with a hammer firmcannot be restored or replaced, ly but lightly. Work carefully.
they should be kept in a fireproof Keep going until the window
safe, vault or bank safety deposit moves. Most people know this
box. If you have a good insurance already, but still make the
policy, it may have a deductible of mistake of using a screwdriver
as little as $250. That means you blade instead of a putty knife. This
should not have to pay any more frees the window but it leaves ugly
than that if your home is damaged marks along the molding and
by fire.
frame. Sometimes the paint-stuck
Headquartered in Grand window also can be restored to
Prairies, Texas, Steamatic got its operation by taking a piece of
start 40 years ago when two col- wood and moving it along the
lege buddies, Bill Blackmon and frame as you tap it with a
Scott Mooring, got a furniture hammer.
cleaning contract at the Crazy
The techniques of using
Water Crystal Hotel in the Texas shellac, varnish, lacquer, stain,
town of Mineral Wells. Today, bleach, remover, etc., are detailed
they have franchises all over the in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
United States. The company often Finishing in the Home" which can
is called in for major fire be obtained by sending 75 cents
cleanups, like the multimillion and a long, stamped, selfdollar job following one of the big- addressed envelope to Know-How,
gest high-rise fires ever in Los P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N Y
Angeles at the First Interstate 11743
Bank Building last May.
You can get a copy of Andy
Getting electric equipment, Lang's booklet, "The Selection of
such as TV sets, video cassette Quality Roofing," including an
recorders, computers, etc., back asphalt shingle color chart, by
in service following a fire is part of sending 75 cents and a long,
the cleanup task Soot and smoke stamped, self-addressed envelope
can cause corrosion, which may to Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunnot be visible in its early stages.
tington, NY 11743.

Residential fire damage in billions
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
There were 561,500 residential
fires in the United States last year,
according to the National Fire
Protection Association. They
caused $3.7 billion in property
damage.
Thanks to modern technology
and techniques much of that property can be saved and restored.
The chances of fire losses can be
minimized by following a few simple steps. Very important is that
cleanup and deodorizing can be
relatively routine if done quickly.
But if smoke and soot are allowed
to set in fibers, carpeting, clothing
and draperies, cleaning becomes
very difficult. If water damage is
involved, time becomes even
more critical. Mildew and rot set
in. Odors get worse. And, if water
seeps through carpeting to wood

floors, warping and buckling are
inevitable.
To get a first-hand report on the
subject, we talked to John Gellately, vice president of Steamatic
Inc., a company specializing in
fire and flood restoration. An area
where the greatest advances have
been made in recent years is the
restoration of books, documents,
photographs and other valuable
and cherished papers. Gellately
explained how documents are
often frozen on the site to stop
bacteria and mildew growth until
they can be shipped to vacuum
drying chambers. The chambers
dry large quantities quickly,
minimize warping, stop bacteria
and mildew growth and keep
papers from sticking together.
When fire and soot do not
penetrate the wood, even though it
has a "burned" appearance. a

Business facts
Houses
for sale

In thousands of dollars
Lowest median sales prices in 62 U.S
metropolitan areas for summer. 1988
$621

El Paso Tex

60.31

Omaha
Toledo, Ohio

59 91

Grand Rapids. Mich

58.1

CDiklahoma City
4,Lansing.
Mich

OM
WW1]

57.9
57
56.71

Louisville
Des Moines

551

Chicago 7nbuhe Graphic

Source National Association ot Realtors

Capture your Christmas Memories on film
With Panasonic Video Camcorder
PV-400
Video Camcorder/HO

•Low Light Sensitivity; 7 Lux
•Self-Timer Recording
•Time-Laspe Recording
•6.1 Power Zoom/Macro
•Full Automatic White Balance
'Infrared Auto Focus
'High-Speed Shutter
(1/1000, 1/5000 sec.)
•BHS Index/Address Search
Systems
•Automatic Iris
'Date Recording

gilt/ma SPECIAL
COMPACT
MICROWAVE OVEN
Afill1111111111=1114.
Designed with 15-minute timer
for added convenience.
'15-minute timer
Easy-to-dean oven
'
• 5 cubic foot oven
*Removable glass tray

Now only

$99
Mobile Homes, Inc
Hwy. 79 East
Paris, TN
901-642-4891
11
10,,,• l• I iii111111fIlln.

In TN 1-800-642-4891
',forges,',ogle lot'boar,IR 9 wow.-

MURRAY

NOW
ON
SALE!

We Service What We Sell

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 1. Mein St.

Murray

7344101

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Nest to Cain s AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 N
59- 150S

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Regulators propose new agency
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WASHINGTON (AP)- Federal
regulators are proposing the creation of a new agency, possibly
drawing money from banks, credit
unions and savings institutions, to
oversee the clean up of the money losing savings and loan industry.
The Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, which regulates the nation's 3,000 S&Ls, on Monday sent
the broad outlines of the proposal
to the Treasury Department,
which is formulating the incoming
Bush administration's plans for
dealing with hundreds of insolvent
savings institutions, agency
spokesman Karl Hoyle said.
Bank Board Chairman M. Danny Wall, in a speech to a group
called the National Housing Conference, proposed what he called a
"reinsurance agency" for all
federally insured financial
institutions.
On an unrelated topic, Wall also
Katherine Rickman, left, and Mildred Canady, Need Line volunteers, prepare holiday
said the bank board is offering to
food
baskets
needy
for
families. Need Line has fixed baskets for 246 households this year. The baskets can
make foreclosed properties from
be picked up today an
tomorrow at the Need Line office at 209 Maple.
failed savings institutions
available to house the homeless in
a half dozen cities.
The bank board's insurance
fund, the Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corp., has been
paying for a record number of S&L
rescues this year primarily
through promissory notes pledging future income from an assessLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - pound is more than four cents "You
would think there would be
ment on still -operating
Some burley growers are saying
higher than last year's pre- fierce competit
ion for the tobacco
institutions.
that a lack of competitive bidding Christsmas average of $1.5784.
and the support price would bear
Wall has argued previously that
among buyers kept prices for
Most of the farmers are hap- no relation to the
market price and
the fees paid by S&Ls to the
various grades fairly close before
py," said John Blevins, vice presi- that's obviousl not
y
happening."
FSLIC, as well as by banks and
auctions halted for the Christmas dent in charge of leaf processing
There
has
been
speculat
ion that
credit unions to separate inholidays.
for the Burley Tobacco Growers the government
price support is
surance funds, were meant to
The buyers have a different ex- Cooperative Association, at a
holding down the price
cover a "normal" level of failures,
planation and point out that commeeting here last week. You see tions. It also has beenpaid at aucsuggested
not the "catastrophic" level of the
panies need a mixture of tobacco a lot of smiles on their faces out
that legislation be written to put
current thrift crisis.
grades. The buyers also say that there."
flexibility into the support price
Through Monday, regulators
supplie of lower-grade leaf are
John Berry, president of the co- system.
said
they have resolved the cases
low an they are more willing than
op, said the lack of price variation
The market did slacken a little
of 159 insolvent thrifts this year.
usual to pay a higher price for the
was an indication "that there's not toward the
end of pre-Christmas
More than 400 insolvent S&Ls relower grades.
really competitive bidding."
sales.
The
average
price during
main open and hundreds of others
Farmers appear to be satisfied
When a good crop like the cur- the last week
dropped to $1.6064 a
are close to insolvency.
because the average of $1.6213 a rent one comes,in, Berry said, pound,
leading to more speculaThe reinsurance agency would
tion that when auctions resume
oversee three insurance funds Jan. 9, there would be an increase
for banks, S&Ls and credit unions.
in the amount of leaf moving into
It could collect premiums from all
the surplus pool.
three, spending them when one of
Through Thursday, the last day
the funds got in trouble. It also
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (API - a conductor and one breakman of sales before the recess, less
could serve as the mechanism for
CSX Transportation Inc. announc- without phasing in
the reduced than one percent of all tobacco
further
borrowing to pay for the
ed Monday members of the United crews through attrition
of the sold had gone to the pool, comthrift
crisis
or as the conduit for
Transportation Union have
workforce," said John Snow, CSX pared with 8.2 percent before
any money Congress wanted to
ratified a labor agreement that president and chief operati
Christm
as in 1987.
spend on the cleanup.
ng
will immediately reduce the size officer.
1
of train crews on about 30 percent
He said the result would be a
Nuclear weapons
Truck and rail routes among
of its operations.
more-efficient freight service.
nuclear weapons facilities:
transportation routes
The agreement covers CSXT
The agreement says employees
the exact routes are secret
employees on the former in active service may
elect to
Louisville & Nashville, Clin- receive a separation
allowance of
chfield, and Nashville, Chat- $50,000, transfer to another
locatanooga and St. Louis lines, the tion and receive up to $20,000
in
company said.
relocation expenses, or accept a
Under the deal, one of the two furlough with rights to return,
plus
brakeman on most trains will be a $15,000 payment.
eliminated.
Snow said the contract efforts
This breakthrough agreement are part of CSXT's goal
of reducis unique among major railroads ing employment on its
19-state rail
because we can now immediately system to 30,000 employees, while
run freight trains in the covered reducing its route milage to
15,000
areas with a locomotive engineer, from 20,000 miles.
1. Bangor, Wash

Growers say lack of competitive
bidding kept grade prices close

Bank board member Lawrence
White, in an interview, said the
proposal leaves open who will pay
for the S&L cleanup and whether a
new agency's expenditures would
be counted toward the budget
deficit.
"I don't think it is intended to be
a back door way of getting them
(banks and credit unions) to pay
for the FSLIC's current problems," White said. "The concept
is both a funding mechanism and a
forward looking means of dealing
with catastrophic costs" in the
future.
Meanwhile, The New York
Times reported in weekend editions that the Reagan administration, in its 1990 budget, will
acknowledge for the first time that
some taxpayer money must be
spent on the thrift industry
problem.
An administration source, who

Season's
ç,teetings
Lovett Brothers
Gulf Service

Fire at Marion electrical plant causes
trailer park to be evacuated Sunday
MARION, Ky.(API - About 100
people were evacuated from a
trailer park when a fire at a nearby plant threatened to spread to a
tank containing cyanide, officials
said
Fire Chief Ronald Howerton
said the fire began just after midnight Sunday at the Potter and

Brumfield electrical parts plant.
He said the flames never reached the cyanide tank, but residents
of the Hickory Hills trailer court
were evacuated as a precaution.
Howerton said the fire was
brought under control in about an
hour. No cause has been
determined.

14. Erwin. Tenn
15. Fernald, Ohio
16. Mound, Ohio
17. Portsmouth, Ohio
18. Kings Bay, Ga.
19. Savannah River Plant, S C
20. Charleston, S.C.
21. Portsmouth, Va.
22. Newport News, Va
23. Ashtabula. Ohio
24. Groton Conn
25. Kittery. Me

Ch,cago Trtbune Graptec Soutce Radoact.ve Waste CampaKy

Merry
Christmas!
Wishing you
lots of pretty
paper and
bows, with all
of the season's
best inside.

John Baker
& Son
Auto Repair

Labor agreement ratified to reduce
size of train crews by 30 percent

2. Hanford. Wash.
3. Idaho National
Engineering Lab
4. Alameda, Calif.
5. Livermore, Calif.
6. San Diego
7. Nevada Test Site
8. Rocky Flats. Cob
9. Sandia, N M
10. Los Alamos, N M
11. Pantex, Tex.
12. Paducah, Ky
13. Oak Ridge, Tenn

declined to be named, told The
Associated Press that the
Treasury Department estimates
the cost of restoring the thrift industry to health at PM billion to $75
billion if interest rates remain unchanged and as high as $105 billion
if interest rates increase by two
percentage points. The figures
were first reported by The
Washington Post.
Regarding the proposal to use
S&L properties for the homeless,
Hoyle said the bank board is talking with six or seven cities in
Texas and in the North and
Midwest. He declined to identify
them.
Hoyle said the bank board would
lend the properties - in some
cases commercial buildings near
soup kitchens - to municipal
governments, which in turn would
pay to administer them as temporary shelters.

Coldwater Rd
489-2163
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ever!
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Make this a safe and happy
holiday for everyone' Don't
drink & drive
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Merry •
Christmas!
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May all the good things that mean
Christmas come your way this
holiday season.

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

Hoping you all enjoy
miles of smiles this
bright Christmas time...
and accept our special
appreciation for your
friendship and loyalty.

Purdom
Motors, Inc.

753-5312

Oldsmobile, Pontiac,
Cadillac, Buick
Century Boats
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Lundergan ready En
to be arraigned

Discussing details of the 1989 Faculty-Staff Annual Fund campaign at
Murray State University, Dr. Farouk
Umar, president of the Faculty Senate, Marie Jones, president of the Staff
tor of development, met recently. The Murray State University Foundati Congress, and Chuck Ward, direcon will provide a 50 percent match
for all employee donations to the university in 1989.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Jerry Lundergan and
his brother were scheduled for arraignment today on charges that
their catering company secretly
profited from a $154,000 no-bid
contract.
Lundergan, D-Lexington, and
Tom Lundergan each was indicted
Nov. 30 on three counts of theft and
three counts of unlawful use of influence by a legislator.
The Franklin County grand jury
indictment was obtained by the attorney general's office.
The indictment was based on an
allegation that the family-owned
Lundy's Catering Co. was paid
under a different name by the
Commerce Cabinet to hide
Luridy's involvement in catering a
cabinet gala at the state
fairgrounds in 1987. The fee was
$153,998.
Kentucky law bars legislators or
their companies from taking state
contracts for more than $25
without competitive bidding.

MSU employee fund contributions matched
Employees of Murray State dinating the fundraising effort, said
University who contribute to the the action "means the Foundation
1989 Faculty-Staff Annual Fund will provide $1 for every $2 given by
will get added value for their a member of the faculty or staff.
money.
He explained that matching
A matching program approved money will go for the same purpose
unanimously by the Murray State as specified in the employee gift,
University Foundation board of whether scholarships, the libraries,
trtistees at its fall meeting will in- a college or department, athletics
crease all employee donations in or something else. Donations not
1989 by 50 percent.
earmarked for a specific purpose
Chuck Ward, director of the Of- go into an unrestricted fund.
fice of Development, which is coorA tight state budget and an ap-

Van Buren

Couple With Frequent Visitor
Have No Room at Their Inn
DEAR ABBY: This may sound smoking years ago, when a couple
like a trivial complaint, but it has of 30-year-old friends got married.
become a major problem with me. Both were very attractive; she
First of all, I'm seven months smoked, he didn't. At age 40, he still
pregnant; I'm already big as a looked youthful. She looked old
house, my ankles are swollen and enough to be his mother.
it's hard for me to get comfortable
MARSHALL GARROTT,
in bed at night, so sometimes I — or
GLENDALE,CALIF.
my husband — will go to sleep on
the couch in the living room.
DEAR
MARSHALL:
I
Well, "Marty," my husband's checked. It's a fact. Smoking
brother, is being divorced, so he "ages" the skin. (Put that
in
comes over here (uninvited) several your pipe, friends, but don't
times a week, and he's started to smoke it.)
stay overnight. We have no guest
room in this cramped apartment, so
•••
Marty sleeps on the couch.
My husband feels sorry for him
DEAR ABBY: Some time ago, a
and doesn't want to tell him not to young, pregnant woman wrote
to
come over so much, and I don't express fear that her cat
might
want to be the one to tell him, either. smother her newborn baby. You
This has caused some arguments wisely informed her that that is an
between me and my husband. I feel "old wives' tale."
sorry for Marty, but he's either very
Abby, her cat could be a danger to
stupid or totally insensitive not to her unborn child in another way.
know that he's imposing on us. He's
A protozoan (toxoplasma gondie)
not sponging off us — he has a place is found in raw or undercooked
of his own — but he likes our meat, as well as in the feces of some
company. How do we tell him?
cats. This can cause a disease in
HAD IT IN KENTUCKY humans called "toxoplasmosis." It
can cause stillbirths, prematurity
DEAR HAD IT: What's the and birth defects. Therefore, pregmatter with plain talk, begin- nant women should cook all meats
ning with,"We love you, Marty, thoroughly, and either wear
protecbut ..."
tive gloves while cleaning the litter
Your husband should deliver box, or better yet, have another
this message — candidly, kindly person clean it.
and firmly. And you should be
Pregnant women should have
by his side when he delivers it. routine checkups during their
pregIf Marty is not Nikware of the nancy, and check with their health
inconvenience he'.4s causing care professional concerning this
you, he needs to be informed. and other diseases that might
No one can impose on you endanger their unborn child.
without your cooperation.
CHERYL SIMS, GEORGIA
STATE UNIVERSITY
•*•
SCHOOL OF NURSING

propriation for Murray State that Jones, president of the Staff Conhas not kept pace with campus gress, became involved in getting
needs has made it necessary to put out letters to their constituencies
considerably more emphasis on and in working in the coordination
private fundraising, Ward said.
of the fundraising campaign.
"Many people do not realize that
Having a large percentage of
the state provides only about two- participation from among faculty
thirds of the funding for the Mur- and staff is described by Ward as
ray State budget," he pointed out. a key element in the fundraising
"The rest comes from tuition, aux- drive.
iliary income and private gifts."
"Employee involvement enThe idea for a Foundation program to provide a 50 percent match courages alumni and other friends
for employee contributions came of the university to give and
from the development committee demonstrates to potential major
of the trustees headed by Ed Nor- donors, whether corporations,
ris, Kingsport, Tenn., and Mike foundations or individuals, that we
Peek, Nashville, Tenn. as co- are willing to help ourselves."
chairmen and met with enHe said increased private giving
thusiastic support from the entire
is imperative "if Murray State is to
board, according to Ward.
continue to build on the quality
Both Dr. Farouk Umar, president academic programs
DEAR ABBY: Please check with
offered on the
of the Faculty Senate, and Marie campus"
a leading dermatologist concerning

A dirty campground is no picnic...
Clean up before you leave.

HOLIDAY
GREETINGS

Give A Hoot.
Don't Pollute.

Fitts Block & Ready Mix
East Main

753-3540

Forest Service-USDA

DC

By Abigail

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
from
All of the folks at
PEOPLES BANK

(..y/

MURRAY

how cigarette smoking affects the
skin — especially a woman's. An
observant person can usually pick
out the smokers in a roomful of
people even though no one is
smoking at the time.
I first noticed the aging effect of

The facts about drugs, AIDS, and
how to prevent unwanted pregnancy
are all in Abby's new, expanded
booklet, "What Every Teen Should
Know." To order, send your name and
address, plus check or money order for
$3.50 ($4 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054. Postage is included.

Grandma Says No Thanks
To Gratitude That's Forced
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to
protest the kind of giver who always
has her hand out for thank-you
notes. My mother used to be so
rough on us kids to write thank-you
notes immediately, we almost hated
to get another present for fear of
hearing, "Have you written your
letter to thank Grandma yet?"
I am 63 years old, and as a direct
result of being nagged to write
thank-you notes, my own friends
suffer because I hate to write letters.
How simple it would have been
for my mother to have added a few
lines to her own letters, saying,
"Susie loves her doll, and wants me
to say 'thank you' for her."
I'm a grandmother now, and I've
never expected thank-you notes
from any of my grandchildren, and
I never got any. They love me, and
I love them, and I don't need any
thank-yous. I give for the joy of
giving.
DON'T NEED THANKS
IN KNOXVILLE
DEAR
DON'T
NEED
THANKS: Children can be
taught to write thank-you notes
without being browbeaten. The
mother who adds a few lines to
her letter saying, "Susie wants
me to say thank you for her" is
sending this message to Susie:
'Don't bother to say 'thank you'
— Mother will do it for you."
At the risk of sounding like a
broken record: Children cannot
be expected to know what they
have not been taught, and one
of the best gifts a parent can
give a child is to teach that child
to write a thank-you note personally — and promptly.
• ••

KY.

5th & Main • N. 12th & Chestnut
• S. 12th & Story
753-3231 • Member F.D.I.C.

* ••

DEAR ABBY: I am a 35-year-old
professional woman. Over the last
several years1 have been invited to
numerous social occasions (wed•
dings, bar mitzvahs, etc.) given by
my colleagues. I am never asked if
I want to bring a guest even though
my married colleagues bring their
spouses. I am dating someone
special and everyone who knows me
is aware of this.

Whatever happened to the social
custom of extending invitations to
"Mary Smith and Guest"? Would it
be proper for me to ask if I may
bring an escort when I receive an
invitation?
HATES TO GO ALONE
DEAR HATES: It's proper.
Considerate people still extend
invitations to "Mary Smith and
Guest." Unless it would be a
financial hardship for the host
or hostess, singles (male or
female) should be invited to
bring a guest.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: I appreciate all you
have done to prevent animal abuse.
If you want to save millions of
animals from pain and agony, you
will print the following:
Three years ago, a bill was passed
to protect laboratory animals from
needless suffering. It was passed by
a huge majority and signed into law
by the president! However, because
the opposition to this bill had such
a powerful lobby, this law has never
been enforced.
Those who want to help laboratory animals should get the names
of their congressmen and senators
(they are on file in the public
library), then write a short letter
telling them that you want the Dole
Amendment to the Animal Welfare
Act implemented!
MELITA MOSTYN,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.
•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO "GETTING ON IN YEARS": Do your
givin' while you're livin', then
you'll be knowin' where it's
goin'.
•••

Don't put off writing thank-you
notes, letters of sympathy, etc. because
you don't know what to say. Get
Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters
for All Occasions." Send a check or
money order for $2.89 ($3.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
(Postage is included.)

•

Our Sincerest Wishes
for a Merry Christmas
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Ross Insurance Agency
600 Mein
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Your Individual
Horoscope
FraRces Drake
tonight.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Check the fine print on contracts
now. Don't get in over your head in
the use of credit today. You'll have a
productive workday on the job and
income should improve.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
fie
Partners may not always agree
today on shopping matters, but you'll
certainly think alike entertainment is
concerned. Share good times
together.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You probably won't get as much
work accomplished as you'd like to
on the job today, but evening brings
new inspirations. Emphasize home
life tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Beating around the bush is no
answer today. Be forthright. Others
will appreciate your candor. A
business-social invitation definitely
has strings attached.
PISCES
xis•
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mew
Having company over right now
would be a bit of a strain, but you do
get the OK to put plans in motion for
holiday celebrations with family.

coe

IF BORN TODAY, you are philosophic in outlook and concerned
about the welfare of others. You'd
make a good worker for a cause and
may be drawn to politics and uplifting
movements. Friends will be helpful to
you once you overcome a slightly
suspicious attitude towards them.
You are creatively talented, especially
in art and writing. Birthdate of: Phil
Donahue, talk show host; Benjamin
Disraeli, government leader; and
Rebecca West, writer.

FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1988
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
An urge to forge your own path
takes hold in career matters. Investigate new horizons and tap your
originality. Judgment may be a bit off
about finances.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
f
lair
The desire to better yourself leads
to new intellectual interests. A
chance to get away for a while could
arise today. Be tactful with others.
Your willfulness is a problem.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
You're intrigued by today's investment possibilities and are likely now
to have a whole new viewpoint
towards long-range security goals.
Consider other views as well.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
411E
Be sure to give others enough
freedom to pursue their own goals. A
sudden decision occurs in a relationship. Changes in plans are quite
possible after dark.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may want to do something
different in business today. An offer
could come that gives you greater
independence. Still, be sure to cooperate with others now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You may turn a hobby into an extra
source of revenues. As for entertainment, you may be tired of the same
old routine. Tonight's social plans are
subject to change.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
1
4
4:
You'll be making some changes
now at home. Surprise company
could drop by. Don't feel that others
are keeping you from being yourself
Dare to take a chance.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
C41E
Do your best to get along with
in-laws today. Mentally, you're stimulated now and you'll come up with
important new ideas today. Sudden
travel is possible.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
It could be a state-of-the-an stereo,
V('R, or computer that enters your
life today. You may do some Christmas shopping for yourself now.
Cooperate tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
It may be difficult for you to
concentrate on the daily routine

today. Being yourself seems allimportant to you now. Take a bold
new step to the future.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
An interest in helping others takes
hold now. You may want some time
for yourself to pursue a new objective. A business appointment is likely
to be changed.
PISCES
Noir.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mow
You'll be making some new friends
today. Perhaps, you'll join a club.
Evening social plans may be changed
at the last moment. Be flexible.
IF BORN TODAY, you are idealistic, inventive, and a bit high-strung.
You need periodic times by yourself
to recharge your energies. You work
best in fields which measure up to
your ideals. Do not let skepticism
keep you from trusting your fine
intuition. You should specialize for
your greatest success in your career.
At times, temperament can get in the
way of accomplistunent, but your
potentials for 'success are indeed
great. Birthdate of: Lady Bird Johnson, first lady; Diane Sawyer, TV
journalist; and Giacomo Puccini,
composer
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State heads want
bond financing

FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1988
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
fillt
You're in the mood to go places
and do things. A small misunderstanding could arise now about a
career matter. Still, you're good at
expressing yourself today.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Delays or complications may be
expected now about a legal concern.
Mirther thought is needed about a
travel plan. Tonight is a good time for
some last-minute Christmas shopping.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
1111
Be careful not to misplace a credit
card or something else of value. A
work project may run into some
snags. Tonight favors gatherings with
friends.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Try not to be sensitive today. You
may feel slighted when no offense
was meant. Behind-the-scenes wleVelopments in business are in your
favor. Concentrate on tasks.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Distractions or daydreaming could
interfere with routine today. Try not
to let things slide on the job. Make
plans now to visit with friends who
live at a distance.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Early in the day there could be
some confusion in business, but
you'll make up for lost time later. You
should end this day in a better
position financially.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
It's a poor day to get estimates for
household repairs. Be leery of unethical business propositions. Doing
things together with a partner is fun

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1188

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
administration is confident it can
legally finance a bond issue
without the General Assembly's
appropriating money for debt service, an official said Monday.
We know its legal," James
Ramsey, director of the state Office for Investment and Debt
Management, told the
legislature's Capital Projects and
Bond Oversight Committee.
The administration hopes to
issue $50 million to $100 million in
bonds to raise money the Kentucky Development Finance
Authority would loan at low interest to new or expanding
businesses.
Money in the authority's existing fund would be used to pay
off the bonds, which the administration said was permissible
under a law enacted this year.
Some members of the committee questioned whether that law
conflicted with other statutes and
regulations governing bonding
authority.
Sen. Ed O'Daniel, D-Springfield,
said the General Assembly may
need to grant some specific
authority for what the administration plans.

Judge rules refunds
of Elvis tickets will
soon be available
MEMPHIS, Tenn.( AP) — Elvis
Presley fans still holding tickets
for two 1977 concerts canceled
because of his death can get
refunds soon, the state director of
unclaimed property said.
Presley, who died on Aug. 16,
1977, at his home in Memphis, was
scheduled for hometown performances on Aug. 27 and 28.
Many of the fans who bought
tickets for those shows, for $12.50
to $15 each, have never gotten
their money back and it has been
held in a savings account, said
Darrell May, director of the MidSouth Coliseum.
The unclaimed ticket money,
which originally totaled $150,000,
has grown with interest to some
$411,000, May said.
In 1982, the Presley estate and
the promoters of the concerts filed
suit to get the money, but a state
Court of Appeals ruled last week
that ticket holders have first crack
at it.
Susan Clayton, director of the
state's division of unclaimed property, said ticket holders will probably be allowed to keep them
once presenting them to claim
refunds.
"I understand there is some sentimental value to these tickets,"
she said from her office in
Nashville
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Calloway County High School and Middle School both had winners in the Kentucky Drug Prevention Poster
and Essay Contest. Jennifer Paul, a 6th grader at CCMS, was the state poster winner and Dara Mitchell, a 9th
grader at CCHS, was the state essay winner. Pictured are (front row, left to right): Dara Mitchell; Joanna
Adams,food services director for the Kentucky School Food Services Association, who sponsored the contest;
Jennifer Paul; (back row) Ruth Ann Futrell, Mitchell's sponspring teacher; Peggy Mitchell, Dara's mother;
Karen Paul, Jennifer's mother; Judy Darnell, Paul's sponsoring teacher. Both winners won $25 checks and
are entered in the National contest. The winner could win a trip to Washington, D.C.

Disclaimer put on Capitol nativity
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state lined up private money,
denied endorsing any religion and
set about fulfilling a federal
judge's other conditions for keeping a creche structure on the front
steps of the Capitol.
A large disclaimer was posted
Monday in front of the state-built
display that area churches had used for living Nativity scenes.
Meanwhile, a car dealer and a
private foundation pledged $1,500
apiece to pay for the structure's
construction, upkeep and
dismantling, said Doug Alexander, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
press secretary.
The pledges, with the $300 to $350
already received in small donations, "should cover everything,"
Alexander said. "Probably just a
little over 3,000 (dollars) will pay
for everything, including taking it
down."
The $1,500 pledges were from
car dealer Frank Shoop in
Georgetown and the Kentucky
Heritage Foundation Inc. of
Louisville. The foundation joined
the state in fighting a lawsuit by

••
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4.* IT IS FOLKS LIKE YOU..,
JOYOUS HOLIDAYS
...who make being in business a
Ohre a gift that anyone could use, X
A
,pleasure. You hays enabled us to
grow. You've encouraged us to do a Olft Certificates of any amount. Olt
better job and for this we are deeply
grateful. So now at this Holiday
0'Season, we want to express our
IC sincere appreciation for the part you
have played in making our business
Art what it Is today. We will always do
G. our best to justify your faith In us and
In our ability to serve you well. In the
Spirit of the Christmas Season, we
wish you a Joyous Holiday...with good
health happiness, and prosperity
throughout the coming year.
Bol-Alr Center
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The Murray Ledger & Times annual Profile edition will be published in March
bringing you a comprehensive overview of
Murray and its business and services.

•
•
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Old Fashioned
Christmas

Profile '89

•

114

vats

groups and religious groups for
holiday ceremonies, pageants or
displays and other activities"
through Jan. 2.
No state official ever has claimed responsibility for authorizing
the display and Alexander said he
did not know whether Wilkinson
knew of it in advance.
Steve Wilson, an employee of
the governor's office whose job is
to plan parties and other special
events, was generally credited
with the project.
The display "was just part of the
plans ... for the holiday celebration" Wilson supervised, Alexander said.

•

Wishing you
Cheery Christmas

;itig 4.4#1441 vitig

the American Civil Liberties
Union to have the creche-like
structure removed from public
property.
But U.S. District Judge William
0. Bertelsman said last week that
the structure could remain, if the
state met certain conditions by
Monday.
One was to recoup, from private
contributions, the past and future
costs of the landscaped structure.
The state said it spent $2,400, including cost of materials and the
salaries of state workers that put
it up.
The state posted the disclaimer
as Bertelsman had worded it:
"This display was not constructed
with public funds and does not constitute an endorsement by the
commonwealth of any religion or
religious doctrine."
Beside the disclaimer was
posted the state's formal policy for
the display.
It said the stable structure was
available to groups wanting to reenact the Nativity and that the
area around it was available to
"all responsible persons, civic

•
•
•

"Profile is one of the most useful tools
we have in the promotion of the Murray
and Calloway County areas," says Chamber
of Commerce executive director Steve Zea.
"It represents the complete business community and provides the most up-to-date
information available."

•
•

Governor appoints
new committee to
study government
FRANKFORT, Ky (API —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson on Monday appointed a six-member
group to study the. structure of
state government. The group will
work in conjunction with a
legislative panel performing the
same task
Members are Bill Cull, director
of the Office for Program Administration; Budget Director
Kevin Hable; Cabinet Secretary
Richard "Smitty" Taylor; Pat
Abell, general counsel, Louisville
attorney Sheryl Snyder and James
Fleming assistant to U.S. Sen.
Wendell'Ford, D-Ky.

Be a part of Profile '89

•

The Yuletide season is
a time ofjoy.and peace,
and with it go our
blessings of hope
and happiness for the
coming year.
Sincere thanks to all.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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From The Staff Of

West View Nursing Home

1401 S. 16th

Call
The Murray
Ledger & Times
Advertising
Department
753-1916
Today

753-1304
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Once tough `slammer bill' criticized
LEXINGTON, Ky.. (AP) — Kentucky declared war on drunken
drivers with passage of the "slammer bill" in 1984, but some critics
contend it isn't as effective as it
could be
The new law included increased
fines and jail time and stricter
license penalties for drunkendriving convictions.
Drunken-driving arrests and
convictions went up, and the
number of alcohol-related traffic
deaths dropped to 289 in 1985, the
lowest level in recent years.
But the law is "not working as it
was intended to across the state,"
said Lois Windhorst, founder of
the state's first chapter of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving. "Some
parts in some communities are doing OK, but it's not enough."
Among the biggest problems,
according to a recent article in the
Lexington Herald-Leader:
Advocates of tough enforcement
of drunken-driving laws.say there
are too many cases in which
charges are reduced.

Under the siarnmer bill, a prosecutor must oppose amending a
drunken-driving charge in any
case in which the driver's blood.
alcohollevel is 0.15 percent or
more "unless all prosecution
witnesses are, and it is expected
they will continue to be,
unavailable for trial."
Kentucky law presumes a driver
Is drunk when his blood-alcohol
level is 0.10 percent or more.
Former state Sen. Henry
Lackey of Henderson, who sponsored the bill, said the intent of
that provision was to virtually
eliminate amendments in cases in
which drivers had high bloodalcohol levels.
"Once you reach 0.15, it should
be evident to everybody that it
should not be amended down,"
Lackey said.
A Herald-Leader review of court
records in several counties showed that such amendments still occur, though.
Drunken-driving charges
against motorists with blood-

alcohol levels of less than 0.15 percent — charges in which prosecutors have greater discretion
— are being reduced even more
frequently than those above 0.15
percent, almost as a matter of
routine in some counties, the
newspaper's review showed.
That upsets advocates of tough
enforcement because driving
ability is impaired at well below
0.15 percent.
Another sore point is that courts
often don't give the reasons for
amending charges — a requirement included in the law to increase accountability, the HeraldLeader reported.
Several prosecutors said there
were good reasons for amending
drunken-driving charges in many
cases, including the unavailability
of witnesses and an inability to
prove that the person charged actually was driving the vehicle.
In cases where they didn't think
they could win a trial on a
drunken-driving charge, some
prosecutors said, it was better to
amend the charges and still get a
conviction.
But state Attorney General Fred
Cowan said getting a conviction on
a lesser charge often wasn't much
better than no conviction at all.
That's because the law contains
progressively tougher penalties
for repeat drunken-driving convictions. Those penalties — and requirements for repeat offenders to
get treatment — don't come into
play as soon when charges are
amended, leaving some drunken
drivers on the road.
"You have the possibility of problem drinkers getting away with it
for a number of times," Cowan
said. "The drinker will say, 'Well,
if I got that one amended down,
maybe I can get it amended down
the next time."
Enforcement of the drunkendriving law varies widely from
court to court in Kentucky, the
Herald-Leader reported.
In some, prosecutors push aggressively for convictions, and
judges work hard to ensure that
the provisions of the law are
upheld.
Grant County Attorney James
Purcell said he would not amend
cases in which the driver had a
blood-alcohol level of 0.10 percent
Or more.
Montgomery County Attorney

itte WIPAL Raskevig
On The Court Square

Will Be Open Until
8:00 p.m. Tonight
•

. for the merriest
Christmas ever and the
happiest of
New Years!
THE VANDERBILT CORPORATIONS
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
and Vanderbilt Minerals Corporation

Paul Cowden, who also restricts
amendments when the blood.
alcohol level is more than 0.10 percent, said having a standard
policy means "you send a
message to folks that this is the
way it's going to be."
But critics say that some prosecutors in Kentucky don't push
for drunken-driving convictions
and that some judges don't ensure
that amendments are proper.
"You can write the law as stiff
as you want to," but if courts don't
enforce it, "it will do marginal
good, if any," Lackey said.
Judges say that if a prosecutor
has decided not to push a case,
there is little that can be done
from the bench.
Another weak area is the state's
system for assessing the drinking
habits of convicted drunken
drivers and ensuring that those
who need treatment get it, the
Herald-Leader reported.
Under state law, first-time
drunken drivers can go to a oneday, nine-hour alcohol-education
course and reduce the length of
their license suspension from six
months to 30 days.
Letting everyone go to the
classes without evaluating their
drinking habits is wrong, however,
said Wright State University professor Harvey A. Siegal, an expert
)n assessment programs for
drunken drivers.
That's because the classes are
designed for social drinkers, even
though an estimated three-fourths
of the drivers convicted for the
first time are problem drinkers
who need treatment, he said.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

IT'S COMING!
THE NEW
MURRAY
KENTUCKY
CITY DIRECTORY
RESIDENTIAL EDMON
THE MOST COMPLETE
TELEPHONE INFORMATION SOURCE
A CITY AND ITS PEOPLE
CAN HAVE!
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These potatoes recently were accidently grown by
roommates Daryl
Wheat and Randy Hurst in their residence at Murray State
However, neither of the two mentioned any specific plans University.
for the spuds.
Photo by Daryl Wheat

si

False letter alarms
benefit recipients

A letter mailed to numerous Kentucky households may be preying
on the concerns many people have
over Social Security, according to
Attorney General Fred Cowan.
Cowna's Consumer Protection
Division reports that hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of Kentuckians
have received notices stating that
they are winning contestans of a
sweepstakes compaign sponsored
by the Social Security Protection
Bureau (SSPB ). This organization
is in no way connected to, approved or endorsed by the federal
government, as the name may
imply.
The letter, bearing the signature
of a Washington attomeny, Robert
R. Stone, states that the consumer
is a cash prize winner in the
$5000,00 SSPB Sweepstakes. Recipients are instructed to return the
Winner's Release form so that their
prize check can be sent.
"Consumers fail to read the fine
print," Cowan stated,"Few checks
of any considerable amount will be
offered. Although the total value of
the sweepstakes is $5000.00, the
money will be divided among persons responding to the solicitation
on a nation wide basis. Most consumers will receive a check for the
grand sum of ten cents."
The official rules state the prizes
and how the money will be divided;

however, the rules are
in
very small print and are printed
d on
the back of the Winner's Release
form, which is mailed back in to the
organization.
Although no purchase is
necessary to claim the prize, the
letter instructs the consumer to
renew his/her membership or join
the SSPB for $7.00.
Robert R. Stone's name may be
familiar to Kentuckians through
another letter recently mailed to
many households. Recipients of
that notice were told they had won
a prize in a $5,000 sweepstakes
sponsored by either the Pacific
West Cancer Fund, the Cancer
Fund of America, or the Walker
Cancer Research Institute. The
Consumer Protection Division is
also aware of other notices mailed
in Kentucky, bearing Stone's
signature.
According to Cowan, consumers
who receive these and other
solicitations should be cautious
about sending any money especially if the solicitation is asking for a
contribution.
Consumers who have questions
or wish to file a complaint should
contact the Attorney General's
Consumer Protection Division, 209
St. Clair Street, Frankfort, KY
40601 or call the Consumer Protection Hotline at 1-800-432-9257.
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This directory also includes a numerical TELEPHONE LOCAT
OR, with numbers
arranged in numerical sequence from the lowest to the highest numbe
r The locator
takes the "guess work" out of a situation where only the telephone numbe
r is known
The directory also includes a complete CLASSIFIED BUSINESS
SECTION,
plus civic information about the Murray area. We're sure you can readily
see the value of
this directory - let us send you onel The cost of the residential edition
is $5 00 plus
shipping, handling and appropriate sales tax. Billing will be on deliver
y of the directory

Contacts for update information and orders
will be made by phone soon!
S WEST Marketing Resources
Johnson Directory Division
One Directory Place, Loveland, CO 80539 0455
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Aqua Springs' spas offer you the world's easiest and
fastest way
to relax. Just plug it into a standard dedicated electrical outlet
, connect the ground wire and fill it with a garden hose. Spas are weath
erproof and equipped with heavy duty insulated covers
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Our New Showroom

Murray Supply Company
208 E. Main
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The Murray City Directory Residential Edition is this source.
This edition includes a
complete ALPHABETICAL listing of all families and busine
sses in the area The family
information includes husband and wife's name, children, addres
s and telephone
number. Each person 18 and over has their own listing unless
the husband and wife are
in one listing. The business information includes the name of the
business, principals of
the business, address and telephone number
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE. Bon( woLFF
"For every credibility gap there is a
gullibility fill
— Richard Clopton.
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NORTH
1,2-20 A
•10 9 8 6
•A Q 7
•7 2
QJ 72
WEST
EAST
•
5•K J 3 2
•63
•9 5 4 2
•Q J 10 9 6 3
•8 4
*K 8 5 4
4 A 10 6
SOUTH
•A Q 7 4
1/P K J 10 8
•A K 5
49 3
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
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Russian quake puts spotlight on building codes

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — The deaths you'd have 2,000," Stewart
Dec. 7 earthquake that devastated said.
cities in the Soviet Union should
While he said he wasn't comparSouth will have an easy time with
boost efforts to upgrade building ing construction standards in the
today's game unless East gives him
codes in the Central United States United States with those in the
something to think about. Look over
where a strong quake is possible Soviet Union, Stewart said it's
the play to see if you can improve
by the turn of the century, the clear that many public and comon East's play.
director of a seven-state emergen- mercial buildings along the New
South took the high diamonds and
cy management group says.
Madrid zone should be strengthenruffed a diamond in dummy. East
"As we learned from the Rus- ed and new ones should be made
overruffed with the jack, cashed the
sian experience, buildings are earthquake resistant.
ace of clubs and continued with a
what kill people in an earthquake.
"The Russians knew better and
club to West's king. Back came a
Nobody was killed by being they didn't do it. Now we know betthird club, and dummy's jack held.
shaken to death. They were killed ter, so what are we going to do?
South then took a trump finesse, rewhen something fell on them," That's the question," he said.
peated it and claimed 10 tricks.
said David Stewart, executive
Among other things, earthquake
"I thought you could ruff a third
director of the Central United resistant buildings should be steelSouth
West
North
East
club," said West.
States Earthquake Consortium.
reinforced and built on deep pilPass
2+
Pass
"I was hoping South had another 1 NT
The federally-funded consor- ings or massive slabs, scientists
2
Pass
4+
All pass
diamond," added East.
tium, which covers parts of Ten- say.
Opening lead: Diamond queen
Neither saw the best way to a posnessee, Mississippi, Alabama,
Johnston said critics of stiffer
sible fourth defensive trick.
Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and construction codes say the cost of
BID WITH THE ACES
Instead of overruffing the third
Kentucky, is charged with helping earthquake resistant buildings
12-20-B
diamond with the jack of trumps, South holds:
prepare relief efforts in case of an would be too high.
earthquake along the New Madrid
East should have overruffed with
But it's not that expensive," he
•10 9 8 6
Fault.
the king. Any but the most cynical
said. "It can be as little as 1 to 2
it A Q 7
declarers would then place the
The fault, which runs from percent of the total cost (of a
•7 2
trump jack with West. And instead
Marked Tree, Ark., to Southern Il- building)," he said.
QJ 72
linois, has produced some of the
of finessing against East's trump North South
Drawing support for stronger
strongest earthquakes ever to oc- building codes is difficult,
king to land the game, they would 1 11,
2V
cur in the United States and scien- Johnston said, because predicting
play the ace and queen of trumps, 2 NT
?
tists say there's a 40 to 63 percent when an earthquake will occur is
hoping to drop the jack in the West ANSWER: Three no-trump
Having
hand.
already supported hearts, raise in chance of a quake there register- difficult.
ing 6.0 on the Richter scale by the
Sometimes it pays to tell a little no-trump. Let partner decide
"All we can do is probability
which
year 2000.
fib.
estimates, and that's not very
game is best.
-An earthquake of that strength satisfying to some people," he
could cause extensive property said.
"Often we are firm from weakness,
NORTH
12-W-A
damage depending on where on
A series of earthquakes that ripand audacious from timidity."
•J 8 53
the fault it occurred, said Arch ped through the New Madrid zone
— La Rochefoucauld.
•10 6 4 2
Johnston, director of the Ten- in 1811 and 1812 could be felt as far
•9 7 5 3
nessee Earthquake Information away as Boston and Washington.
+4
Center at Memphis State The quakes occurred in an area
WEST
EAST
University.
that was largely unpopulated at
•10 2
4A Q96
By the year 2040, there's an 86 to the time and the number of deaths
J7
• 3
•K 9 5
97 percent chance that an earth- they caused is unknown. The area
"Who would think of bidding with •Q 10 6 2
•K J
quake registering 6.0 will occur on is much more populated now.
that dummy?" sneered a disapprov- 4 K Q J 10
+8762
the New Madrid fault, Johnston
There was no equipment to
ing East. The results belied the critSOUTH
said.
measure earthquakes in the 1800s,
icism. It's always better to get a
•K 7 4
The recent earthquake in the but scientists say the New Madrid
plus score than to lose a bundle
A Q8
Soviet republic of Armenia quakes would probably have
playing at one no-trump.
•A 8 4
registered 6.9, which would be registered up to 8.7 on the Richter
If North passes to one no-trump
*A 9 5 3
close to 10 times as strong as one scale.
with that worthless collection, the
Vulnerable: Both
measuring 6.0.
By comparison, the San Franbest that can happen is that the opDealer South
Stewart said people in his line of cisco earthquake of 1906
ponents fail to double. Playing conThe bidding:
work have been urging local registered 8.3 and the Mexico City
tinuously from his own hand, South
governme
nts for years to upgrade earthquake that killed 10,000 peoSouth
West
North
is a strong candidate to win only
East
building codes in the New Madrid ple in 1985 measured 8.1.
1 NT
Pass
2+
Pass
four tricks.
zone to lessen potential damage
2•
Memphis is the largest city
Pass
Pass
Pass
The Stayman convention has a
from earthquakes.
close to the New Madrid Fault,
Opening lead: Club king
built-in safety feature to handle
So far, they've gotten few and local officials have talked
hands like North's. Limited to retakers.
about the need for earthquake
LEAD WITH THE ACES
sponses of two diamonds, two
"The only state that has any resistant buildings for more than
12-19 B
hearts or two spades. South cannot
seismic provisions whatsoever two years. said Warner Howe, an
get the partnership into worse trou- South holds 4 K Q 10
from a statewide basis is Ken
•A Q 3 2
ble after North's Stayman inquiry.
tucky. They have some provisions.
•J 10 9
In today's case, he plays two diaI don't know if they're adequate or
+753
monds and does remarkably well at
not," he said.
t, that contract.
And few, if any, local building
East
South
West
North
South wins the club ace and ruffs
1+
codes in the region include seismic
Pass
2•
Pass
a club A heart to his queen allows
3•
Pass
3
requirements, Stewart said.
Pass
another club ruff. and he exits dum4
Pass
Pass
Pass
Relief workers sent to Armenia,
my with a low spade. East rises to
where
up to 60,000 people were
lead a trump, but South wins to cash
ANSWER: Club seven Lead the un- killed, say much of the destruction
the spade king and ruff yet another
bid suit.
there was the result of shoddy
club. He gets the heart ace also for a
Send bndge questions to The Aces, PO Box
building construction.
total of eight tricks, a much better
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addresned•
"If they'd built those buildings
stamped
envelope for reply
result than playing at one no-trump.
Copyright. Int UnItted Feature Syndleate
to seismic design, instead of 60.000

Westvaco at Wickliffe
and

Ballard Memorial High School

Jack Rhody, director of the
Division of Building Code Enforcement in Kentucky, said his state
has required builders since 1980 to
consider the threat of
earthquakes.
The requirements are stronger
in the western part of the state and
apply there to residential
buildings as well as commercial
structures, he said.

From all your friends at Toyota of Murray
Tis the month during Christmas
And all thru the land,
People are buying new Toyota's
As fast as they can.
They're getting great deals
At Toyota of Murray,
Where service is friendly
And you don't have to worry,
That you saved lots of money
And bought from the best.
Because at Toyota of Murray
Toyota's always cost less.
Merry Christmas to all
And to all God bless.
From Toyota of Murray
Where Toyota's cost less.

presents

Wed.-Sat. Dec. 21st-24th
10:30 a.m. 'til 7 p.m.

"Christmas in the Country"

Close 4 p.m. Sat. Dec. 24th
SIDE OF

$950

LOIN BACK RIBS

Wednesday, December 21
8:00 p.m.

called liquefaction.
"The soil loges its ability to support. Of course that's bad news for
any buildings on it," Johnston
said.

STOREY'S
FOOD GIANT
WM RIB MOBILE
AND MISSISSIPPI
BBQ BUGGY

present

on WPSD-TV

engineer who serves on the city's
building code advisory board.
"I think there is general support
for it," Howe said.
Waymon Welch, administrator
of the Memphis and Shelby County
Code Enforcement Department,
said the city council and county
commission will likely be asked to
add seismic provisions to their
building codes sometime next
year.
Scientists say Memphis is particularly vulnerable to earthquakes because much of the soil in
the area has a high water content
and is subject to a phenomenon
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DR. GOTT

TUESDAY,DECEMBER 20, 1988 t

is treated in the same manner as the
usual type_
Therapy consists of anti-thyroid
pills, radioactive iodine or surgery.
Because the eye condition that result from Graves' disease may worsen during therapy — and thereby affect
vision
—
most experts

11PETER
0
GOTT, M D

recommend drug therapy as the first
choice. If the exophthalmos progresses, the medicine can be cut back
or modified to prevent further
damage.
Radioactive iodine (which destroys
part of the thyroid gland)and surgery
(which removes part of it) are permanent solutions — but may make the
eye symptoms more of a problem.
However, these two treatments can
be used in Graves' patients whose
eyes do not worsen on drug therapy.
Although
hyperthyroidism
is
thought to be an autoimmime(allergy
to self) disease, treatment to reduce
the formation and output of thyroid
hormone is almost always successful.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A friend in India
wrote me a letter and described a
medical problem in his mother's village. It seems a child is slowly "turning to stone." He infers that certain
organs are becoming calcified. Does
this make sense to you?
DEAR READER: I am not familiar
with this condition.
However, neither am I practicing
medicine in India. Perhaps an interested reader could shed some light on
this gruesome affliction.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. Our 36-year-old
daughter is slowly recovering from
Graves disease. We'd like to know
more about it.
DEAR READER: When the thyroid
gland over-produces and over-secretes thyroid hormone into the body,
certain predictable consequences result, because the body's metabolism is
speeded up.
Enlargement of the thyroid gland,
rapid pulse, warm and moist skin, increased appetite, weight loss, nervousness, tremulous hands, hypersensitivity
to
heat,
palpitations,
insomnia, weakness and diarrhea are
the usual signs of hyperthyroidism.
In a few patients, two other symptoms are prominent: exophthalmos
(bugging-out of the eyes) and dermopathy (thickening of the skin over the
shin bones); such patients are said to
have Graves' disease, named after the
Englishman who first described it.
Hence, Graves' disease is a special
form of hyperthyroidism, although it
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 61 About
eight months ago my penis started
curving. My doctor mentioned a drug
but wasn't very encouraging Is my
sex life over?
DEAR READER: The most common cause of a penile starboard (or
port) list is Peyronie's disease, a condition of unknown cause, marked by
scar tissue that builds up in the erectile cylinders on one or the other side
of the penile shaft.
Treatment is unpredictable. Cortisone injections into the scarred area
may help, as may ultrasound therapy
Surgery may be necessary to remove
the abnormal tissue. Some cases may
resolve without treatment.
Mild forms of Peyronie's disease
are simple nuisances that causes minimal disturbance in sexual functioning and do not require therapy. Advanced forms, however, will cause
painful erections and will make sexual intercourse impossible.
I suggest that you seek advice from
a urologist; such a specialist is trained
in the type of problem you describe.
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Charles Dean, a director for the
Tennessee Valley Authority, says
he takes credit for much of the
problems prefacing the 1985 shutdown of the utility's nuclear power
program.
"When I came here back in 1981,
I made what turned out to be the
erroneous assumption that our
nuclear program was absolutely
under control, that it was in the
hands of well-trained experts, that
it would never give me any trouble, that I didn't have to worry
about it," Dean said.
"That was the most horrible
assumption that I made," he said.
The Knoxville News-Sentinel
published Dean's remarks on
Monday.
At the time of TVA's nuclear
power collapse, caused by safety
and management problems, Dean
was the agency's chairman.
Previously he had been general
manager of the Knoxville Utilities
Board, a distributor of TVA
electricity.
"Since I came from a nonnuclear utility, I didn't know any
better," Dean said. "We didn't-get
much indication that there were
problems until about 1985, and the
roof fell in on us. 1985 was the
worst year we've had."
The following year wasn't much
better, he said.
The agency had to go outside to
hire experts in nuclear engineering and safety, at salaries much
higher than those of TVA workers.
The most controversial outside
contractor was Steve White, a
retired admiral from the U.S.
nuclear Navy, who was paid
$355,000 a year to head TVA's
atomic power operations.
"We got into this big argument
about ethics," Dean said of the
White contract. "1986 was another
ulcerating year."
Congress questioned whether
White's contract presented
conflict-of-interest problems.
White returned to his Charlottesville, Va., farm for several
months until his contract was
rewritten to the satisfaction of
Congress and TVA.
Problems at the nuclear plants
were being fixed in 1987, although
the agency had to delay reactor
restarts beyond the targeted
dates.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
And this year, for the first time
who has created "Martha's GED
More support and encouragement since 1955, there are no women
Army" to encourage Kentuckians
Is needed to get women in Ken- holding statewide elected office in
who do not have high school
tucky in government, according to Kentucky.
diplomas to take the test for a
female lawmakers and leaders of
"Encouragement from other general educational development
women's organizations.
women — and men — is needed to certificate.
Only six of the 100 members of get more women in government,"
"There are 112 women's
the Kentucky House of Represen- said Phyllis Jackson Alexander, organizations statewide,"
she
tatives are women,and Sen. Helen executive director for the Ken- said. "If they could
focus on and
Garrett, D-Paducah, will be the tucky Commission on Women
sponsor individuals, we could
only female state senator after "It's going to take a lot of support. make real progress. If you get to
Jan. 1 due to the retirement of Sen. It would make it easier if the homemakers and young mothers,
Georgia Powers, D-LouisvWe.
political parties worked to en- you'll reach the other family
"It's getting lonely," Garrett courage women to run. A lot of members."
said.
women still don't think they can do
Alexander said if women have
A study by the Center for the It',
their GEDs, they will be more
American Woman and Politics
Garrett said it is expensive to likely to get jobs.
earlier this year found that only
run for office and difficult to
A 1!':. study by the commission
Louisiana, with four female
unseat an incumbent.
revealed the following about
lawmakers, has fewer women in
"Someone has to be encourag- Kentucky:
ifs legislature than Kentucky.
ing women to run," she said. "We
—In 1986, half of the femaleneed more women in state govern- headed households had incomes of
ment. There are just some issues less than $10,000.
that women are more sensitive to
—66,000 more women than men
than men."
live in poverty.
Garrett said Kentucky is a con—56.9 percent of women live in
That year another snag arose. servative state, making it harder poverty.
The U.S. Department of Energy for women to be accepted
—24 percent of women who comdecided to stop payments for TVA politically.
pleted high school and head
power that it had contract for back
Women in Kentucky also face households live in poverty.
when it needed huge amounts to educational and financial pitfalls,
— Women in 1980 earned 57 cents
drive its uranium enrichment Alexander said.
for every dollar made by men,
equipment in nearby Oak Ridge,
"The biggest problems facing compared then with a
Tenn. The DOE no longer needs Kentucky women are poverty, average of 60 cents. By national
1984, the
the huge amounts.
single-parent households, national average for women was
"That was serious," Dean said. homelessness ..." said Alexander. 68 cents, but
updated Kentucky
"Each year there's been some
Prior to being appointed to her figures were not available.
major calamity."
position in November by Gov.
— Women with postgraduate
TVA sued the Energy Depart- Wallace Wilkinson, Alexander had degrees earned
78.2 percent of earment over the action and asked served as president of the Ken- nings by men
with similar
that it pay the $1.95 billion it owed. tucky Domestic Violence Associa- educations.
Late last year the DOE settled for tion and was director of the Lex— There were 3,601 births to una $1.8 billion payment, in a series ington YWCA Spouse Abuse married women
15-19 in 1985.
of installments, to TVA.
Center.
Another 188 were born to girls
Under White, TVA this year
"We saw poverty, hungry peo- under 15.
restarted both reactors at Seple every day," she said. "The
—Only 13 percent of women with
quoyah Nuclear Plant near Chat- average person isn't aware of children under
the age of 6 get
tanooga. Sequoyah's Unit 2 reac- that. Housing is too expensive in child support.
tor is going strong. and the plant's
most parts of the state. Jobs that
—In October 1986, 13
Unit 1 reactor is in the final stage are available just don't pay did not have licensed counties
day-care
of reheating prior to going back in- enough. And child care is always facilities, and
24 counties could acto service.
an issue."
commodate fewer than 30
"We ought to have that dude putAlexander said one of her goals children. Also at that time, Kenting out a little power by the end of is to help more women get their tucky ranked
49th among states in
the year," Dean said.
GEDs. She said she plans to work day-care centers available to
TVA expects to take Sequoyah 2 with first lady Martha Wilkinson, parents.
down in January for refueling.
Next spring, one of the three units
at the Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant near Athens, Ala., is
scheduled for refueling.
The nuclear fix-it costs since
White's arrival have cost TVA $1.5
billion, officials estimate.
NEW YORK (AP) — The company that owns the song "Happy BirSince January the TVA director
has been Marvin Runyon, former thday to You" is being sold for $25 million to the largest music
president of Nissan Motor Corp. publisher in the world, according to a report published today.
Birchtree Ltd., which owns the birthday song, will soon be acquired
U.S.A.
by
Warner Chappell, which owns the rights to songs by George and
In fall, TVA replaced White as
senior vice president of nuclear Ira Gershwin, Michael Jackson, Cole Porter, and Gilbert and
power with Oliver Kingsley Jr., a Sullivan, according to The New York Times.
Warner Chappell is a division of Warner Communications Inc.
Mississippi nuclear executive.
Dean said things have gotten
Birchtree, of Princeton, N.J., was put up for sale in October, in part
better in 1988, although the agency
because
the company said it did not have the resources to monitor
again has endured major
and
protect
its copyrights as larger companies do, the Times said
upheaval. TVA was rocked by RuTechnically, a royalty should be paid every time the birthday song
nyon's massive reorganization
and layoffs of 5,500 employees. is sung in public, but the company has never monitored that kind of
Another 2,300 retired or resigned. use.
Dean said that, through the
"Happy Birthday" generates about $1 million a year in royalty
agency's troubled years, he's fees.
learned the value of the nuclear
Royalties were paid, for example, when the song was used in the
side of the nation's largest utility. films "10,"The Great Santini,"Oh God" and "Fame."
"I don't think there's any ques"Happy Birthday to You" was based on a melody composed in the
tion but what the high point of this
year was firing up Sequoyah," 1890s by two kindergarten teachers in Louisville, Ky. The song's
Dean said. "My sun rises and sets lyrics were written later and the song was not copyrighted until 1935.
on the nuclear scale rather than on When the copyright expires in 2010, Warner will no longer be entitled
other things because I've learned to royalties.
how it can help you when the
Birchtree owns 50,000 titles, of which about 1,700 are actively
colplants are running."
lecting royalty fees, the Times said.

Dean accepts blame for TVA's 1985
nuclear power program shutdown
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More Kentucky women needed
in government declare experts

with the
purchase

$5.95
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•

Every Mon.-Thurs
thru December
5:00-8:00 p.m.

of
any

New Dodge Pickup, 4x4 and
Selected Nissan Pickups

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE
604 S. 121* If.

Holiday
Buffet

733-7114

Large selection of fish,
meats. vegetables,
homemade desserts and
salad bar
&gen Se

753-4141
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Mrs. Dorothy Aldrich, 62, Rt. 4,
Murray, died Monday at 3:30 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born Feb. 23, 1926, in Ringwood,
N.J., she was the daughter of the
late George Redner and Bessie
Hardy Redner.
She and her husband, Walter C.
Aldrich, to whom she was married
on April 13, 1946, moved to their
residence on New Concord Road in
July of this year.
Mrs. Aldrich is survived by her
husband, Walter C. Aldrich, one
daughter, Mrs. Linda Gara, and
two grandchildren, David Gara
and Julie Lynn Gara, Rt. 4, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Marie
Visser, Pompton Lakes, NJ.; one
brother, Robert Redner, Port
Leyden, N.Y.
Funeral and burial services will
be at Butler, N.J. at a later date.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is
in charge of local arrangements,
but there will be no visitation here.
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Leslie Holmes Ellis Sr.
Services for Leslie Holmes Ellis
Sr. were today at 11 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church with
Rev. A. Nowell Bingham, Sid
Easley and Dennis Roman officiating. Mrs. Joan Bowker was
organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers were Virgil
Harris, Stanford Andrus, Tommy
Marshall, Eugene Tarry, Don
Overbey, Rob Miller, Jim Garrison and Sid Easley.
Honorary pallbearers were Joe
Dick, H. Glenn Doran, James M.
Lassiter, L.D. Miller, Stuart
Poston, Mac Fitts, C.T. Winslow,
James Marvin, Ratliffe Paschall,
Forrest Paschall, Frank Taylor,
along with members of Murray
Rotary Club and Murray City
Council.
Burial was in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery with Chris Edwards playing taps at the
graveside. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Ellis Sr., 75, mayor of Murray, died Saturday at 8 p.m. at

Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Gela Furches Ellis, to whom he
was married March 30, 1934; one
son, Leslie Holmes Ellis Jr. and
wife, Rozene, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Leila E.
Erwin, Murray; two brothers,
Frank R. Ellis, Arlington, Va.,
and Herman K. Ellis, Murray;
three granddaughters, Lesa
Roman, Jackson, Miss., Kelli
Sing, Raleigh, N.C., and Ange
Rollins, Richmond; one greatgrandchild, Michael Travis
Roman, Jackson.
Born May 2, 1913, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Leslie Ellis and Hortense Paschall
Ellis.
The family requested that expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to First United
Methodist Church, American
Cancer Society of Holmes Ellis
Scholarship Fund at Murray State
University.
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Funerals rites for Nick Britt are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Keith Elliott and Dr.
Cecil Kirk are officiating.
Active pallbearers are Jack
Morris, Bob Counts, Joe David
Smith, H.D. (Doc) Sanders,
Charles Kendall and Ralph Colby.
Honorary pallbearers are Louis
McDonald, Jim Hannah, John
Waters Sr., Guy Koonce, Royal
Bennett, John Kennedy, Bruce
Henderson, Tip Reed, G.B.
Howard, Harry Morehead, L.G.
Cook, Neal Canter, Hal Gibson,
Roger Heath, Clifford Dudley,
John Myers, Wat Seay, Charles
Baugh, Gene Usher and Nelson
Boyd.
Burial will follow in Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Britt, 84, of 408 North Sixth
St., Mayfield, died Sunday at 2
a.m. at his home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Nell Brown Britt; three
daughters, Mrs. Virginia
McGehee, Slidell, La., Mrs. Betsy
Stacy, Owensboro, and Mrs. Kaye
Particeth, Greenwich, Conn.; two
sons, George N. Britt Jr., Murray,
and James Reid Britt, Louisville;
one brother, James A. Britt,
Nashville, Tenn.; 14 grandchildren, 12 great-grandchildren.

Soviet, Japanese
foreign ministers
holding talks
TOKYO (AP) — The Soviet and
Japanese foreign ministers held
heated talks today over a territorial dispute but made no progress, and Japan rebuffed Soviet
feelers on increased economic
cooperation, a Foreign Ministry
spokesman said.
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze and his counterpart, Sousuke Uno, were to give
separate news conferences
Wednesday before Shevardnadze
leaves for the Philippines.
But it appeared unlikely that
progress could be realized on the
major issue blocking improved
relations — Soviet possession of
the Kuril islands off northern
Japan that Tokyo insists should be
returned.
The only positive sign was a
possibility that the two countries
would agree to continue talks at
the official level on the dispute,
which dates back to World War H.
"Neither side has shown concessions, so the positions are still far
apart," Seiichi Kondo, a Japanese
Foreign Ministry spokesman, told
reporters in a review of two days
of talks between the two foreign
ministers.
Rondo said the Soviets had suggested the two countries study
measures to encourage economic
cooperation, such as agreements
to protect investments and set
guidelines on economic relations.
The Japanese replied that, in addition to problems in the Soviet investment climate, "the overall
situation of bilateral relations is
not suitable for further promotion
of investtment." Rondo said.
His report on the talks appeared
to dash speculation that a Soviet
need for Japanese investment to
help develop the Soviet economy
— especially the vast and
resource-rich Siberian region in
the Soviet Far East — would spur
progress on the territorial issue.
Rondo said the two foreign
ministers' talks on the territorial
Issue were "frank, serious and
heated"

Final rites for Mrs. Vivian Edwards Adams were today at 10
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Fil Boston and the Rev. Bill Tate
officiated. Music was by Marsha
Tate, soloist, and Juanita Watts,
organist.
Pallbearers were Rodney
Adams, Billy Howell Adams, Jeff
Flood, Craig Darnell, Chuck
Adams, Scott Adams, Steven
Adams, David Adams and Danny
Adams, all grandsons.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Adams, 77, Rt. 1, Se
formerly of Coldwater commuhl
ty, died Saturday at 8:30 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She is survived by three

daughters, Mrs. Franklin (Emma) Rushing, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Danny (Anna) Flood, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Greg (Betty)
Blackburn, Springfield, Tenn.; six
sons, Dwain Adams, Cicero, HI.,
Hugh Adams, Rt. 2, Murray, Hal
Adams, Rt. 7, Murray, Johnny
Adams, Reidland, Bobby Adams,
Rt. 1, Farmington, and James
Adams, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Hilda Tanner, Plant City,
Fla., and Mrs. Carlton (Martha)
Draffen, Paducah; four brothers,
Herman Edwads, Cuba, Dewey
Edwards, Mayfield, Homer Edwards, Sedalia, and Hubert Edwards, Cicero, Ill.; 15 grandchildren;three greatgrandchildren.

Daniel IDan) Adams
Funeral rites for Daniel (Dan)
Adams are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Dan Sikes is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Dan Bazzell,
Darrel Brandon, Ray Bazzell,
Hubert Bazzell, Delbert Newsome

and Leslie Douglas. Burial will
follow in Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Mr. Adams,61, died Sunday at 1
p.m. at his home on Rt. 1, Murray,
Coldwater community. One
brother, William Carroll, Rt. 1,
Murray, survives.

Mrs. Ola Mae Cathey
The funeral for Mrs. Ola Mae
Cathey will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Jim Simmons and the Rev. Ercel
Carter will officiate. Music will be
by the Warren Singers.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Cathey, 69, of 1700 Ryan
Ave., Murray, died Sunday at 9:30
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She is survived by her husband,
Thomas 0. Cathey; one son, Don
Cathey and wife, Lorna, Warren,
Mich.; one brother, T.J. Kirks,
Dearborn Heights, Mich.; two
grandchildren, Bradley Reed
Cathey and Anglia Lynn Cathey.

Mrs. Ruth Mae Cothran
Mrs. Ruth Mae Cothran, 92,
Hendersonville, Tenn., died Sunday at 12 noon at Sumner
Memorial Hospital, Gallatin,
Tenn.
She was the widow of Cody B.
Cothran and a former resident of
Marshall County.
Mrs. Cothran is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Larue Binkley,
Gallatin, Mrs. Rebecca Ringold,
Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Hilda

Wilson, Memphis,Tenn., and Mrs.
Mary Taylor, Hendersonville; one
son, Jasper M. Cothran, Jackson,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Earl
(Marie) Nanny, Murray; nine
grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren.
Services were at 7 p.m. Monday
at a funeral home in Gallatin.
Graveside rites are at 1 p.m. today
at Benton City Cemetery.

Mrs. LaDone Fields Hill
Mrs. LaDone Fields Hill, 47, Rt.
2, Wingo, died Sunday at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
Born Nov. 24, 1941, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late Dewey Fields and Myrtle
Yates Fields. One brother, J.D.
Fields, also preceded her in death.
She is survived by her husband,
Jimmie Lee Hill; one son, Chris
Hill, Wingo; one sister, Mrs. Vera
Dowdy, Wingo; one brother, Leon
Fields, Jackson, Tenn.

The funeral is today at 2 p.m. at
Bethlehem United Methodist
Church, Wingo. Guy Lee and
Wynoka Lee are officiating.
Pallbearers are Paul Dowdy,
Gary Fields, Tim Fields, Roy Hill,
Kenneth Pickering and James
Hickman.

With the emphasis on action and
change, the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce today released its second Project 21 white paper. This
white paper contains 12 priorities
to help Kentucky achieve economic
prosperity in the 21st Century.
"If we do nothing, Kentucky will
he the same 12 years from now,"
said John Clarke, chairman of the
Project 21 advisory board. "We
cannot accept that, and this white
paper is our first step in taking action to effect needed change."
Clarke, a retired executive with
General Electric and a former
chairman of the Kentucky
Chamber board of directors, said
the priorities address a range of
concerns for Kentucky's future.
"These priorities address needed
actions in education, economic
development, government, justice,
transportation, revenue, and
tourism," he said.
The priorities are:
1. Continue recent momentum on
educational improvement, with an
emphasis on preschool programs
that break the cycle of low educational attainment.
2. Enact full funding for the
higher education appropriation
formula.
3. Reduce the number of
statewide elected officers to
four.. governor, It. governor,
auditor, and attorney general.. and

Teen-agers going
to help families
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.(AP) —
Traveling through the hills and
hollows of Appalachia, 21 affluent
teen-agers from the Northeast are
making this a better Christmas for
hundreds of poor families.
Distribution of gifts began during the weekend when the group
arrived here after a 14-hour drive
from Morristown, N.J., where
they attend Delbarton School.
Led by former Delbarton headmaster Giles Hayes, a Benedictine
monk, the students will spend five
days helping hand out clothing and
toys to more than 700 families in
Floyd, Knott and Magoffin
counties.
When the first caravan came
here from New Jersey in 1981, it
consisted of a van with donations
stuffed in the back seat. This year,
there were two semis and two
Ryder trucks tilled with such
items as 350 pairs of tennis shoes
from a store owner in Morristown.
Donations from the Delbarton
school make up half of the items
going into the Christmas basket
program sponsored by the Christian Appalachian Project (CAP).
Contributions also are sent by
families around the country and
from individuals and businesses in
the area, said Monsignor Ralph
Beiting, who set up the non-profit,
religious-oriented organization in
1957.
The CAP budget has grown to
$21.5 million and is used, as
Beiting puts it, to help the poor in
eastern Kentucky help
themselves, through various
social programs reaching into 25
counties.
By Saturday morning, the four
trucks had been unloaded into the
CAP warehouse in Prestonsburg.
CAP volunteers, along with a
group of students from Creighton
University in Omaha, Neb., and
the boys from Delbarton stuffed
boxes full of food and presents.
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businesses have funded the effort,
according to Wiseman. He added
that Project 21 is strictly a privatesector initiative.
Two more white papers are
planned, according to Bruce Cotton, current chairman of the board
of directors for the Kentucky
Chamber. Cotton said the third
white paper will delve further into
economic development policies to
enhance increased business expansion and new business in the state,
and the fourth white paper will examine education, particularly adult
education. The first white paper
assessed Kentucky's current
economic status, pinpointing assets
such as Kentucky's central location, telecommunications network,
and tourism potential. It also identified obstacles to growth such as
an undereducated population. a
generally weak technology base,
and an inadequate transportation
system.
"All of our efforts boil down to
creating jobs," Cotton said. "The
need is obvious. Currently one in 16
working-age Kentuckians is
unemployed. Kentucky cannot prospe- until all its people prosper. We
believe these priorities address the
obstacles that have prevented that
from happening in the past, and we
will work for their implementation
during the next 12 years or until
they are accomplished."
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1985 Ford Mustang OT Conver-

allow them to serve two con.
secutive terms.
4. Create an office of strategic
planning.
5. Significantly increase
available capital for small business
and expanding industries.
6. Offer incentives and remove
barriers for consolidation of services and mergers among cities
and counties.
7. Increase tourism advertising
and promotion.
8. Expand literacy and GED programs for adults.
9. Better coordinate all adult
vocational skill training programs.
10. Improve the system of assigning road priorities.
11. Provide a less political process for the selection of judges.
12. Strengthen Kentucky's
revenue base to fund our basic
education, infrastructure, and
development needs.
"These priorities are steps
toward reaching our two main
goals," said Jim Wiseman, president of the Kentucky Chamber.
"Since Project 21 started two years
ago, our goals have been to have
the best business climate and the
most improved educational system
by the year 2000. The two are tied
together because better education
leads to better jobs."
Some 100 people from across
Kentucky were involved in determining the priorities, and some 120
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State Chamber releases paper

Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with Jackson Funeral
Home, Dukedom, Tenn., in charge
of arrangements
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
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1 High
mountain

4
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39 Conducted
41 Donaldson ot
ABC News
42 Warm
44 Printer's
measure
46 Seattle team
48 Sedate
51 Unit of
Italian
currency
52 Lubricate
53 In respect
to
55 Kind of
firecracker
59 Exist
60 Human
existence
62 S-shaped
molding
63 Through
64 Spare
65 Repetition

1 Turkish
flag
5 Crazy
9 Benii, e g
12 River in
Siberia
13 Follow
orders
14 — Marie
Saint
15 Gun
17 Teutonic
deity
18 Fruit seed
19 Footless
21 Wear away
23 Killed
27 Near
28 Trial and —
29 Hint
31 Haggard
heroine
34 Silver
symbol
35 Fixed
portions
38 Article
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8 Capital of
Phoenicia
9 Railroad
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10 Roman poet
11 ''Heaven's

2 Hawaiian
wreath
3 Abstract
being
4 Bullfighter
5 Grief
poetic
6 Hebrew
month
7 Toll

16 Musical
dramas
20 Pertaining
to tenths
10 11
9
8
7
22 Sun god
6
5
23 Repast
24 Force onward
14
13
UU 25 Redford ID
26 Pair
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17
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30 All
32 Filament
21 22
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33 Goals
36 Scottish
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37 Lawmaker
33
31 32
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38
37
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45 Roman 1,001
36III
47 Mature
41
42 143
48 Cleansing
substance
47
46
49 Weary
I
50 Plaything
51
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54 For shame)
56 Time gone by
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Notice

BUNDY

trumpet for
sale. Very good condi
lion. Call 753-3901 after
Sp m
Reasonably
priced

Charles
PrintsFrace
Freedom,
Red Rascal,
On Watch,
Koala, Jaguar
—Many More—
Also complete Frace
mini prints set
After 4:30
753-7419

2

Notice

Water Damage or'
Some of

2.Notice
SANTA suit rentals!
7591073

Woodcraftere.
Stock.
3 Kings and
3 Queen,
Reg

69c;

S249
GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray.

THE FAR SIDE

BURGESS
WATER
CO. &
PUMPWELL
Water Well Drilling
Pump Sales and Service
Alan Burgess
(502) 247-6658
Mayfield, Ky.
Water For America
Since 1954
4ssidemilei•Farni•impOomisitlestriei
Free Fame**
Rohm do Service

By GARY LARSON

UI

19
23

24

25

28
35

34

11

39 140
44
48
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436-5355
Professional Chimney,
Cleaner
Offering Fire Box Repair
Camper Installation.
Custom Hoods and Bird
Screens
Senior Citizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service
LEATHER Snakeskin
Come see our new line
of all leather billfolds at
just $5. Leather vests,
purses, key chains,
belts, belt buckles. Will
engrave your name on
leather belts. Snakeskin
(Python, Rattlesnake)
buckles, hats, belts,
billfolds. Shop early for
great savings on
Christmas gifts. Also
have Serape blankets
and Jerga shirts. Ward
Leather, 2 miles west Of
Hazel on State Line
Road 893. 492-8580.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Notice

2

Notice

LYNDA'S PRETTY
PUNCH Embroidery
Sweatshirts! Lynda
Ward, 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line
Road 893. 500 patterns,
glue, guaranteed
needles. Free pattern
with each visit. Free
catalog with purchase
of kit. Taking custom
orders. Sweatshirts
sizes S- XX XLarge: $AUL Children's sizes 2-16:
$3. Phone 492-8580.

MENNONITE Bake
Sale at Flippens
Hillbilly Barn every
Sat. 9a.m.- 4:3Op.m.
Place Christmas or
ders. Grandma Miller's
Country Bakin' Ph
901-782-3412.

SWEATER Sale- 1 table
long sleeve, $10 each. 1
table sweater vests, $10
each. Solid white sweat
shirts, $6 each or 2 for
$10. Scarfs, $1 each or 3
for $2. Nursing bras $5.
Excuisite form bras up
to size 48, 20% off. All
Christmas decorated
clothes 10% off. San
Souci robes, long and
short, 30% off. Maternity
clothes 20% off. We carry
dresses sizes 1-54. Also
skirts, blouses and
slacks in regular and
plus sizes. Jo Ann
Varieties on the square
753-9569.

TIS the season to let
Pam's Cake Hut handle
all your holiday baking
festivities. With many
varieties to choose
from- Italian Cream,
Carrot or Jam Cake are
always a favorite. So
decorate your holiday
table with a sheet cake
full of Christmas colors
for $9.25 or fresh
coconut for $10. For
quality to be re
membered call 759-4492.
Happy Holidays from
Pam's.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.

MURRAY
LEDGER
& TIMES

II

63

SANTA'S
HELPERS

2

LADIES in Orient seek
correspondence w/
single gentlemen. The
Friendship Office, Box
is
5248 Stn. A, Calgary COUNTRY Jean's
Are
Alberta, Canada ready for Santa!
you? Buy that special
T2H1X6.
someone jeans and
sweatshirts! Name
brand jeans: Lee, Jor
dache, Levi, Lawman,
Zena, Southern
Bluegrass, Manisha,
Jou Jou. Sweatshirts by
Camp Beverly Hills,
Whisper, Alfredo, Big
Apple Connections,
South and many more.
Business Hours Handmade rag jackets.
Just received new
Monday-Friday shipment
of men's
Levis and Jordache
8 am-5 pm
jeans. Open by appointment. Regular hours:
Saturday
Fri. 4p.m. 6p.m. Sat.
8 am-12 noon
10a.m.-4p.m. 5 miles 94
East. 759-1062.

III
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Notice
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Warren
Charlie
Brick
Contractor
Can now be
reached at
430-2720

Murray
Furniture
Mart
(Located inside
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Uncle Jeffs)

pi

753-2600
New and used furniture Quality fur-
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prices
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RIGHT,
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CERTAINLY
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LISTEN TO
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2 .Notice
1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare Is again
changing the Part-A
deductible
and
copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital.
you or your insurance will have to
pay the first $540.00
before
Medicare
pays anything. For
free information call:

6. Help Wanted

9. Situation

Wanted
CHRISTIAN lady wilt
HOUSEKEEPER:
do housecleaning RePermanent position 4
ferences available 492
days per week, un8899.
iforms furnished. ApCHRISTIAN mother
plicants must be con
available for child care
scientious and self
motivated. Salary over the holidays.
based on qualifications Flexible hours. Call
759-1190.
and experience. Re
ferences required. Re- 10. Business
Opportunity
spond to: P.O. Box 402,
FOR Sale: Small subMurray, KY 42071.
LAB TECHNICIAN: franchise business. If
Western Kentucky you would like to own
manufacturer presently your own business, now
seeking a lab techni- is the time. New
cian. Responsibilities changes are being made
would include testing come first of the year
tensile, strength, hard- that will mean a business, elongation, ness boom. For adspecific gravity, glass ditional information
burn -off, flex strength respond to: P.O. Box
and the like at various 115, Hazel, KY 42049.
intervals in the produc11. Instruction
tion process. Individual
must have an associate
T RUC TJN
degree in chemistry. fAs
ct LEARN TO DRIVE
Good salary and fringe
TRACTOR-TRAILER
benefits. Send resume
,
to: Auto Style Inc., P.O. •No sap•nonc• 6
rood•O'
Box 985, Hopkinsville, •DOT CortOkabon
KY 42240.
•Full or perl-brn•
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22. Musical
5'8"BALDWIN Grand
piano, beautiful. 437-4432.

24. Miscellaneous
SS GALLON barrels for
sale Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759-9831.
FIREWOOD for sale
47-4667.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Red oak seasoned or
green. $25 dumped, 130
stacked. 436-5430.
FIREWOOD for Sale.
Tree removal. Free
estimate. 436-2562, 4362758.
FIREWOOD
Delivered, $25. Pick-up,
$20. 489-2774.
GO carts, go carts, go
carts! 5 HP single and
double seats. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Road. Call
759-9831.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
troming
immediate delivery.
•Pisowronl Oro
Acree Portable
•Firencisl rai
AwArble
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
ALLIANC
E
mAczoo-TRAJLER
ORDER Now! ChristTRAINING CENTERS AMMO=
mas trees, wholesale
UNIANOSSITI
CiaTailleree
(502)247-7831.
SEASONED firewood.
1 -800-334-1203
436-2744.

32. Apt. for

Rent

38. Pets -Supplies

1 BEDROOM apartWESTIES Champion
ment near university: line
AKC, satisfaction
$165 a month, gas heat, guarante
e. $300 $600
no pets 489 2244.
759-4556.

49.Used Cars

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

1987 CUTLASS Ciera
Brougham: 4 door, MFI
V6, all power, 15,XXX
miles, charcoal. 759
1125.
1988 WHITE Cougar
X R 7, loaded, 17,000
miles 492 8783 or 753
8555.
ATTENTION
Gover
nment seized vehicles
from $100 Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. 1-602-838-8885.
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide.
(1) 805,687-6000 Ext
S-8155.

HOLIDAY Special 10% PLUMBING repairmdr,
discount (with coupon) with same day servict
for customers who con
Call 759 4850
tract tree work with
Bover's Tree Service PUT in your order fo' a
through January 10, 1989. handsome custom ma.ie
Call the professional tree butcher block tablt.
service at 753-0338.
From basic to excuisite.
INSULATION blown in any size, height or
by Sears. TVA ap
shape to fit your need or
proved. Save on those fancy. Genuine oak
high heating and cool
tops. Call today
mg bills. Call Sears 435 4142.
753 2310 for free REDING and Carter'estimate.
complete mobile home
INVITE Santa Claus to repairs service. Call
your Christmas party! 492 8806 for estimate
Santa Claus for rent. FOR Sale 3 storagr
Call after 5p.m. sheds like houses,
437-4373.
complete electric in
DUNCAN'S landscap- every way. 2 TVs, color
ing and lawn service 1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
provided for the Murray With complete hook-ups
area. For free es- for mobile homes. Rare
Doberman pinchers,
timates phone 753 3266.
LICENSED Electri- fond and rust color
cian, Doug Jones Elec- AKC registered.
tric. Residential wiring mobile homes. Yoi,
and electrical and elec- have to see to believe!
tric motor repairs. No Call for an appointment
rewinding
Call 492-8806.
ROCKY COLSON Home
759-4751.
LICENSED electrician, Repair. Roofing, siding,
residential and com- painting, plumbing, con
mercial. Air condition- crete. Free estimates
ing. Sales and service. Call 474-2307 or 753-6973.
Gas installation and SEASONED oak
repair for natural and firewood. 753 5476.
LP Fred's Repair 753
SEWING machine rep7203.
air. All makes and
L&L Roofing & General models, home and in
Repair. Also, gutter dustry. Call Kenneth
repair and painting. Barnhill, 753 2674,
Free estimates. 10% Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
discount for Senior SHEETROCK finishing,
citizens. 474-8057.
new or repair. 436-2811.
MINOR plumbing rep- SUREWAY Tree
air, vinyl siding in
Service Topping, prun
stallment, firewood $25 ing, tree removal. Ae
delivered. 437-4660.
rial bucket truck Fully
MOBILE HOME insured for your prof
Specialist repair, ection. Stump removal
leveling, underpinning, with no lawn damage
set-ups, tear -downs, Free estimates
No
roofs, floors, plumbing, obligations. 753-5484.
wiring, washing, TELEPHONE wiring
hurricane straps. 759- lacks installed phones
moved residence and
4850.
business experienced
PROFESSIONAL Call Bobby Wade
753
Painting Contractor - 2220.
Brighten up your home. APPLIANCE
REPAIR
Call now to book your. We Servic
e
distop notch Quality Pain• hwasher
s, disposals,
ter who has years ranges,
ovens, re
experience in 1-2-3 story frigerator
s, washers &
homes and businesses, dryers. Service
on most
has all tools and makes
and
equipment No lob too G E factory models
trained.
large or too small
The Appliance Works,
Phone now 753-5192
Or. Rob Mason Rd
Hwy 783, 753 2455.
WET BASEMENT. We
Septic Tanks
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
Pumped
guaranteed. Call or
...Sewer lines cleaned
...Grease Traps
write Morgan Conpumped
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
,-Portable toilet
409A, Paducah, K
rentals
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
...Office trailer rental
WILL do plumbing in
• saes
stallation & repairs. All
guaranteed
Free es
timates. Phone 492 8899
Mobile John &
or 753 1308.
Septic Service
WILL do roofing,
527 9945
plumbing, painting, &
1 800 592 3308
yard work. Call 7534.370
or 436 5895.

2 BEDROOM duplex WRINKLED
puppies
with carport, extra for Christma
s! Cham
nice. Available January pion line
of Chinese
1. Behind Cain Jeep Shar
Pei: 2 males, 1
Eagle. $300 per month
female. Stud service
753-4487.
available. 502-247-8834
2 BEDROOM apart
ment, 1 month rent 43. Real
Estate
deposit required. No
ATTENTION
Gover
pets. 207 11th Street
Call 753-3415 before nment homes from $1
(U repair). Delinquent
5p.m.
DUPLEX: 2 bedrooms, tax property. Re
stove, refrigerator, no possessions. Call
pets. $300/ month plus 602-838-8885 Ext. GH684.
FOR Sale: Good rental
deposit. 1802 1/2 Mon
Jerry McConnell
roe Ave. 753-5400 or property, four apartInsurance
ments, 1 block from
502-527-7382 after 5p.m.
753-4199
campus. 542,000, call
DUPLEX: quiet re
"Our 2eth Year"
sidential area, near 753-1203.
university and services. KCIPPERUD Realty
Now it's
Singles preferred, $250. offers a complete range
WE clean your rings,
of Real Estate services
753-8096.
free. We discount
EFFICIENCY apart- with a *ide selection of
jewelry, every day. We
.Toll Frefment close to campus. quality homes, all
buy old gold. We sell for
Water furnished, rent prices. 753-1222, toll free
less, we guarantee it.
$125 a month. 753-0973 or 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
Gold, diamonds and
711 L for courteous,
1-247-3946.
Black Hills gold. If we
FOR Rent- New Duplex competent Real Estate
EMPLOYMENT
don't have what you
at 1005B Northwood service. We make buywant we will get it for
OPPORTUNITY
New & Used
Drive, Murray. 2 be- ing & selling Real
you. Gold Nugget, 106
Press operator
drooms, garage with Estate easy for you.
GM Executives
E. South Street,
with general guagelectric opener, ap- LOT for sale- single
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
Program Vehicles
pliances furnished, gas family dwelling, reing and blueprint
502-247-6762.
st
r
i
c
1
ed
joins
,
heat. Phone 527-9192
901-642-3900
reading abilities.
Gatesborough, water,
(Benton).
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
6. Help Wanted
3:30-12 Shift
sewer
and
gas.
753-5541.
LARGE 2 bedroom
SEASONED firewood,
ADMINISTRATIVE
Apply at:
duplex in Northwood, 44. Lots for
Sale
$20
SECRETARY 11. The
a
rick.
-haul.
U
Job Service Office
$.315/ month. 759-4406.
492-8254 after 5:30p.m.
Budget Office of
LIKE new 2 bedroom AN acre corner lot in 50. Used Trucks
203
Fentres
s
St.
Murray State UniversTHE Gold Nugget: duplex
Pine Crest, Ky. for 1980
apartment
CHEVY Scottsdale
Paris, TN
ity is looking for a
Gold- Diamonds- Black central
$4,500 or a compact
heat
and
air,
pick-up. $3800. 753-6308.
highly-motivated inHills Gold. Discount
901-642-29'71
• AIRLINES
auto.
dishwasher, disposal,
1982 CHEVROLET S-10't 6
dividual to assume the
jewerry every day. We refriger
•CRUISE LINES
ator, stove, SHADY lot in Sherwood cylinder, 4 speed, air, tilt,
Equal Opportunity
position of Administrabuy
old
gold.
If
we
don't
Forest.
All Services. AM -FM,
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
microwave, Westwood
Employer
sliding back
tive Secretary II. This
have what you want, we subdivisi
on, $335, lease 759-9268.
hiOmE STUDY/RES TRAINING
glass, red and white,
position is regular, fullwill get it. •Free ring
and
deposit
required
.
partially
customized, 84,
•rINANCIAL AID AVAK.
time at a salary of 15.83 NEED a lob? 4 openings
cleaning. We sell for
45. Farms for Sale
759-1503.
000 miles. 753-6063.
per hour. Education now. You may qualify
..108 PLACEMENT ASSIST.
less- Guaranteed.
79
SURVEY
MUR-Ca
ED
wooded
l
apts.
Nor1982 FORD pick-up, like
and/or exper;ence: if: (1)you do not have
orders availa- thwood
1-800-327-7728 Special
Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. acres near Kentucky new condition. Caii
Two years of college GED or your high
ble. Southside Court
Lake,
Now
good
renting.
road
frontEqual
AC
T TRAVEL SCHOOL.
after 5p.m. 753-7323.
plus three years of school diploma, (2) you
Square, Mayfield, Ky.
Housing Opportunity. age, very reasonable 1984 F600
Nail Hclips 3-ca-, 3
"
experience including have been out of school
247-6762.
FORD aerial
price,
$23,000.
759-4984.
Phone
financial record keep- 9 months or more, (3)
bucket truck: new rubWANTED: Buyers of
Kopperud
Realty
NOW
753renting
Section
8,
ing in a university, you are between
ber on the rear, fair on
timber of all kinds.
ages 16
1222.
business, or govern- & 21. We are a EOE.
the front, works 40'
McKnight & Sons 1 bedroom apartments.
Southside
Manor,
753- 46. Homes
ment office required. This project is funded
pole, excellent condi
Sawmill, Poor Farm
for Sale
Experience may be by the Western Ky.
tion. 345-2561.
Rd. 753-5305 or nights 8221, 9a.m.-11p.m. and
12p.m.3
BEDROO
2p.m.
Equal
M
Kentucky
substituted year -for Private Industry
1984 JEEP Grand
753-7528.
Opportunity Housing.
Lake home near Pine Wagoneer,
year for college. Must Councilloaded, V-8,
WATER heaters, elecJTPA. Call
Crest
TAKING
Resort.
Quiet
possess excellent typing J.T.P.A.
and excellent condition.
applications
tric, 40 gallon, double
Out Of School
private
setting,
for
Section
for
anck-office procedure 753-9378
sale Average retail $10,200.,
8. Rent
-SECRETARY
heating elements, 5 Subsidize
between 8:30d apt. 1, 2 or 3 or lease. Owner financ- asking S8,900. Call 753skills and the ability
-EXECUTIVE SEC
12:005 days a week.
years, glass-lined tank, BR. Apply
ing,
low
down
payment
and desire to work with
Hilldale
•WORD PROCESSOR
7307.
$119.99. Wallin Hard- Apts.,
mathematical RESPONSIBLE person
Hardin, Ky. „and low monthy 1985 CIERA Classic
HOSE STUDY /RES TRAINING
ware,
Downtown
needed
to
live
with
Paris,
'Day
ment
Equal
s.
calculations. Micro
Housing
GMC 1/2 ton pick-up,
•FINANCIAL AND AVAL.
Tn.
(502)442-56.47.
Opportunity.
computer skills re- elderly female and help 406 PLACEME
red and silver, all
NT ASSIST
with
WE
activities
service
of
daily
all
brands
BEDROO
3
quired. Prefer ability to
M home 1,n power, AM-FM cassof kerosene heaters and 34. Houses for Rent
1-800-327-7728
country. 2 extra sleep- ette, sliding
take shorthand or take living. Interested inwindow,
dividual
carry
neE
s
a
full
should
HART
line
SCHOOL
call
of
parts.
ing
rooms
notes quickly, and
upstairs, tilt, cruise, and many
1 BEDROOM, gas heat,
•ON of ACT Corp.
Keith's
Lawn
&
Traclarge
knowledge of modern 759-9202 before 5p.m.
living
Narl. Oxlip% Pompano OM R.
room and extras with tool box and
newly decorated, $300 a
tor, Industrial Road,
work processing, TRACTOR mechanic
month. References and dining room. Central rails. Excellent condi759-9831.
spreadsheet, and data and small engine
gas
heat
and
air. 12 tion, low mileage. 753deposit
75314. Want to Buy
WICKER, all kinds; 7376.
base systems. Position mechanic needed. Exmiles east of Murray. 5940 day or night.
Will require a typing perience prefered. FRAME mounted guns; 1977 Cordoba
000.
Call
7531203.
: ••se
1 9 8 7 CHEVROLIT
test. Interested persons Reply to: P.O. Box 1415, trailer hitch for pick-up $700; 1967 Mustang; gas heat. $350
3
M house in Custom Deluxe 10, $7,
truck, class 3. 759-4905.
1974 3/4 Ford pick-up plus deposit. per m th
should apply at: Per- Murray, Ky.
carpet, very 900. 1 owner pick-up.
753-0332.
sonnel Services, Fourth TYPIST/ Office Assis- WANT to buy Raw $750; Alaskan Mal- I OR
nice. Will sell for pay 759-1777 after 4p.m.
4 bedroom house,
Floor, Sparks Hall, tant. Maybe some sales. Furs. Stanley Owen amute puppies; Poodle
492-8755.
1987 GMC S 15: Solid
baths, garage, fenced in
Murray State Univers- Computer experience a McClellan, Pulaski, IL. puppies; 1976 Chevy
back yard in the city. 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, red, lowered, aluminum
ity, Murray, KY 42071.
van $2,100; 15' boat. Phone
must. Word processing, 618-342-6316.
24x24 garage, on 1 acre, wheels, V 6, automatic
753-8378.
,
ADULT Day Car e7 data base, desk -top
753-6438.
HOUSE, 3 bedrooms, approximately 5 miles 18,000 miles, tilt, cruise,
Activities Coordinator. publishing helpful. 15. Articles for Sale
out of Murray. Call carpet..tfloor, A/C,
WOOD for sale oak and very nice.
AM
1 and 2 after
Part-time position for Apply in person ANTIQUES, col- hickory, $25 a rick.
7p.m. 437-4854.
FM radio, tinted winbedroom apartments
creative individual ex- 12-5p.m. M-F: The Mail lectables, salvage and 759-9313 after 5p.m.
near university. Fur- 4 BEDROOM, 2 bath dows, louvers, excellent
perienced in organizing House, 314 Main Street.
junk of all types. Paris
nished. Daytime 753- home on large, in-town condition. Call 753-7387.
and implementing prolot. Available DeLanding Country Store, 27. Mobile Homes for Sale 6111, nightime 753-0606.
grams for the elderly.
cember 28. Rent $4425/ 51 . Campers
Hwy 119 just off 79 at
LARGE 3 bedroom
Accepting
Demonstrated verbal
month. 1 year lease
Paris Landing. Open 7
house, furnished or
1983 TOYOTA
and written comApplications
days, 8a.m. Dark.
unfurnished, in Aurora, prefered. Contact Kop- Sunraider motor home,
munication skills
perud
Phone 901-642-8119.
Realty.
753-1222.
For
Mobile
Nurses
Aides
Home
Ky. Call 502-354-6075 for
34,000 miles, 1 owner,
necessary. Must be able
COMPUTER: Leading
more information.
Al! shifts. Flexible
Parts & Service
full galley and bath,
to insure program
47. Motorcycles
Edge IBM PC comroof air, engine air,
compliance with state
working hours and
CUSTOM KITCHEN MINUS
Custom Built Decks
patible. 640K RAM,
BORDERS Cycle and
37. Livestock -Supplies
CUSTOM WOODWOIEKING
sleeps four. Good gas
regulations. Send reDoors and Knobs
beginning salary at
color graphics, 10Mb
ATV Center. Used
sume to: Glada Dodd,
All Types Of:
2 REGISTERED ATVs, parts, service, milage, priced to sell.
$114.95 and Up
hard disk, WP software,
$3.50 per hour. Full
Administrator, Fern
753-0822.
American saddlebred accessories and
BASIC.
$1,100.
Exterior:wi
753-2640.
ndows
tires.
Woodworking
Custom
scholarships
are
Terrace Lodge, 1505
stallions. $450 each or 200 North Main, Benton,
EXCELLENT Christ.'e'or Bronze Storm Winclows
53.
Services
awarded annually to
Stadium View Dr.,
Offered
$800 for both. Call Ky. 502-527 1680.
mas gift: Standard size
T4.oc Vinyl Skirting
Murray, Kentucky.
CMA school and LPN
759-9660 after 6p.m.
pool table, good condi1985 HONDA Elite, 30 YEARS Experience.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
EOE.
Roots
Kool Sealed
NANNY or Billy goats, V highway approved
school for those
tion, $175. 759.1509 or
mo- Will do interior and
•Drop
see our showroom
ATTENTION- Hiring!
each.
Call
exterior
after
9P.M.
"Factory
painting,
Experienc
paper
e
759-9900.
tor
employee
scooter.
s
interested
Mint plus
Government jobs- your
753-9523.
Building
hanging,
Servicing
general
recondition
OR
.
sale
1986
Honda
Sharp
in a career in longarea. Many immediate
Mobile Horn..."
NICE Ouartermare. 125 4-wheeler ATV, mint pairs and yard work.
copiers arrd fax
term core.
openings without waitAlso 14' stock traitor, 6' condition.
machines Demo units
r Phone 1502µ02•11418 •
evening
s Phone 753 9545, ask for
ing list or test. S17,810Jack Beard.
wide, good condition. '753-0375.
Apply at
also available. Call
S69,485. Call 602-838-8885
489-2559 after 6p.m.
A 1 TREE Service and
Miller
1 800 248 4319, Benton,
Want View
Ext R684.
stump removal Your
Gas and Electric
SIMMENTAL and 4 9 . Used Cars
Ky.
HELP Wanted: ExNursing Horne
professional tree serFurnaces
Simbrah bulls. PerMINK lack& and mat1969
PONTIA
C:
good
perienced pressman.
35,400 B T U
vice. All types, remoformance & semen
SEM'
1401 South 16th St.
ching hat. Also fullcondition
,
low
mileage,
Send qualifications to:
val, topping, feeding.
tested. Excellent qual•
40.200 BT U
length rabbit coat, size
$EW'
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Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

Lane's

* Four Star *

r

ALPINE

car audio systems

Wiggins & Shoppers Mall

)ockradrosciab

OPEN EVERYDAY Nov. 25 thru Dec. 24
Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 5
Sun. 12 to 5
Wiggins Furniture
Shoppers Mall

WE STILL PA KE
H
SE CAL S!

Home For Sale

Jones
Produce

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

305 S. 12th St.

753-4199

2 bedroom,
basement style home
w/ 1/2 acre.
Must see to appreciate

s18 000

Call Casey at TranSouth

759-4941

4
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RCA
STEREO
ColorTrak 2000

Monitor-Receiver

RCA
STEREO
ColorTrak 2000
Monitor-Receiver

'RCA unified TV/VCR remote
'MIS stereo sound system w/SAP
•147-channel cable-compatible tuning
and more!

FREE
$149.95 Value

Hard-Shell
Carrying
Case
RCA 27" Diagonal
'RCA audio/video remote
'Total remote control system
0560 lines of
resolution
•4 speaker MIS
stereo sound

RCA
STEREO
ColoriVak
Monitor -Receiver

26" Diagonal
•RCA TVNCR remote
•MTS stereo sound system
with on-screen displays
and more!

RCA
STEREO
ColorTrak 2000
Monitor-Receiver
Model F27155AK

RCA 27" Diagonal
•RCA audio/video remote
•560 lines of resolution
•Total remote control system
•147-channel cable-compatible
tuning and more!

moor

RCA Stereo VCR

We've been standing behind you with quality RCA products
and professional reliable service for over 34 years. We appreciate the opportunity to serve you in Murray and the surrounding area.
We wish all of you a very merry Christmas and a safe, healthy
and happy New Year.
(L to R) Bryan Elkins, Tom Alexander, Gary Evits, Ileene Tripp,
Alton Swift, Windsor Tripp and Charles Dallas (RCA Territory
Manager).

'Remote programming w/
on-screen display (4/1 yr.)
'HO channel FS quartz tuning
'Wireless Remote

*90 DAYS SAME AS CASH * VISA/MC ACCEPTED

WARD & ELKINS

